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Damage Apparently Caused By Plane

Medicciid
Changes
Sought

Chemical Hurts Crops
On Some County Farms
A mysterious chemical-apparently dropped from an airplane - has
damaged crops on several Calloway
and Graves County farms.
"The damage almost has to have
been caused by some sort of aircraft
because of the damage pattern," said
Bill Green, Graves County Extension
agent, adding that disease, air pollution or fallout from a chemical plant
have all been ruled out.
"Everything in the area is speckled
including leaves on trees, gardens,
plants and fencerows," he continued.
Green said the tobacco crops would be
affected most by the damage. If the
weather is good, most of the other
crops and gardens will be all right."
Although new growth of garden
plants probably will not be contaminated,screen's recommendation
for those with affected vegetables to
discard the items that are speckled.
He cautioned against eating the affected materials.
The area damaged is about one and
one-half miles wide and six to seven
miles long, according to Green. It
runs from Clark's River bottom
around Coldwater to north of Farmington.
_Green said the damage, which was
first noticed Friday,appears to have
been caused from a contact herbicide.
He listed three possibilities - an air
application of some crops in the area,
a right-of-way spraying by a
transmission company or utility company, or spillage from a refueling of
transport planes. .
Green said someone in the area
reported seeing two big transport
planes refueling.

One Calloway County farmer, Edmon Jones, has lost his whole crop of
dark tobacco. "I noticed Friday morning that my tobacco leaves were drying up and falling off," Jones said.
"My field corn is also in bad shape,
but I have been advised it will be all
right," he continued.
Green, Calloway County Extension
agent Ted Howard and officials from
the University of Kentucky Extension
Service substation in Princeton
observed the damage and took
samples of it Tuesday for evaluation,
according to Dan Darnell, a Calloway
County farmer whose has damaged
tobacco,corn and soybean crops.
Darnell said one official estimated
the corn damage would be only 5 percent. Although some think the
chemical paraquat is responsible for
the damage, Darnell says he
disagrees.
"I'm not satisfied with the paraquat
explanation,- Darnell said. "I have
used it before and it hasn't affected
crops like this." He did say it could be
possible though for massive quantities applied from the air to affect the
crops differently.
Ralph Darnell, another local
farmer, said although his crops of
corn, tobacco and soybeans have been
hurt, they will not be totally lost.
Darnell said he has no monetary
estimate of the damage to his crops.
Green's office has no regulatory
powers. However, he has contacted
the Division of Pesticide Safety of the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture
and the federal Environmental Protection Agency.
Although those agencies have the

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
CITY

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Kentucky Human Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo is seeking federal approval to deviate from prescribed
Medicaid care procedures.
In a recent letter to U.S. Health and
Human Services Secretary Richard
Schweiker, Stumbo asked that the
state be given authority to tell
Medicaid recipients where they must
go for routine help and to limit reimbursements to all Kentucky hospitals.
"We don't know if any of these will
be approved," said James B.
Gooding, who supervises Kentucky's
Medicaid program.
Gooding is optimistic that the
federal government will permit the
state to direct Medicaid recipients to
specific _medical facilities. The
facilities would have agreed by contract to treat the recipients at a fixedrate.
The move is intended to increase
the use of clinics and maintenance
organizations closer to a patient's
home.
Gooding said that, for routine visits,
"we feel like we can make a more intelligent decision on quality and cost
than the recipient can make. If we're
the one paying the bill, it seems it
ought to be our choice a little bit."
In emergencies, recipients could go
wherever they wanted.
The state pays a third of the
Medicaid costs, with the federal
government picking up the remainder
of the bill.
Stumbo also wants to divide
hospitals into several groups, based
on size and level of care, and set
Medicaid reimbursement rates in advance at 10 percent above the median
cost for that group.
"It's something that hasn't been
done in hospitals - and because of
that, some of their costs are very excessive," Gooding said.
"They've know they'd get it back no
matter whattheir costs were."
William S. Conn, president of the
Kentucky Hospital Association, said
hospitals are unhappy with the reimbursement proposal.
He said hospitals are receiving only
80 percent of their costs of Medicaid
patients.

power to look at records to see what
aircrafts were in the are, at that
time, Green said it would be hard to
pinpoint the blame. It will also be difficult to determine the specific
substance involved, he said.

Bald Eagle
Makes Free
Flight At LBL

GOLDEN POND - Three days
after this country celebrated its 205
years of freedom, a 14-week-old symbol of that freedom, a bald eagle,
celebrated his own by making his first
free flight at TVA's Land Between
The Lakes(LBL).
Officials from LBL and the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency,
cooperators in the project, released
the eagle on Tuesday, July 7.
The bird was held in the LBL cage
two weeks beyond the time it was
capable of leaving the nest to allow its
wing muscles to develop more fully.
Generally, young eagles leave, the
nest on their own tee ezitrynct_aspend
the next two to three weeks 011 the
ground with the parents feeding and
protecting them. The additional time
in the cage also allowed the bird's
tailfeathers to fully mature so a
battery-powered transmitter could be
attached to monitor the bird's
movements. Rick Lowe, nongame
POOLSIDE BEAUTIES - Contestants for the Murray-Calloway Counbiologist at LBL, said this bird shows
ty
Jaycee Fair Queen contest were treated to a pool party Tuesday at
signs of being much stronger than
tie Paul Kiesovv residence. The queen will be named in the contest,
others raised at the facility.
Lowe and Robert Hatcher, State
sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club in conjunction with the
Nongame and Endangered Species
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees, set for 7:30 p.m. Friday, July 10, at
Coordinator with TWRA, are coorLovett Auditorium. Rehearsal will be at 7 p.m. Thursday. Contestants
dinating the eagle hacking project,
include (from left, top photo) Sherry Newsome, Kristy Clark, Dana
which is designed to reestablish
Hoke, Kimber LeAnn Baker, Dannetta Morris, Crystal Curd, Laura
er Body Shop Burglary nesting eagles into the western TenBrown, Debbie Ferguson, Shelia Lilly, Caroline Choate, Karen Shultz,
nessee and Kentucky area. A similar
Donna Miller,(middle photo) Lisa Russell, Cheryl Rose, Pam Padgett,
effort last year on the part of TWRA
Missi
Farris, Valerie Wynn, Kim C_anady, Jena Hoke, Lone Hale, Deband
TVA resulted in the release of two
An investigation is continuing by third-degree burglary, the reports
bie Stubblefield, Teresa Jones, Nina Harrell, Brenda Conley,(bottom
eagles into the area. Both birds rethe Murray Police Department into said.
photo) Susan Anderson, Linda Burris, Renata Collins, Tammy Torsak,
the Monday night break-in at the
In a separate incident investigated main in the area, according to recent
Kim Farley, Kathy Roberts, Tiffany Taylor, Kellie Overbey, Gina
Parker Ford body shop, 701 Main St., by the Murray police, a Kirksey tracking reports.
Hatcher and Lowe are assisted in
Shipley, Carol Spann, Leslie Hopkins and Suzanne Pitman.
according to police reports.
woman was treated and released at
Several tools amounting to $1,235, the Murray-Calloway County Hospital the project by LBL interns Pat
including paint guns, sanders and for injuries received in a two-car acci- Keyser, Bob Altman, and Nancy
Douglass. The eaglet was provided by
wrenches, were reported missing, the dent Tuesday night.
reports said.
Mary M. Pierce, 74, Route 1, the Columbus(Ohio) Zoo.
Two additional eaglets will be
All tools are engraved with Parker 1Cirksey, was removed to the Murray
Ford Body Shop,the reports said.
hospital after her car reportedly had transported to LBL from the U.S. Fish
Entry reportedly was gained after not come to a complete stop and col- and Wildlife Service's Patuxent
glass in the west side garage door was lided with a car driven by Jeffrey L. Wildlife Research Center in Laurel,
Republican leaders promised to mation process.
By MIKE SHANAHAN
broken,the reports said.
Butterworth, 16, Route 1, Murray, in Maryland. Like the present eaglet,
Associated Press Writer
heed Reagan's request for swift conThe incident occurred sometime the intersection of Doran Road and these birds will be raised, and evenBut deputy White House press
during the night after 9:30, reports Highway 94 West, police reports said.
tually released, in LBL in order to
WASHINGTON ( AP)- With praise firmation "so that as soon as possible secretary Larry Speakes said she is
said.
Butterworth and a passenger, enhance the prospects for resident from both ends of the political spec- she may take her seat on the court, truly against abortion, and Reagan
The break-in is a Class D felony and Roger Gallimore, Route 1, Murray, eagles in the area.
trum, Sandra D. O'Connor seems and her place in history." It. may be said he was "completely satisfied" on
persons involved can be charged with were not injured.
headed for easy Senate confirmation September, however, before hearings the matter.
to take "her place in history" as the begin.
Mrs. O'Connor was the only canPublic opposition came from the didate whom Reagan interviewed perfirst woman ever on the U.S. Supreme
fundamentalist group Moral Majority sonally to replace Potter Stewart,
Court.
who
and the National Right to Life Com- retired last Friday, and become the
A short agenda faces the Murray InFrom the moment President mittee, both normally Reagan allies,
102nd justice in the Supreme Court's
dependent Board of Education at its Reagan's choice of the 51-year-old which bitterly questioned Mrs. O'Con191-year history. "One of the reasons
Thursday, July 9, meeting set for 7:30 Arizona appeals judge was announced nor's record on abortion and vowed
to Reagan was attracted to her was
p.m. at the board office building.
Tuesday, senators applauded her try to defeat the nomination.
when he looked at the total woman,"
Items on the agenda include a legal credentials as "litilliant" and
Two Sections-24 Pages
At a news conference in Phoenix, said deputy White House chief of staff
Fair and warm tonight with
report from members of the Reduc- "eminently well qualified" and hailed Mrs. O'Connor declined to
Aces
2-A
answer Michael K. Deaver."She had not been
lows in the mid 70s. Continued hot
tion In Force committee and person- Reagan's fulfillment of a campaign questions on abortion and
Church Directory
16-A
other an activist on either side. She had
and humid Thursday with a
nel recommendations.
pledge to appoint a woman justice.
Classifieds
.6-B,7-B
substantive issues pending the confir- taken a moderate position."
chance
of
afternoon
Comics
6-B
thunderstorms. Highs in the low
Crosswords
6-B
to mid 90s.
Dear Abby
3-A
Friday through Sunday:
Deaths & Funerals
16-A
Chance of thunderstorms each
Dr. Lamb
4-A
day with near normal
Horoscope
3-A
temperatures.
Local Scene
2-A,3-A,4-A
Lake Levels
Opinion Page
5-A
Lake Barkley
By The Associated Press
spokesman Gordon Nichols. "Now
.359.19
Nichols said there were no deaths or
In Bath County there were 28
Sports
10-A, 11-A
Kentucky Lake
- While the task of cleaning up con- we're beginning the cleanup and injuries
359.17
reported as a result of the homes, six trailers, two businesses
tinued, the state's Division of we're, going to have a pretty good flooding.
and one church with minor damage.
Emergency Services was studying to- cleanup...
He said "as many as 200 families" There also was light road damage,
day whether to request major finan"There was three inches to a foot of
cial aid for flooded areas of eastern water in most of the homes and that were affected by the flooding in Nichols said.
There was heavy crop damage in
Kentucky.
obviously presents problems of clean- Magoffin County and up to 100
Bath
County,according to agriculture
families
in
Morgan
County. Some of
Tom Little of DM, who accom- ing it up."..
extension
agent John Wells. He said
the
Salt
Lick
evacuees
went
to
the
panied survey teams through the afMore than seven inches of rain in
fected areas, said some forms of parts of Magoffin County Sunday community's Civic Center for the waters destroyed 300 acres of tobacco.
2,000 to 3,000 acres of corn and about
federal aid may be available, though night and Monday triggered much of night, officials said.
1,500 bales of hay.
DES may not recommend that Gov. the flooding that "came off the hills,"
In Magoffin County, DES officials
Nichols said agriculture commitJohn Y. Brown Jr. request a federal according to Bath County Civil found very little damage to public
tees in each county would assess crop
disaster declaration for the areas in- Defense Director VerrnIn Barber.
facilities and the street damage was
The Murray City Council will con• Recommendations from Mayor
losses and submit their findings to
volved.
Nichols compared the damage to relatively light. But heavy damage
sider several items of business at its Melvin B. Henley concerni
area Agricultural Stabilization and
ng appoint!. - Aid that could be
available it-a the flooding a month ago in Pike and was noted-In-shder-and- federal Conserva
first regular meeting of July ments to the transit authority
tion Service for federal
, electric disaster is not requeste
d could include Floyd counties. "It's a situation highway system by the officials. They funds.
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
plant board, community development
Among matters to be discussed at agency and municipal housing low-interest loans from the Farmers where there was quite a bit of water also reported that three bridges were
Authorities also reported minor
Home Administration and Small and homes suffered relatively minor washed out by flood waters.
the session, to be held in the council authority.
road damage in Menifee and Wolfe
damage after the water went down,"
chambers,second floor, city hall, are:
Approximately 10 homes or trailers counties.
• A lease agreement between the ci- Business Administration, Little said.
The cleanup began Tuesday for he said.
• The annual audit of the Murray ty and the Murray Tafirism Corrint4,
suffered major damage, Nichols said.
Nichols said Natinnai comardignaR
F• ri4raisi in sev.lo si.enabErfn_ manta
River_ atid SaIL Lick and anotheF -125---hentee
NatunalLia&lystasni
si
25- weretairen off-dutrar Tra:TtrW
eigaY•
- n.aiiidisaters caused vole/Wow Creek 1..- :tme their
•
,...liatOtton concerning the-O-ouul'"-V The city employtebartefit trust whe,
businesses sustiintd minor damage.
'Efe ;aid a dollar figure from the
and extensive damage to homes evacuations in Salyersville, Salt Lick
Douglass redevelopment area urban ( health insurance).
Officials said 26 homes, 13 mobile state daniage-assessment
teams on
and crops on Monday.
and Malone, said DES. Moat of the homes. five businesses and two
renewal and community develcpment
chur- the damage would be released after
Meetings of the city council are
"The Waters are Tack within their residents -have returned to their ches in Morgan County
plan.
open to the general public.
had light to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has reviewed
creek banks now," Mitt DES homes.
moderate darnaue
thy findinas

Investigation Continues

Aft

O'Connor Awaits Confirmation
To Take'Her Place In History'

City School Board
Faces Short Agenda
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Division May Request More Financial Aid

Council To Consider Several
Items At Thursday Meeting
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Wednesday,July 8
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
7 p.m. at the church with
Debbie Woods as program
chairman.

-

Thursday,July 9
Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
Agriculture Department of
the school.

Thursday,hdy 9
'Mummy Market' will be
presented by the Community
Theatre at the old freight
depot, Murray-Calloway
County Park,at8 p.m.

North Fork News-

Recent Guests In Area Homes And
Persons Are Patients At Hospitals

Fridley, July II
Hazel Lodge No. 832 of the
Free and Accepted Masons
is scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.

Hafford Cooper out for dinGreater Paducah Chapter
By Mrs. R. D.Key
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Maburn Key visited Mrs.
Manor
ner
on Sunday.
Paris
at
Wilson
of
Ovie
Parents
Without
Partners
June 22, 1981
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Friday,July 111
Murray Bass Club is
Mr.
and Mrs Tommy
•
will
have
an
un-birthday
parSaturday.
Beron
Vergil
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs. Lydia Foster on Sun"Mummy Market" will be
scheduled to meet at 6:30
West Kentucky Amateur
ty at 8:30 p.m. at the Cabana tram of Seattle, Wash., were day.
Mrs. Charles Markuz and Jenkins and son, Adam,
Community
by
the
presented
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Astronomers will meet at the
The Rev.and Mrs. Warren Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited were dinner guests of Mr.
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the old Club,Paducah. For informa- the recent guests of Mr. and
Golden Pond Visitors Center
tion
call
1-247-6599
or
1-247Morris.
Howard
Mrs.
Sykes
and son, Mitch,visited Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Mar- and Mrs. Morris Jenkins On
MurrayWoodmen of the World at Land Between the Lakes freight depot in the
8346.
and
Paschall
Mrs. Jessie
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCree shall in Paris, Tenn., and Sunday and visited Mrs. R.
Ranger and Rangerette ac- at 8 p.m. All interested per- Calloway County Park.
accompanied on Sunday night after chur- Mr.and Mrs. Bailey Grooms D. Key and Mr. and Mrs.
D.
Key
Mrs.
R.
tivity for today is postponed sons are invited.
Group A of the Ladies Ten- the Rev. and Mrs. Warren ch.
and Mrs. Lillian Ross in the Douglas Vandyke in the
Shopping for Senior
until July 22.
afternoon.
nis
of
the
Murray
Country
last
Point
Central
to
Sykes
Mrs. Morris Jenkins and Henry County Hospital.
Hazel and Douglas Centers Citizens will be held and call Club will not play today.
Grooms
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
James
and
homecomMr.
their
for
Sunday
Mrs.
R.
D.
Key
were
Monday
Thursday,July 9
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
Mr.
Beverly,
visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
daughter,
message
and
the
enjoyed
ing. We
guests of Mr. and Mrs
Welcome Wagon Club will p.m. for Senior Citizens ac- morning shopping and by
McCallon,
on
Sunday.
Rob
Other guests in
Club
membership
social
Mrs.
singing
and
this
Sykes,
Rev.
by
Douglas Vandyke.
have a family picnic at 6 tivities with lunch at Hazel 11:30 a.m. for afternoon
and Twilight Golf will be at by The Seekers Quartet and
Randy and Mitzi McCallon, the Jenkins home were Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hermon
Garshopping.
p.m. at the pavilion next to at 11:45 a.m. and at Douglas
5:30 p.m. at the Murray other singers, and the rett of Houston, Texas, Mark McCuiston, and Ted and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
the old court house in the at 12 noon.
Country Club.
delicious food at the lunch visited the Rev. and Mrs. Cooper took Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
Centers
Hazel and Douglas
Murray-Calloway County
hour.
James Phelps recently.
Murray Chapter No. 92 will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Park. Each family should
Twilight
Golf
will
be
Recent guests of mine inMrs. Mildred Wiggins of
bring a dish, cold drinks, and Royal Arch Masons will p.m. for activities by the
played at 5:30 p.m. at the cluded Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Cuba visited Mr. and Mrs.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Senior Citizens with lunch at
silverware.
Wilson and Mrs.Terry Sills. Cooper Jones and Mrs. Ruth
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at Oaks Country Club.
lodge hall.
The Rev. and Mrs. Terry Holley last week.
Douglas at 12 noon.
Summer 4-H Day Camp Sills, Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Ellis Center will be open
for 1981 will be held at the and Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Grooms were admitted to
from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.for acEvents in Land Between new Murray-Calloway Coun- visited Mr. and Mrs.
the Henry County Hospital,
tivities by the Senior Citizens the Lakes will include Solar
ty Park from 9a.m.to 4 p.m. Douglas Vandyke recently.
Paris, Tenn., on June 17.
with lunch at 12 noon.
Energy: A Time Line at 7
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd Their 4ughter, Mrs. Lettie
p.m.at Golden Pond Visitors
Mothers Morning Out will visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall StaffoiWil Detroit, Mich.,is
Junior Golf will be at 9, Center, and Night Visual
at be held at 9 a.m. at the First recently.
here visiting them.
a.m. at the Oaks Country 8:30 p.m.at Center Station.
Christian Church.
Mr. and Mrs.- Gaylon MorMr. and Mrs. Dip Cates
C...m.olCr. • /53 3314
Club.
ris visited Mr. and Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Malcom
Douglas Vandyke recently.
Jetton were supper guests of
Mothers Day Out will be
715 9:15
Mrs. Jessie Paschall has the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
Ibu if MAW MASS who wins
9 a.m. at the First
held
at
116.11111.4....hts
been the recent guest of Mr. on Saturday.
Reip.# Moen
Baptist Church.
Row*&mewl
and Mrs. Adolphus Paschall.
J.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Dom
The Welcome Wagon Club will have a family picnic on
David Boyd, Jerry Boyd, Farley of South Haven,
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the pavilion by the old court and Jeremy Boyd visited
the World is scheduled to Thursday, July 9,at 6 p.m. at
Miss., visited Mr. and Mrs.
County Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd Cooper Jones last week.
meet at 6 p.m. at Triangle house in the Murray-Calloway
$2500
Each family attending should bring a dish, cold drinks, recently.
Inn. Mrs. Lorene Smith of
Reg. $35.00
andailverware,a club spokesman said.
Edd Crowder was admit- Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs.
ted June 17 to the Henry Judy Hinson visited Mr. and
Specializing In Precision
Activities at the Murray
County Hospital, Paris, Mrs. Henry Sykes on
Country Club will include
Cutting, Perms and
Tenn.
Junior.Golf at -9 a.m. and
Wednesday.
G. CORN, JR.
French Braiding
Mr. and Mrs. Pink Webb, Mrs. Warren Sykes visited
Mixed Tennis with Tim and
Woodrow
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Patsy Miller as hosts at 6
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas VanJackson, Mrs. Litney dyke on Thursday.
ptm
"Unbroken happiness is a
7-8-A
NORTH
Delaney of Gleason, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
bore; it should have its ups
Hwy.641 N.
46
- and .Mrs. Morris visited Mr.- and Mrs. Jack
.
Children
of
the
late
-Waif
•
and downs." — Moliere
V K75
Across From
11wu Thurs. 7116
Jenkins, Mrs. Bredda - Wyatt of Nashville, Tenn.,on
and Maggie Key of Puryear,
•K109 7 4
4KQ82
7:05.9:30
Smorgasborg
Tenn.,, will have a family
Jenkins and son, Adam, Friday and Saturday.
INS
WEST
EAST
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
reunion at Paris Landing
CONTINUES
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
There were some ups and •A
•J 10 9 8
Gam vvestreoc,
State Park Inn.
last
Suliday.
Wilson
and Mr. and Mrs.
V
6
4
3
2
Q
10
9
8
downs for declarer in his
CONNISTOPNEN NAIVE
NED MATTI
* J6
Mrs. Lillian Ross of Paris
play of today's deceptive •Q852
JACK* C00144111
•A J 5
Manor spent ,Sunday with
trump suit. The problem •10 7 6 3
SOUTH
was to avoid three trump
—Mr.- -and- —hirs;------Mergan 401(01475432
losers and there was a subMcElroy.
AJ
tle way to solve that.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
•A 3
West led the heart 10 and
•9 4
Wilson and his mother, Mrs.
declarer enjoyed a free
7:15,9:45
Vulnerable: North-South. Ovie Wilson, a resident at
finesse. Now he could win Dealer: South. The bidding:
Paris Manor, visited in my
three heart tricks but that
ROGER MOORE.
home on Monday.
fact had nothing to do with South West North East
JAM ES BOND 007'7
Pass
2*
Pass
1*
the play of this hand. The 2*
Mrs. Lillian_ Rosa
Twilight
Golf
will
be
Pass
PaSs
2
NT
FOR YOUR EYES
celebrated her 90th birthday
played at 5:30 p.m. on Fri- only suits that really 44
Pass
Pass
Pass
cal ONLY
on June 2 at Paris Manor.
day, July 10, at the Murray mattered were the black
suits. There was an unavoid- Chestnut St•753-3314
Opening lead: Heart ten
She is the oldest member of
Country Club with Roger and able loser in the club suit
North Fork Baptist Church.
Ann Haney in charge of ar- and the trump suit had to be
Bid with Corn
Open 8:00—Start 8:30
Mr.and Mrs. Bennett Forrangements.
held no more than Iwo South holds:
7-8-B
— Ends Thur. —
tune of Paducah and Mrs.
Scores from play on Fri- losers.
Happy about the free
Mark Paschall visited, Mr.
day, July 3, have been an•A
glotich,
declarer won his
finesse,
11Q 1098
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
follows:
nounced as
[1
c
o".7
ctuo
jack and led a 4ow diamond
•Q 8 5 2
A
on Saturday.
Low score of 30 — Veneta to dummy's king. A trump
•10 7 6 3
Mr.and Mrs. Larry BlakeSexton, Margaret Shuffett, from dummy went to North Sooth
0.1
ly
ly and Carla of Murray
Diane Villanova, Vernon declarer's queen and West's 1*
•
/
14
me
on
Saturday.
visited
game
was
Cohoon,
Gary
and
now
the
Sullivan,
and
ace
'Nam
ANSWER Two diamonds..
gone. West shifted to a club
Bardon Nance visited Mr.
Ftaz Villanova.
Woes,WAN
SLIT Loosa'
Low net — Pam Mavity, and East got his club ace Not enough strength to justi- and Mrs. Hafford Cooper on
PU
fy a stronger bid and the Sunday.
At 12.10
Kim McCoart, Inns Orr, and two more trump tricks.
What's the best way for simple preference is best.
SS A Grimed Tve.
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern Key
Gene Landolt, Dick Orr, and South to play the trump suit
--*753-3314
H way 21$
bridge questions to The Aces,
visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson and
Joe McCoart.
for no more than two Send
P.O. Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
Mrs. Lillian Ross at Paris
losers? The first step is to with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Manor on Sunday.
consider the possible distri- for reply
butions. If trumps are 3-2,
any reasonable play will
win five trump tricks.
However, if trumps are 4-1,
the only chance is for West
to have a singleton ace.
With any other layout,
The Greater Paducah Chapter of Parents Without Parteither East or West can
ners has planned activities for the month. For information
manage three trump tricks
persons may call 1-2474599 or 1-247-8346.
(if East has four, he ducks
They include: Un-birthday party at Cabana Club,
his ace on the first lead
Paducah, at 8:30 p.m. on July 10; Luau at home of Mrs.
from dummy).
To make his game, Patsy Parrott, Mayfield, at 6:30 p.m. on July 11 with each
one to bring a favorite Hawaiian dish; Ice Cream for the
Only
declarer should win the
heart king in dummy and
family at Keller Park,Paducah,at 3 p.m. on July 12; Fun
play a low trump to his
With Garlic Bread
Monday for the family at Noble Park,Paducah,from 7to
hand, ducking the trick
Salad 40' htra
10 p.m. on July 13.
Protect your diamond investment against possible loss due to
completely. West collects
69c Special For Kids
his ace and East is held to
. worn or loose mounting. Let our experts create a beaut;ful new
only one trump trick. Had
Inside Dining Onls,
Free Refills On Drinks
ring, simply and inexpensively. Over 300 styles in 10K and 14K
The Catch
trumps been 3-2, the defense
and yello* gold from which to choose. Additional
white
would win a cheap first
Of
The
Week
Is
diamonds
also available at a savings. Cost includes custom
trump trick, but later the
made mounting, polishing, and complete ultrasonic cleaning
king would drive out the ace
1 ..# 1 loo.
A n', I A l I hi. 0„....1 1,1
and the queen would pick up
of your diamonds.
the last outstanding trump.

aticfr

It

v.citz
Lisa Hopkins N-4
Morris
is back
a

E wrionswrim

Reflections
Styling

Welcome Wagon

Perm Special

THE ACES®IRA

Call 753-6435

DIAMOND REMOUNT

'Twilight GolfIs
Planned Friday
At Murray Club

3

SEE YOUR DIAMONDS
RE-SET WHILE YOU WAIT*

SALE.

2 DAYS ONLY

FRIDAY
JULY 10TH
10 A.M.-6 P.M.

SATURDAY
JULY 11TH
10 A.M.-6 P.M.

I.‘

Caddyg 0 sitac

pigs!

1

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

Activities Planned

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain

Gospel
Meetings
will be held
beginning

Sun. July 5th
Thiu'Fri. 10th
Sunday
11 a.m. IL 740 p.m.
Each Evening
7:30 p.m.
Speaker

Roy J. Horn
Williams Chapel Gordo Of Christ
Murray,Ky,,,
PUBLIC IS INVITED

." .
—

Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Alaskin
[Gulf Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75
$4.50
Scallops $6.25 Flounder $6.25

—

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp

6
1 Doz.$1.50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

Lb.$2.75
Lb.t1.95
1 Lb.$9.25

!lot

HURRY
SALE
ENDS
JULY 11TH

oitt

-45

V's
41.V.

ALL LOOSE
DIAMONDS ON
SALE... ALSO!
- CWT.
/99

Start With Our

Oyster
Bar

•

)b* • *
t?'
6.

1/2 CARAT

$599

1 CAM

1,999

SPECIAL
14K SOLITAIRE
MOUNTING UP TO
1 CARAT SIZE $99

*sou STYLIS MAY TAKE LONGER..

Friday
Nights
p.m.
-10 p.m.
5

Available-

Unit
Wig.Murray,

SHOPPING
CENTER

f59-4455

rFIE '°•1', evwi)
.464. .41
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Miss Mason Receives
Master, Music Degree
Miss Katharine E. Mason,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Neale B. Mason of Murray,
presented her graduate
recital for the Master of
Music degree in Viola Performance at the University
of Illinois, ChampaignUrbana,Ill., at Smith Hall at
the university on Saturday,
June V,at 8 p.m.
Accompanying her at the
piano was Thomas Baker,
formerly of the Murray State
University music faculty.
Miss Mason's program included the Sonata in G Major
for Viola da Gomba and
Piano by J. S. Bach,
"Mobili," Op. 63, a fourmovement work by the contemporary Cuban composer,
Juan Orrego-Salas, and the
viola concerto, "Der
by
Schwanendrehen"
Hindemith
A number of students,
faculty and friends from
Murray attended the recital
as well as former Murray
State violin Professor, David
Nelson and his wife, Joan,

Dealt)
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Elvia Abadiun Mora,to Petty Officer Tldro Class
By Abigail Van Buren
Timothy Alan Lane, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lane,
Nottingham Drive, Murray,
has been announced/ by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Salvador Mora of IBA,Yambales, Philippine Islands.
Miss Mara is a waitress in
DEAR ABBY: What do you do about people who are
Olongopo
City, Philippine
invited to your home for the first time, rave about how
beautiful the room in which they are being entertained is, Islands.
then ask to have a "grand tour" of the rest of the house? Mr. Lane, a 1977 graduate
Sometimes I don't even have time to make the beds of Murray High School, is
because I work outside the home.(I'm lucky to get the living now serving with the United
room area cleaned up in time for company, let alone the States Navy on the aircraft
bedrooms and baths.)
carrier Midway,stationed at
This is very embarrassing for me, Abby. I could never do Atsugi,Japan.
this to someone else. But what should I do when this
The wedding is planned for
happens to me?
EMBARRASSED Saturday, Sept. 12, in
Olongopo City, Philippine
DEAR EMBARRASSED: There are two solutions. Islands.
Anticipate the request for a grand tour and 1 have
the place- reasonably picked up to minimize the
embarrassment; 2) counter emphatically with,
"Sorry, another time; the other rooms aren't ready
for the gIrand tour just yet."

If It's a Grand Tour They
Want Send fem. Home!

Katharine E. Mason
who have been residing in
Canada.
Miss Mason received both
the Bachelor pf Music and
Bachelor of Music Education
degrees from Murray State.
While at the University of Illinois, she has been a parttime string teacher in the
Urbana City Schools. Next DEAR-ABI3Y: Why would a man check up on his wife to year, she will be employed be sure he knows exactly where she is every minute? Do you
full time in the same school think he suspects that she's playing around?
CURIOUS
system as string specialist.

Your Individual ,E.:k17)11
*
\
1V4115
Horoscope
Frasces Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 9, 1981
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lizabeth Lynn Henry
Graduates At Florida

753-8856

lilts. Myers To Speahl

'le

CASH
NOW!

4

Summer Sale
SAVE

Lrnit
Melbourne, Fla. He will
enter school at the University of Florida at Gainesville,
Fla.,this fall.
Mrs. Glover of Murray
was in Florida for the both
the college graduation of her
granddaughter and the high
school graduation of her
grandson. Also attending
were their uncle, aunt, and
cousin, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Wade and son, Tony, of Murray.

The Ladies Full Gospel Fellowship of Murray and
Calloway County will meet Saturday, July 11,at 9 a.m. at
the Woodmen of the World Building, Third and Maple
Streets, Murray. No meal will be served.
Dorothy Myers of Benton will be the speaker for the
special fellowship meeting. She resides with her husband
in Benton and active in her church teaching several Bible
studies. They have twachildren and one grandchild.
All women, men, and children are invited to attend, a
fellowship spokesman said.

1/3 to 1/2
s•

ghe step
ny Center
m
a
Be! An Shopping

Chrldren's Fashions
Firs 96 Mon. Sat
9-9 Frr,

.eaclater

Southern States
SUMMER APPLIANCE

VALUES lari.
SAVE'THRU JULY 25 WHILE OUR PRICES ARE DOVM
touthern
States

/2 PRICE
Spring &Summer
Shoes F

r

Upright
Freezers
16.9 cu. ft.(No.

ShoPPirlil

-IT)DF

SPECIAL

09R*

Southern
States

203 cu ft (No DF-20)

ack of Ladies
Spring & Summer
Dresses 1/2 OFF

Fast freezing throughout.
Polyurethane insulation.
Defrost drain. Flush-opening hinges. Security lock.
Metal storage grate. Many
more.

ortswear 1/3 OFF

We'll
Pay You

•case

7534541 121 Wiwi
b
itApit RAVII 114-P11 !IVA IP/ 11-1EX
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ANT Goth mom We ore not "Fly • By• Righters"
iff-Iscrag.fit only in town overnight to take
PAIDIU06
asps mut
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your money. We've been trusted
sow
man woes
in Paducah for 69 years.
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DEAR ABBY:I've been married for 39 years to a man who Elizabeth Lynn Henry,
thinks he knows everything. Please settle this. How much granddaughter of Mrs.
energy is consumed when an electric light is left on for 15 or • Kathryn Kyle Glover and the
20 minutes, compared to turning it off and then turning it late Verne Kyle of Murray,
back on again?
and daughter of Mr. and
I have always turned the lights off when leaving a room, Mrs. William Henry of
even though I know I will be turning them back on in 15 Melbourne, Fla., recently
minutes or so. My husband insists that energy-wise, I'd be received her B. S. degree in
ahead just to leave the lights on. He says turning them off
and on wastes more energy than leaving them on. Who is special education at the
Florida State University,
right?
ME IN LINDEN, N. J. Tallahassee,Fla.
Miss Henry graduated
DEAR ME: You are. The energy used in switching a Cum Laude with honors. She
light off and then on again is so insignificant that it did her student teaching at
hardly matters. But there are just so many hours'life the Florida School for the
in an electric bulb, so you would be ahead to turn aff
and Blind at St.
the lights when you leave the room.(Now can Deaf
somebody tell me why light bulbs don't last anywhere Augustine, Fla., and is now
an Orientation-Mobility
near as long as they used to?)
Specialist responsible for
aving-for—
college inihe fall, and rve teaching blind people how to
DEAR ABBY: rniTe—
been somewhat downhearted because my parents have get around in their own entalked of selling our house, which has been my home all my vironment.
life.(My father built it.) I finally saw the light when I read She plans to enter the
the letter signed TAX POOR AND IGNORED. She was the
of Wisconsin in
daughter who blamed her parents for selling their big home University
and moving into a condo too small for the usual Easter the fall to work toward her
dinners, with no room to keep the grandchildren overnight. master's degree in Generic
She said such parents were "selfish and inconsiderate." Mobility which is mobility
Well, my mother doesn't owe me one damn thing! I owe for multihandcapped people.
her my life, and after raising a family,she deserves a break. Her brother, Kyle Henry,
I've had one for 18 years.
graduated this spring from
GRATEFUL IN SALEM, VA. Satellite High- School,
Satellite Beach, Fla., with
graduation exercises held at
the Fronton Arena in

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
-Call

erIkNi
We ore pleased to
that
announce
Amanda
Dunn,
bride-elect of Ron
Childress has selected
her china,
and
stainless,
crystal from our
bridal
complete
registry.
Amanda and Ron
will
married July
18th.

le*-110
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DEAR CURIOUS: Not necessarily. Maybe he just
wants to know where she is while he's playing .
around.

What kind of day will tomor- have troubled you in the past
row be? To find out what the will be found within yourself.
stars say, read the forecast Lay the groundwork for important financial moves.
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
k4 (Nov.22to Dec.21)
eys
ARLES
4
'
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
Your social life picks up.
An excellent time to make Singles may meet with romanvacation plans. Communica- tic introductions. For all, a
tions with loved ones improve. good time in the company of
Others are ready to follow friends and loved ones.
your initiative.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec.22to Jan.19)
f(Apr.20 to May 2))
Your work efforts pay off
Concentrate on work now now, and you receive recogniExtra
success.
for greater
tion from higher-ups. Jobdrive adds to accomplish- seekers meet with luck.
. ment. New ideas bave profit You're in the driver's seat.
• potential. Others are AQUARIUS
cooperative.
(Jan.30 to Feb. 16)
GEMINI
Travel is conducive to good
- times coupled with business
9
(May 21 to June 20) 1b1
Physical exercise and opportunities. Make plans to
sports prove iiwigorating. Go take the children to a special
after what you want in place.
• romance. You're articulate PISCES
and others want to listen.
(Feb. 19to Mar.20)
CANCER
Meet with bank officers
0
4
9
22)
July
to
21
(June
regarding land and estate
leftover
You'll finish
matters. Intuition brings
household tasks with dispatch_ career gains. Family
A confidential tip helps members are willing to help
apartment-seekers. Study and out.
research are favored.
YOU BORN TODAY are inLEO
clined to public service.
(July23toAug.22) 4124Z Teaching, writing, religion,
Local visits with Mends pro- welfare work and politics are
ve exciting. Intuition aids you among your many interests.
In romance. Speak up at com- However, for ultimate sucmunity affairs. Enjoy a plea- cess, you should learn to
sant day.
specialize. You'd make a good
VIRGO
counselor and may be drawn
(Aug.23toSept.22) IP11. to psychology. You have mich
a
seek
to
time
good
It's a
to say about what's
raise. Career moves made with the world and
now pay off handsomely. Ac- overcome a tendency to be too
cent initiative, but have facts critical.
and figures at hand.
IA
Tennis Group A
(Sept. ntood.
Talks with advisers bring Will Not Play
good results. Go after what
Group A of the Ladies Tenyou want out of life. You'llfind
&moth sailing in most of your nis of the Murray Country
activities.
Club will not play on Friday,
SCORPIO
July 10,at the club.
21)
Nov.
to
23
(Oct.
Peggy Blulngton, group
Answers to problems that
sporesman, said group
members are to note the
cancellation of play this
For inforiesties
week.
itsgardieg
Convnunity

6467

Miss Elvia Abadam Mora and Timothy Alan Lane

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
Fast freezing throughout
Sliding basketsfInterior light. Security lock
Adjustable full-range temperature control
Defrost drain. Many more.

Built-in
Dishwasher
SPECIAL

Electric
Dryer
SPECIAL

$398

eans by Faded
Glory
10% OFF
inter Coats

Convection drying. Potwasherry feature with PowerScrub° cycle.7 cycle options.
No. HDA880.

•

(If You Buy This
Thur., Fri. or Sat.)

Automatic
Washer
SPECIAL

10% OFF
Large capacity. Regular
cycle plus activated soak.
Permanent Press - flyriLj
vsam 3500_

4
.0eneer PO. —

•

-1-krtipucrisv&19.03-cu. ft.•
No-Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer
Combination
SPECIAL

$644
Special energy-saver switamb.
'Nature fresh' system.
CTFIilkits

—
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'Holland-Beane Wedding

Do you know what to do?
Last
DEAR DR. LAMB
week my husband and I
were dining out when a horrible thing happened The
man at the table next to ours
collapsed. He turned-biue
the face. An emergency
team arrived quickly but it
was horrible to see him lying
there on the floor in the restaurant and no one knew
what to do. I keep thinking
that I should have been able
to do something, but I am
not sure what to do if such a
thing should happen again I

Eir •

FIRST BIRTHDAY — Brian Christopher Duvall
celebrated his first birthday on May 15. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. lack Duvall of Greenville. His mother is
the former Cathy Sanders of Murray. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Sanders of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
jack Duvall, Sr., of Russellville. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Isabelle Cunningham of Murray, Mrs. Lillian Carter of Louisville, and Mrs. Lena Duvall of Russellville.

nm==
Grand Opening In Our New Home
Aleore
At
Baskets
1441Ass

4

204 cr.
4/4,4. off
:fr:
4e••

.8,00%4;7,
"Function 8. Fashion For Entertaining"

Vce4t'74
Dixieland Shopping Center
Mon.-Sat. 10-5

*way,Ky.
733-$73$
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GODAR TWINS
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Godar
of Murray Route 4 are the
parents of twins, a boy and
girl, born on Monday, June
22, at the Maternity Clinic at
Hohenwald,Tenn.
boy,
The
Adam
Christophe, weighing four
pounds one ounce, was born
at 9:15 a.m., and the girl,
Kathryn Marie, weighing
four pounds 12 ounces, was
born at 11:30 a.m.
The new mother is the
former Lis Shotwell. The
father is employed at
Stahler's Dairy Farm.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. N. Godar of
Washington, Ill., and Mr.
and Mrs. D. B. Shotwell of
Murray.
RILEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Danny H.
Riley of Mayfield Route 5 announce the birth of a baby
boy, Jordan Ben, born on
Wednesday, June 24, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil H. Riley of
Mayfield, W. L. McFerrin of
Old Hickory, Tenn., and
Mrs. Sarah McFerrin of Mt.
Joliet, Tenn.
In 1611, Dutch navigator
Hudson's crew
Henry
mutinied and set him and •
eight other men adrift in a
small boat.

Calloway

Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Holland, West Oaks, Benton,
announce the engagement
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. and approaching marriage
of their younger daughter,
don't know whether he had a of this newspaper, P 0. Box
1551,
Radio City Station, Anna Ruth,to Kenneth Mark
heart attack or just rhoked.
Beane, son of Mr. and Mrs.
What should a person like New York, NY 10019
It is important to follow Halford Beane, Sycamore
myself do in a situation like
the ABCs in such an emer- Street, Murray.
that?
DEAR READER — Ideal- gency. That means, A for
Miss Holland, a 1978
ly you should be trained in airway — keep it open; El for graduate of Marshall County
advance so that when an breathing — maintain respi- High
School', is presently a
emergency occurs you can ration at 12 times a minute;
senior
at Murray State
circulation,
which
for
and
C
do something right. I am
surprised that no one tried to involves compressing the University. She is the grandrevive him, if that is the chest to keep the blood daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
case. He may have just had moving. I think all adults Dallas Holland of Murray
a large bolus of food, such as should know how to do these Route 3 and of the late Mr.
a piece of meat, in his throat procedures. Such procedures and
Mrs. Claud Rowland,
that blocked his airway. In can and already do save
that case the Heimlich thousands of lives each year. also of Murray.
Mr. Beane, a 1978
maneuver would have
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
helped.
would like to know if my graduate of Murray High
You do that by standing problem has anything to do School, is a student at Murbehind the victim and encir- with a vasectomy that I had ray State University. He
is
cling your arms around his 23 years ago. During the last the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
upper waist. Put your fist in year I have noticed that my
the pit of the stomach, just testicles have become much Porter Hutchens of Murray
below the rib cage and put smaller and seem to be soft. and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
your other hand on top of They are about half as big as Dempsey Beane of Lynn
your fist. Now pull upward they used to be. It is difficult Grove.
and inward sharply. The to tell as the change has
The wedding will take
sudden compression forces been very gradual. There
place
on Friday, Aug. 21, at 7
the diaphragm upward and has been no change in my
compresses the lungs. The sexual desires. If anything, it p.m. at the Christian
air rushing out of the lungs is stronger than in my Fellowship
Church,
will pop the food out of the younger days. I'm 57 now.
Briensburg. A reception will
windpipe like popping a cork
DEAR READER — It is follow the ceremony.
out of a bottle.
All friends and relatives
common for a man's testiYou need to check With cles to get smaller as he gets are invited to attend
the wedyour local Red Cross and older, with or without a
Heart Association. They vasectomy, so I doubt the ding and the reception.
often sponsor courses for the change you have noticed has
public to learn how to deal anything at all to do with
with such problems, includ- your vasectomy. If IA were
ing sudden heart arrest or the cause, you should have
artificial respiration for noticed a significant change
drowning victims. Your fire about 20 years ago and not
department may also offer just now.
training.
The decrease in size that
Meanwhile, I am sending
you have noticed isn't necesyou The Health Letter num- sarily related to sexual
ber 7-4, Save a Life: Heart desire or performance. But
announces the association
and Lung Arrest, to give you the change may be an indimore particulars. Others cation of a change in horwho want this issue can send mone balance, which sup75 cents with a long, ports the well-known fact
stamped, self-addressed that there is more to sex
envelope for it to me, in care drive.than hormones.

Miss Anna Ruth Holland
to wed Kenneth Mark Beane

Dr. John Ingram
Foot Specialist

of

Dr. Jess Olson
Podiatri's

THE KING'S DEN

physicic.-n and surgeon practice
limited to foot and ankle diseases.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING (TR.

For the fulltime practice
of podiatric medicine
and surgery.

Summer Clearance
Sale
SAVING up To 70%

Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.

ON SOME ITEMS

Office Hours:
9-5 Mon.-Fri.

Jaycee Fair

County

A

July 13-18, 1981

A

A

A

The Kingsmen Gospel Singing
Saturday, July 18,7:30 P.M.

Fair Queen Beauty Contest
Friday July 10,7:30 P.M.

Demolition Derby
Thursday July 16,7:00 P.M.

Something For Everyone At The 1981 Fair!

A

I
R
/N.

T5
A

PROGRAM Of EVENTS
Friday, July 10, 1981
7:30 p.m.—Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

Monday, July 13, 1981
District Dairy SHow-4-H & FFA
5:00 p.m.-4-H Rabbit Show
6:30 p.m.—Official OpeNng
7:00 p.m.—Farm Tractor Pull

Tuesday, July 14, 1981
6:00 p.m.—Holestein & Friesian Cottle Show
7:00 p.m.—Mini Rod Tractor Pull

A
I
R

Wednesday, July 15, 1981

ada•Ate

6:00 p.m.—Jersey Cattle Show
—Family Night
7:00 p.m.—Horse & Mule Pull

Thursday, July 16, 1981
1:00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m.-4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.—Demo Derby •

A

Friday, July 17, 1981
7:00 p.m.--Horse Show

Sakirday, July 18, 1981
1

10:00 am.—Form Bureau Day
"4:00 p.m.-434ty Pull
7•:00p-almriboiptsf Mostr
YI•vg•N+g••••f0+.49-.
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Controllers
Hold Cards
A tentative contract agreement has kept the nation's
17,000 air traffic controllers on
the job and that's good.
What's bad is that these
government workers, forbidden by law to strike, came
within an inch of doing so.
They had the federal government over a barrel because
nobody could take their place.
Troops couldn't be sent in to
handle the highly technical
aspects of directing aircraft
safely through the skies.
It ratified by the member-

ship of the Professional Air
Traffic Controllers Organization, the new contract will run
until Jan. 15, 1985.
What the federal government needs is legislation that
provides that striking
employees be dismissed and
prohibits any amnesty or concessions.
The federal government has
42 months to get some tough
laws on the books and prevent
future walkout threats by controllers.

Business Mirror

1

•

NEW YORK (AP) — The more you
know about the housing market, said
the real estate agent, the better is
your chance of snaring a good buy. To
which the would-be owner replied:
There are no good buys anymore.
The notion has become prevalent: If
you want to buy a house yoicaVe\to
pay through the nose. You have to beg
for the mortgage money,and then you
have to pay monthly installments that
are almost intolerable.
But interviews with various innovative real estate people suggest
there are ways to accomplish your
housing goal with perhaps less pen
than you fear. It means work,and probably a lowering of your sights for the
time being, but there are ways, they
say.
—The rundown house. It means opportunity, at a lower pride. It means
work too. But it dees provide the
essential element, which hishelier.it
might also require that you learn to
adjust to less than the ideal.
Families buy inexpensively, and so
can afford payments. They use sweat
labor, and what work they must contract from professionals they time so
as to fit the budget.
Unless they cemmit an outrageous
blunder, the evidence shows, they
almost always increase the value of
their property and sometimes the entire neighborhood. They have equity.
They are on their way.
—The multifamily house. Despite
large-scale urban development projects, and private initiatives also,
most cities of 10,000 or more people
have a supply of relatively low-cost
two-family and three-family houses in
blue-collar neighborhoods.
Many of these houses never have
vacancies. They represent assured income, and no lender worth a dollar
will fail to recognize that added income when considering you for a mortgage — providing you live in one of
the apartments.
The no-cash purchase. The nonbelievers laugh when they hear about
the no-cash purchase.It can't be done,

By JOHN CUNNIFF
they say. But thousands of no-cash
transactions every year demonstrate
that it can be done.
No, say those who know about such
things, the no-cash deal, and the very
low-cash deal, don't advertise
themselves. You must look for them.
You might have to look at scores of
houses and make dozen of proposals
before finding a good deal, but when
you do it might be worth the work.
No-cash deals generally involve income properties, that is, from twofamily houses on up to very large
buildings. The seller often is fairly
well off and in no inum.".•Scsikeeed of
cash. Because he is also about to
retire he is looking for a good investment that provides an income with
few headaches and a good rate of
return.
That is, the seller is willing to give
you a mortgage, with your monthly
payments based on a 30-year repay
period. In all probability, however, he
will require you to pay the entire
amount in perhaps five years or so.
For five years your monthly
payments will be fairly low; then you
will be hit with a final payment of
whatever remained unpaid.
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hEARTliNVNn
has inheritance rights with respect to
his father and he is living with or
receiving contributions from his
father, he may be eligible for dependent children's benefits. Even if the
child is not eligible under the applicable state law, there are other
alternatives. If your common-law
husband has been declared the father
by a court action or ordered to pay
support because he is the father, or If
he has acknowledged the children in
writing, the children may qualify. In
addition,if you have other evidence to
show that he is the father of your
children and he is living with or contributing to the support of the
children, they may be eligible for
benefits from his work record. We
would suggest that you take this question up with your local social security
office.
HEARTLINE: I am going Urberetiring at the end of the year. I needs
good book about retirement. One that
will give me some general information about such areas as social security, Medicare, Medicare supplements,
funerals, wills, investments, and
other subjects we must be concerned

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
In these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a common-law
wife and my husband is considering
filing for Social. Security disability
benefits. He is the father of our dependent children. They do not know that
we were never legally married,
although we have lived together as
man and wife for over 20 years. Our
state does not recognize common law
marriages. Will the children be eligible for benefits from their father's
work record If he files for disahilityt
M.C.
ANSWER: They may be, In many
states a child born of a common-law
marriage may be recognized for inheritance purposes even if the state
does not recognize the validity of the
common-law marriage. If the child

20 Years Ago

Funny.,World

30 Years Ago

Editorial Praised;Ad-Disliked

By GEORGE
W.BACKET1

Cost OfKiss
Is Going Up
"Stay one night in a hotel and you'll
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— The cost
of a kiss is climbing and big city be charged $125 for a room than once
couples are being pinched the rented for $30.
DeVoe also said he learned that it's
hardest.
"But the increase is nationwide. cheaper to take a bride than own a
The dating game is expensive, no pet. "The price of a marriage license
matter where you play it," said Ray- rose from $2 to $5 but that's a bargain
because a dog license is $8.60."
mond DeVoe Jr.,a securities analyst.
He believes the Consumer Price InNobody goes through the ritualized
dex is out of date, particularly when dating process anymore. People don't
it's applied to romance.
do things in the same way as they did
To prove his point, DeVoe conin the '50s.
ducted a survey and indexed 29 items
Couples nudge each other at the bar
embracing courtship expenses based
and ask "your place or mine?" That
on prices from 1955 to the present in saves on the amenities, said DeVoe,
New York City, his home base.
adding that the male of the species is
"The figures will vary a bit in your
no longer outraged when a woman oftowns in Kentucky," he said.
fers to go dutch and split the evening's
"However, you're going to find that,
expenses.
in all cases,the cost of loving has been
If the affair doesn't work out, the
rising much faster than the cost of livunhappy couple may turn to drink —
ing."
or chocolate — to ease the pangs, acA one carat diamond engagement
cording
to researchers at the New
ring of highest quality sold for approxYork State Psychiatric Institute.
imately $2,000 in the mid-50s. The
They explained -that chocolate is
price tag today is $50,000!
loaded with phenylethylarnine, a
An intimate dinner for two at a little
mood-altering chemical that lifts
corner table was $9. Now, that same'
depressed spirits.
meal runs about $40.
When you're in love, the brain pro"You could pick up one dozen long
duces this chemical naturally. When
stemmed roses for $5. They're going
love is rejected, the brain may susfor $60.
pend its production.
"First-run movies were a dollar
Some disappointed suitors go on a
each in the old days. They've zoomed chocolate binge and this could be an
musical
went
to P. Tickets to a good
_.-,..sstsmist to replenish Ulm* letwitv-4:
'from $6.90 to$25."
-“Ifyst:
girl friend, you•alkW put 31 cent& - ."That could rim iato =may,"amid
'Be prepared to pay PUS on tho pea- DeVoe. "Have you checked the *Ice
-7
nt market. •
ofclindy_bars?"

Editor:
The management of The Murray
Ledger It Times- deserves a bouquet
for the recent editorial about the conference call. Probably the thoughts
expressed in the editorial wer, right,
but, right or wrong, it was certainly a
forth-right statement of the beliefs of
the management in such matters.
But I say to the management: Don't
stop now! While you are at it, give
your readers an equally forthright
statement of any standards which the
paper may have by which to determine the acceptability.of advertising
copy. The ad for the movie,For Your
Eyes Only, demonstrates that if the
paper has any such standards, they
are abysmally low. Judged by any
reasonable standard, that ad is just
plain gross! Will the paper run any ad
which does not threaten to get it into
trouble with the law? If not, what are
the limits on what it will accept?
It will not do to cop out by talking of
censorship for.. it has been well
established for many years that a
newspaper is not bound to accept any
ad which someone may submit. The
Courier-Journal, which takes a back
seat to no one in guarding against censorship, is running a modified, and
less gross, version of the ad. The
Paducah Sun, unfortunately is running the same version as is the Ledger.
It also seems appropriate, as long
as forthright statements are in order,
for the management of the Murray
theaters to publish such a statement
setting forth any standards they may
have as to the kinds of movies they
are willing to bring to town and,
perhaps more important, the kinds of
ad copy they are willing to use. Again
the cop out will not do. We do not

Maericty Ledger & Times
CUSP511111400)
Publisher.....
Walter L Apperson
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' R.Gene McCutcheon
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A special feaature story on Mrs.
Mavis Wrather McCarmith who will
retire in August after 20 years as the
first grade teacher at the University
School at Murray State University is
published today. It was written by L.
H. Edmondson.
Deaths reported include 0. D.(Jettie) Warren, retired sergeant of the
Murray Police Force.
Larry Tucker, Larry Lawrence,
Jerry Howard, Robin Rowland,Kerry
Wyatt, Kenneth Paschall, Steve McCuiston, Jerry Tucker,Steve Howard,
Krit Stubblefield, Debra Tucker,
Alene Paschall, Sandra Stark, Roger
Potts, Bill Ed Murdock, David Beane,
and Mark Carroll were Calloway
County 4-Hers in judging competition
at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Miss Annette Houston, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Houston, was
married to Artie Haneline, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bane Haneline on June 10 at
the Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs.Shawn Bucy on July 2, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Hobbs on July 3, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Wheatley on July 3, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Randy Linn on July 5.
Saundra Edwards of the Oaks Country Club won the Ladies Inner-City
Golf Tournament. Betty Lowry of the
Calloway Country Club was runnerup.

with as we approach our "old age". I
would hope that such a book would
The Calloway County Sheriff's Ofalso offer needed information to my
fice
Force and the Murray City Police
wife about coping with settling an
estate, if I were to die before her. I Force are working jointly in an investigation that began July 6 with the
know that you have a very wide range
discovery of poisoned meat being
of sources of information, and hope
distributed in various places in the
that you can help me find a book like
college
area. One dog has already
this, and also easy on the wallet! P.Y.
died from eating the meat.
ANSWER: We have written the
answer to your needs. Just this year, Deaths reported include L A.
we have started the publication of (Allen) McKeel, 85, and Thomas
"Heartline:s Almanac for Older Monekton.
Americans," which will be updated - One of the main attractions this
and reprinted each year-to keep you finest the Murray-Calloway Cory
informed. To order your copy, which Fair will be the horse show on July 25
just so happens to contain all the in- to be directed by Thomas (Slick)
formation you mentioned and more, Banks of Murray.
Miss Barbara Ray, daughter of Mr.
send $9.95 to Heartline's Almanac, 114
and
Mrs. Will Eaker Ray, and Dan
East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Harrell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Ohio 45381. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks
Harrell, were married June 24 at the
for delivery.
Goshen Methodist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr.and Mrs.
Glenn Eaker.
Jay Lockhart of Parkersburg, W.
Constructive elitiCinn IS wildifIti- Va., is the new minister of the Green
ler you advice. Destructive criticism Plain Church of Christ, succeeding
is when you offer it to me.
Bill Phillips who has moved to Memphis, Tenn.

Letters To The Editor

Kentucky Closeup

)py

Ab. 1-

10 Years Ago

doubt that the theater management
simply submitted to the newspaper
the prepared copy they received from
the film distributors. But the modified
ad in The Courier-Journal testifies
that that was not their only option.
Either the Louisville theaters obtained different ad copy or the copy was
modified before it was run. If the
facilities for such modification are not

available irt Murray, they must be
available as near as Paducah. '
The theaters subaiitted the ad
because they chose to do so. The
Ledger ran it because it chose to do
so. By what criteria were those
choices made?
James and Ina Thompson
2010 Coldwater Rd.
Murray,Ky.

Curris Answers Editorial
Editor:
Reviewing your news story and
editorial regarding a recent coriferenceeall Involving the Regents of
theUniversity-,Iam prompted to offer
appropriate clarifications.
The Murray Ledger It Times correctly indicated that conference calls
among Regents for the purpose of taking action or pledging to take action
vielate the ,intent of the Open
Meetings Law. There is, however,
nothing illegal or improper in holding
conference calls for discussion purposes when circumstances so warrant. The University's Regents
receive no compensation for their
stewardship. In fact, many Regents
sacrifice both time and finances to
fulfill 'their responsibilities. These
sacrifices have been especially apparent these past few months.
It is unreasonable to expect Regents
who live throughout the Commonwealth, to meet every time a personnel vacancy arises. In recognition
of this reality, the Board twenty-five
years ago authorized the President to
fill vacant positions as they arise and
prior to Board action. This policy has
been consistently followed, and
especially so during the summer
when a large number of academic
positions need to be filled and contracts proffered.
With the resignation of Dr. Richard
Gray and his decision to return to industry within a two-week period, the
University was placed in a most difficult position of being without the services of a key administrator. Though I
as President have the authority to
make such an appointment prior to
the next meeting of the Board, it
seemed prudent to share my decision
with the Regents and to solicit any
comments they wished to make. Mr.
Jim Hall, who has been appointed to
that vice-presidency, was likewise
cunCerned that there ue no'sbbstantial

_
that position.
There was no vote taken nor any
pledge made to take such a vote when

this personnel matter goes to the
Board for action at its next Meeting.
I do recognize, however, in the eyes
of the press the "spirit" of the Open
Meetings statute may have been
violated. Had I chosen to contact each
Regent individually rather than by
conference call, no one could have
questioned that either the letter or
spirit of the law had been abridged.
For that decision, I and not,the Board
should be held accountable.
With kindest regards,
Constantine W.Curris

Report
Cksrified
To The Editor,
I think when you report on
something as tragic as a three-yearold drowning you should take the time
to get the whole story from the people
who were close to it and know what
happened,rather than from an officer
who got bits of it later from a confused
and upset parent. When Shannon
drowned, her father, Mike Casper,
was out of the water. But her mother
and a grown friend were in the water
not far from her. They realized within
minutes that she was missing and
called for her. Another little girl at the
beach with the same name answered.
Her father went over thinking it was
her. When we found out it wasn't,
everyone around started looking and
calling for her. Most on the shore. Her
mother and I were looking in the
water for her.
Her mother, Nancy took a few steps
and found her. We sat her up on the
beach and some ladies, another friend
and I gave her mouktomouth and a
heart—Ifia.ssage till help arrived.
Everyone there tried real hard to
keep her alive. We love and appreciate everyone icy at!Melo and
we.luion that.itwas.e seatirea1
/
4-accident that couldn't be altered.
Sincerely,
Valerie Vowell

Murray Mayor George Hart read a
letter from Guthrie Crowe, commander of the Kentucky State Police,
stating that the city of Murray had
been placed on the Honor Roll of the
National Safety Council for going
through the year of 1950 without a
traffic fatality.
Deaths reported include Minous G.
' "
Lee,81.
The Rev. L. C. Lee will be the
evangelist at the revival at the Martin's Chapel Methodist Church starting today. He is the pastor of the
Lynn Grove and Goshen Methodist
Churches.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurt and sons,
Richard and Harold, and Mr. and"
Mrs. Waylon Rayburn_ and son._
Michael, will attend the National
Woodmen Convention in Seattle,
Wash.
The Cochrum Family Reunion was
held July 4 at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Cochrinn.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"I'd Climb the Highest Mountain"
starring Susan Hayward and William
Lundigan.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 8, the
189th day of 1981. There are 176 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On July 8, 1940, the government of
Norway moved to London after 62
days of resisting Nazi invaders during
World War II.
On this date:
In 1663, King Charles II of England
granted a charter to Rhode Island.
In 1822, English poet Percy Shelley
drowned when his boat capsized in the
Italian Gulf of Spezzia.
Irr1944, U.S. forces won the Pacific
Battle of Saipan in World War H.
And in 1969, bishops and priests of
the Church of England defeated a proposal for unifieation with the
Methodist Church.
Ten years ago: An earthquake rattled Chile, killing 90 people and injuring
200 others.
Five years ago: The appellate division of the New York State Supreme
Court disbarred former President
Richard Nixon on charges related to
the Watergate scandal.
One year ago: Platform writers for
the Republican Party abandoned the
GOP's 40-year support of the Equal
Rights Amendment by voting that the
Issue be left to.the states.
Today's birthdays: Singer Steve
Lawrence is 46 years old.—Theater

Critic Wang
.-Thought tor--teciart--1.-soUl is exempt from a miXture of
,
madness — Aristotle, Greek
phtiosopher (384 A.C.-322 B.C.)
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Illeck b Decker No.$215
Electric Edger
8%"Riede
Double Insuisted
Meets OSHA Requirements
Reg. 59.97

1.

33.00

/.

e/k,

Sle.S2111

Everain

Top quality freeze-dried instant co
lee. Regular not decaffeinated.

3797

Save Now
At Killed

5.47

5.

Re
Thi
en

Taster's choices oz..‘

411170u r Reg. 8.77
50'xi/s" Nylon-reinforced Garael Hose

•
Versatile

Lightweight, durable vpyi hose
nylonreinforced for extra strength, longer life
•,,,,de
ete,

Reach difficult lawn areas such as corners.
Take your choice of sprinkler patterns. Save.

Our Reg. 5.77

Everain 4-way Turret Sprinkler

.

3.97

Tasters
Choice

5.77
/
2x7"
I9x71

5.77

Save
5.96-56.96
Gal.

a,
,
a

a,

✓
It MART UNITED WARRANTY
i
v
✓ 9-year durability warranted when v
prepared
_. P
✓ applied over property
s
v
"
v surface or K mart's obligation
,
shall be limited solely to refund v
.,
a
.. of the purchase price.
a
li

.4

P.\

Two 40-W Fluorescent Bulbs Included

Gal.
Our Reg.
14.96-15.96
Acrylic Latex House Paints

10.96 5.7

9-yr durability flat house or gloss
house and trim White. custom tints.

48" Fluorescent Shop Light
With cord, plug, chain, hooks. Save.
48", 40-W Fluorescent Tube -1.36

7ur Peg. 10.77
All-purpose Metal Tool Box
Roomy hip-roof design. Convenient
lift-out tray. Red textured box. Save.

5.7

*kg
14

117Ou'r Reg.8.97
Propane Torch With Cylinder
A real 'must' for do-it-yourselfers
Torch has many round-the-house uses

100'Heavy-duty Extension Cord
For outdgor/indoor use. 16 gauge,
heavy duty. Soya now at K mart.
MEIN

SIZES

BEG.

34.88
•'600115 35.88
8711x13
C711:14 39.88
A78:13

178:14

41.88

1711:14

43.88

678114 45.88
078115

46.811

, N78:14

47.88

N78:15

411.88

'1.78115 55.76

F.E.T.

SALE

2P52
2/46
2/15$
2/6441
2P72
2P74
2 go
21'g2
2042
2/684
2P92

1.58

1.69
1.71

Ar

4J111

Quality

HERE'S WHAT WE DO:
1. Peplos.Upper or Lower
Boll Joints
2. Align Front End
3. K rnort Safety Inspection

Parts and
Service

1.87

Can wee correatle WIjointI°ward
airwribtry•do_ poducos
wow
laritiepet 3 Month Pre.
leeplaroroora: 1.1ratted
Ite • iterh Mame
Prorate Adttatreeta
1Nerronte".
moo..&ale*WA& oft.

2.04

2.14

Sale Price

2.36

With
Exchange
60-month Auto Battery
lop or side terminal style.
For many cars. Save now!

51.88

2.57
2.84

Sale Price

Sole Price

Sale Price

8.88

44.88

58.88

Sall Joints/Alignment
Many U.S. compact. standard
cars. No foreign cars. Save.

Disc/Drum Brake Special
Many U.S. cars, it. trucks,
foreign cars higher.

Ea.
M.D.Shocks installed
1 3/16" piston, /
1
2
" shaft. For
many U.S. cars. Save now.

Additional parte **Moss extra

•Whiliseeil
••S 1116 2-Ply

nett:Nation Available

brake linings on mar wheels ,
2. Resurface drums and true rotors
3. Inspect from Wipers
4. Rebuild rear wheel cylinders,if
possible;replace.I rwoceraory.di
additional parts cost per wheel
C5. Repack inner and outer
6.=rmoster cylinder
7. Sniped front grease seas
s. ReM hydraulic system

2.28
2.52

SERVICES INCLUDE
1. Instal front disc brake pads and

Al
WI
Pc

Additional parts and seivIces are exec

e4.811
MI

Allison!
KM78'Our Bost'4-ply Polyester Cord Blackwall Tires
with 7 Multi-sips(' Tread Ribs •78 Series Tread Design
Our Reg.32.88 Ea.
•'600x12
Plus F.E.T. 1.39

rP salIWZINFAINv

$48

For
AN Tires Plus F.E.T.
Mounting included•No.Trade-in Required
Whitewalls 2.511 More Each

Computer Balance

loch 5:32)

Our Reg. 12.88

7.97
AM/FM/8-tr.Or Cassette
Indash stereos for many cars.
S1
/
4"or 6x9"Speakers,Pr.27.84

I Ihe ism WW1 K.Iwo cowwwiw
MINIIIKKOW 01 Ow, tww•
MOW,
.
30 OW 1.01 310re old I
we be mobted 3
.•• Of Merge
WanO.We woolonto/Cil I*weed
•ft30 ItKowiele 3,00 W
Sw Mawr boa KW 343 4W013I
ospulred 0..41
.
91.01111
wwWwh fp+. rou KKKAC
33031
Ond
'
,
OV
hove Wfw.@WM
ww,Kam
OW* K 0041

" 21-pc. SA1 Socket let
/
1
4" and %" drive combination for home or car.

Our Reg. 3.88

1.97 Ur

794 iQt

Auto Seat Cushion

Now In Our
Automotive Dept

Multicolored Comfortable
In Summer or Winter
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WED.THRU
SAT.SALE

Limit 2

$
FOR
Refreshing NaWallon PuncheDrink Mix
Thirst-quenching flavors are vitamin C
enriched. 6% -oz.* container makes 2 ats,
'Net wt.

32-oz. Glass Plus'Spray
Trigger sprayer. Cleans glass,
appliances* and cabinets.
'N.Iwt

97°

28-oz.'- Deodorizing Lysor
Disinfectant kills household
germs. Prevents mold, mildew.
•
Net vit

.38

icxr

14/a V gt fin
Oat CdJSe 0(131%

9 Troc 116 Cartridges
From Gillette'. MicrosmoothT"
tWin blades. Save at K mart'

a.
Misses'
Sizes

Men's
Sizes

Pkg.Of3
$4
Pkg.of 3
$5

a. Our Reg.9.96
Misses'Stretch Pants
Woven stretch polyester
for fit„ comfort. Trim zipfront: smart colors Save.
b.
Full
Figure
Sizes

b. Our Reg. 10.96
Full Figure Slacks
Flattering, comfortable
woven stretch polyester
in fresh fashion colors.

3240

c. Our Reg.8.88
Transitional Dresses
Girls' colorful cotton/polyester plaids, prints. Save
Similar Style 4-6X MINIUM 6.1111

C.
Girls'
Sizes
7-14
Not All Styles In All Stores

Our 5.97
Our 5.97
Pkg.Of 3
6-pr. Pkg.
Athletic Shirts Of Briefs
Men's Work Tube Socks
White, easy-care Kodel-Cushion-lined, cotton/nylon
polyester/cotton. Save.
socks 18" length Fit 10-13
• Our 6.97 Yee Or Tee $hirts
Pkg.Of 3,5.00

Cafeter a Special

Sporting Goods
Dept

5.97

Chicken Sandwich Plate
Breast of chicken with
French fries and coleslaw.
Coco Cola odds life to
good food anytime,
"Coca-Cole and "Coke- ore registered trade
marks which identify the same product of The
Coco-Cola Company

. SS,10i/e-Regvier
Or Compartmented
80,VA"Regular
45,9%"Compartmented

9

7

Our Reg. 15.88
74x31-inch Vinyl/cloth Air Mattress
Comfortable, straight I-beam construction
of 18-gauge fabric. Safety valve. Save now.

Our Reg.7.97
SoPor Floor Enclosed Ring Floats
2 air chambers (outer and inner)-2 handles.
Our 1.97,5'Foot-operated Air Pump
1 27

WN4M-0
Sporting Goods Dept

Your Choice

Our 12.9714.97
•.11•n% Women's Watches
liand wind. Chrome with metband, yellow with strap.

Our Reg.3.96
World Class Frisbee° For Everyone
Constructed for trick shooting. Aerodynamically designed for g (vote perfect. _flight

700 U S Iiirrlivv.ty hi 1 N Nrarray, Kv
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd 1N/1.10w:di, Ky.
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Don't Worry
• Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Storey's
Fl3C3E3
GIANT
TIDE LAUNDRY

DETERGENT

MAlluoBaIN

490Z.
GIANT SIZE

seach,„,,

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOIACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

k
k

5 LB. BAG

SELF-MUM

(PLAIN OR SELF RISING)

l
f,0
e

!._

FLAV-0-RICH

1 LB.-MILS

NMI= FU11111

2-8 OZ. BOWLS

::•.:.-.-..":"
- -esr.):•"..."...C.e"..ocez•p,...oceze4-

FOLGEWS INSTANT

RICHTER .

1%

SHORTENING

MILK
GAL.
‘
4,
\\

WHOLE HOMOGENIZED
FOOD GIANT

POT PIES

.
R.C.or
DIET RITECOLA

MILK

PLUS
8 Pk.
DEPOSIT
(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)
16 Oz.
c,iAJMHJWJi
...-...e
-...cGooroor."
.
--.0....w..-..,Q.-/Y-ezeCor.ezr:.-=-W•..e..ezez...-...- :• .
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PILLSBURY INSTANT

:
SHOWBOAT

DREmtAiiArNDGS
. $119

_PORK & BEANS

B.B.Q. SAUCE

. . . . . . . „,„. . . . . . . .,.„. . . . . . .„. . .-„_ _ _,. . ._, , „.i,t,. .. . . _ „. . . . „. .„ .:_,. „. „. 6.91
-._ :
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CATALINA OR 1000 ISLAND

11111,M 1A1I100111

CORN MEAL

GRAPE JELLY

PAPER TOWELS

TISSUE

- 1

. . . . . . . . .,._. . . ...............L
..
,. . . . . ._ . . . ._-osj l-eA.•Co"."-,- "Z,ZC•CoSC,O•*or-"Ze'-,- - "z•- e:•^-e- ,^'-,e"-e^-.f_Wt9_."- "r"^-•er•^0e:or.Oel ..2/99
$1 29
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$1 19
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Compare Our Everyday tow Shelf Prkes!!
RAFT WRAPPED AMERICAN

INGLES

KRAFT
1201. $1 59

VELVETTA

CAMPBELL'S

$2s9

21.11.

TOMATO SOUP

kun

CAMPBELL'S

ORANGE JUICE

VEGETABLE SOUP

PEI EVAPORATED

234

MILK

1301. 49

ENAMEL CONC.

294

BABY FORMULA

1302. 89

PILLSBURY NINO JAG

BISCUITS

,oi 57!

SCOT LAD

CHEESE SPREAD

•
2 LI. $249

$109

MAXWELL MOUSE ROA*

COFFEE

'oz.

OLORED

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

CHUCK STEAK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

SWISS STEAK

IA.C1101C1110111LISS

GROUND

WILLIAMS PORK

,,... LB.$1"STEAK

CHUCK

..,

USDA.
N.S.D.A.CI1010 BONELESS

s1ii 59

STEW MEAT
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

CUBE STEAK

ma"PACK

LB.

RIB EYE STEAK

-

SWIFT CANNED

LB.$2"

SAUSAGE

LB.$1 6

BOLOGNA

LB.
$1 69

PRO-LEAGUERS

1
1201. $'

ARMOUR CHICKEN MIND
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

to.$399 STEAK
MR. FRITTER

$5" PATFIES

HAM

RED RIPE
TOMATOES

YELLOW ONIONS
W CORN

LB.$279

FIELD

3

Ls. RAG 894

3/794

3 LBS.

$119

GUNN
1401.

$1 19
k /

$139

STEAKS

S141 GIANT 711440
PRODUCE SAVINGS
RED PLUMS
NECTARINES 794 L..
BROCCOLI 799 u.
WHITE GRAPES
994 L..
4 BANANAS
NU-POTATOES *LDEN APPLES
3 LIS.99e

LB.

3 LIS. FOR 894

Li 494

GIANT DELI SAVINGS . GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS
'

,
A

THIS-WEEK WIN
46
0()11-6

NAM i CHEESE

Iv
.

SANDWICH
CHICKEN SALAD ..

99' CARROT LOAF

$ 1 49

9 CREME HORNS

3/89o
7
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1
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r
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Purdom, Bogard Just Off The Pace

Sullivan Holds 1-Shot Lead Over Two
At Halfway Mark Of MCC Tournament
Jerlene Sullivan, the
defending champion, held a
one-stroke edge over Betty
Jo Purdom and Mary
Bogard this morning as the
ladies' annual medal play
tournament at the Murray
Country Club swung into its
second and final day.
Sullivan posted a 41-44 for
an 85 over the first 18 holes of
the 36-hole tournament to
lead the championship flight
while Purdom and Bogard
each posted 86s.
Two strokes back at 87
were Carol Hibbard and
Frances Hulse.
Setting the pace in the first
flight was Inus Orr with 4644-90, eight strokes in front
.of Diane Villanova with a 98.
Ten strokes back at 100 were
Sue Brown and Margaret
Shuffett.

.41

Pam Mavity was the first
day's leader in the second
flight with 97, eight strokes
ahead of her nearest
challenger,
Judy
Muehleman. Louise Lamb
was next with 106.
Barbara Stacey held a
two-stroke edge over Chris
Graham in the third flight.
She posted a 112 to Graham's
114.
In the fourth flight, Molly
Booth was the leader with
106, good for 11 strokes
ahead of her closest
challengers, Frances Parker
and Martha Sue Ryan.
The annual tournament
provides the basis for pairings in the ladies' match
play tournament, which is
scheduled to get under way
in August.

CHECKING THE LEADER — Jerlene Sullivan (center)
checks her scorecard as her closest challengers, Betty
Jo Purdom (left)and Mary Bogard take a look.

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Summer Baseball At A Glance
Cards, Reds Win Kentucky League Games
Twins, Asos
tr
Pirates Win In
Little League

In the Kentucky League Cards' hitting with a home Muehleman had two hits, inTuesday, the Cards beat the run and two runs batted in.
eluding a double, and two
A's, 7-3, and the Reds rolled
The A's were led by Alan RBI; Brian Carroll had two
over the Yanks, 11-3.
Bazzell, who had a single hits, including a double, and
For the Cards, Brett and a double, and by John an RBI, and Jason had two
Christensen was the winning Burkeen, who had two hits and an RBI.
In three Little League pitcher as he picked up singles and an RBI.
For the Yanks, Kevin
games, Tuesday, the Twins seven strikeouts in six innIn the Reds' win, three hit- Turner had a triple and an
and the Astros romped over ings. Mike Bornarito led the ters sparked the attack. Jon RBI.
the Cubs and the A's, respectively, by similar scores of
15-3 and 16-3. In the other
game, the Pirates edged the
Reds,6-5.
In the Twins' win, David
Lawrence and Alan Cothran
combined for a five-hitter.
The Twins' hitting was led
by Aaron Barrett, who had
four hits, including a double,
and by Chip Adkins, who had
a double and an inside the
park grand slam home run.
Lawrence and Cothran
also each had a double.
For the Cubs, John
McMillen had two hits.
In the Astros' win, Scott
Butwell and Eric Grogan
each had four hits. Mitch
Cauley added a triple to the
attack.
For the A's. Tim Greer
had a double.
In the Pirates' win, Sean
Kelly had 10 strikeouts while
David Sykes and Mark
Miller each had three hits.
Kelly and Ed Hendon each
COMBININ• G -THEIR EFFORTS — Brett Christensen (above) had seven strikeouts
had two hits. Sykes and Henand Mike Bomarito(below) had a home run in the Cards'7-3 win Tuesday.
don each had a double.

OVC Gets Automatic
Football Bid;Weekly
Basketball Telecasts

REGULAR SEASON T-BALL CHAMPIONS — Members of the Red Sox team that had a 14-0 record before the
tournament are (front row, left to right) Scott Conklin, John Galloway, Ashley Haak, Chip Campbell, Kelly
Walker;(second row) Jeff Brannon, Rodney Dunlap, Michael Carr, Bradley Kelso, Justin Miller, Scott McKeel;
(back row)Coaches Rick Miller, Mike Outland, Charles Haak, David Walker.

150 To Vie For U.S. Seniors
Time Has Come To Bury The Hatchet

McEnroe, Wimbledon Need Each Other

•

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Before wrapping up the
McEnroe
John
vs.
Wimbledon case and putting
it into the archives to rest,
we would like to offer one
final plea:
Drop the hatchets and
recriminations, fellows.
Light up the peace pipe.
Shake hands and come out
smiling. Acknowledge you
both were wrong. Then get
on with it.
The All-England Croquet
and Lawn Tennis Club has
been around for 103 years
and it will be around for 103
years more multiplied by 10
to 100. It is, in a way,
sacrosanct, the cradle and
the beacon of tennis.
"Profaning Wimbledon,''
says Arthur Ashe, one of the
former champions and the
current U. S. Davis Cup captain, "is like profaning the
Royal Family."
John McEnroe is one of the
rare talents that come along
perhaps once every 50 years.
He is a marvel in innate
athletic ability — speed,
quickness, reflexes, anticipation — and has natural
instincts that few, if any, of
his predecessors ever.
possessed. Only the eroding
factor of his volatile
temperament has prevented
him from completely
dominating the sport.
. Hz-a only 22, meaning he
his many years of chanit
aheatz
hirn. Big Bill Tilden never
really matured until he was
In his late 20s, yet won seven
U.S. titles and three
Wimbledons. ItcEnroe's
prospects are pbnicenanal.

It doesn't make sense that
he and Wimbledon should
use those years in an adversary relationship. Not that
the so-called Super Brat
must douse the fire that
burns within his chest, not
that Wimbledon change its
moss-covered traditions.
Each should respect the
other for what the other is —
Wimbledon, the dowager
queen, austere and regal,
mystical, zealously resistant
to change and McEnroe, the
racket Houdini who can
make the faded grass of the
Center Court come alive like
a rose garden.
It's simply a case, on the
one ' hand, of a young,
obstreperous guy bursting
with live-wire intensity being nice to a cranky old lady
who has refused to step into

the 20th Century. And,on the
other, a haughty, crusty
dame accustomed to having
her way bending a little to
accept the precocious kid
who, with all his personality
faults, has many redeeming
attributes.
Neither would have to
swallow too much pride.
Wimbledon is Wimbledon.
It's archaic. It's stiffbacked. It's intransigent.
It's moss, strawberries and
cream, the Duke and
Duchess of Kent in the Royal
Box, green -jacketed
linesmen marching in like
the Seven Dwarfs, the
Chelsea
Pensioneers,
screaming teeny-boppers
with autograph pads and
sagging socks. But it's also
the greatest tennis tournament on earth, and there is

some charm — with all its
frustrating arrogance — in
its Old World facade.
McEnroe is a firebrand —
cocky, outspoken,-intolerant
of error, irreverent of traditiou. But he is the mad
genius of the age, and
Wimbledon needs him as
much as he needs
Wimbledon.

BIRMINGHAM, Mich.
(AP) — A field of 150 golfers
takes a final practice run today at rugged Oakland Hills
Country Club prior to
Thursday's opening round in
the ;150,000 U.S. Senior
Open.
Tournament officials have
shortened the suburban
Detroit course somewhat
since the PGA Championship was held there two
years ago. But host pro Al
Mengert said the 6,798-yard
layout still will play tough.
Mengert, who is entered in

From Staff, AP Reports ,
NASHVIL1F, Tenn. —
The Ohio Valley Conference
has gained an automatic
berth in post-season football
playoffs and reached agreement to televise the OVC
Basketball Game of the
Week next season, according
to OVC and NCAA
spokesmen.
The conference's pact with
L.K. Productions of St. Louis
will provide a six-game tv
schedule during January
and February. The company
also handles productions for
the Metro and Southwest
conferences.
Announcers for the games
will be selected by the OVC
office. The league hopes to
have stations in Lexington,
Louisville,
Evansville,

Paducah, Bowling Green
and other OVC media
markets in the network.
In football, the NCAA's
Division I-AA championship
playoff will be expanded
from four to eight teams
next fall with the OVC
becoming one of five conferences to get an automatic
berth. The other four
automatic bids will go to the
Mid-Eastern, Big Sky,
Southwest Athletic and the
Yankee conferences.

the tournament, said he
thinks the winner will not
break par 280 for the 72-hole
championship. But he said GODFATHER'S PIZZA
"it's probable that the winA PIZZA
ner will break par at least
YOU CAN'T REFUSE
once."
• Open Daily 11 AM
• Salad Bar
Other players weren't so
• Open Sunday Noon
• Sandwiches
sure how the course would
• Dine In-Carry Out
• Soft Drinks
play.
"We don't know where
they'll put the tees, and we
don't know how fast they'll
Hwy.641
make the greens," said Gene
Littler, who won the U.S. Central Shopping
Open at Oakland Hills in
Center
Murray
1961.
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Girdfather's Pizza.
7530023

=CONGRATULATIONS!=
on the opening
of Girodfaither's Pizza
of Murray.
We wish you the best in the future.

Enjoy Beautiful Ky. Lake Or The
Experience Of Chinese American DU-ling

Danny M.Dunn's
Electric

Located conveniently near beautiful Ky Lake Murray State
University. and many other recreationatkand educational
facilities The Murray Holiday Inn has muchlo offer. This in
cludes the finest in Chinese American dining, with the newly
'redecorated newly owned Peking Restaurant, serving authen
tic Chinese food
COME CHECK US OUT AND SAVE $500
WITH THIS OFFER BELOW
Reedeemable ONLY at Murray Holiday Inn When you 'stay at the Murray
Holiday Inn on '
,
day Saturday or Sunday during the months of July Aug .
Sefe Oct, Nov Dec pres_tlirs certrfWatt to the cash* when you check
ii The ushfec willueuoc+ 951M from your motel bill
with's People Pieesin'
smite This certificate may not be used in toniunctoon with special rates or
vouchers groups nor during special events(listed in the current Hotiday Inn
Directory) Offer applies to room chafees only Not new*** Expires Dec
31 1981 Limit one certificate per room night

MURRAY HOLIDAY INN
MURRAY,KY LOCATED ON 641

t

Licensed For Commercial& Residential
Danny Dunn

7.—

Call 36-2372
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Players Are As Unified As Ever

No End In Sight For 27-Day Old Strike
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GIRLS SOCCER CO-CHAMPIONS — Members of the Flyers team (above)are (front
row, left to right) Mary Paul Sammons, Heather Hughes, Stephanie Sammons, Pam
Bucy, Becky Kratzer, (second row) Stephanie Vancover, Robin Richardson, Hanna
Shapla, Holly Nix, Renae Rogers, Catherine Faughn;(back row)Coaches Susan Sammons, Debbie Shapla. Not pictured are Leigh Baker, Anna Thacker and Robin Shay.
Members of the Chiefs team (below) are (frac low, tett-to right) Kimberly Hobbs,
Kelli Burkeen, Helen Dayley, Kimberly Sexton, Allyson Bolin, Jessica Brannon;(back
row) Laura Jones, Amy Young, Amy Parks, ICaci Bolls, Becky Freeze, Kristen Lew.
Not pictured are Robin Jones and Michelle Gantt.

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The player union's executive board has met, the
club owners will meet, the
National Labor Relations
Board hearing continues...and the baseball
strike is now in its 27th day,
with no end in sight and the
All-Star Game all but left for
dead.
Marvin Miller, the union's
executive director, said
following Tuesday night's
meeting in New York —
which lasted more than four
hours and was attended by at
least one player from each of
the 26 teams — that the
players were as unified as
ever.
"As you who have been involved in strikes know, as
time goes on you get more
militant, solid and
stronger," said Miller.
"That has happened here
without any question. That's
not always good. It makes it
more difficult to get a settlement.
"What was acceptable in
April and May is not acceptable in June or July."
What is not acceptable to
the players right now is
management's plan for compensation to teams losing
'free agents. The dispute has
been over what free agents,
and how many, will be subject to compensation by professional players rather than
amateur draft choices, and
how the compensation will
be determined.
The club owners will meet
Thursday in New York with
their chief negotiator, Ray

McEnroe,Connors Could Not Be Happier

Davis Cup Returns To New York
By BOB GREENE
McEnroe, who lives here,
AP Sports Writer
has won the last two U.S.
NEW YORK (AP) — The Opens.
Davis Cup tennis competiwill
Czechoslovakia
tion returns to New York this counter with Ivan Lendl
weekend for the first time inf-tanig smid, Pavel Slozil
22 years. No one could be and Stanielav Birner.
happier than John McEnroe Besides defeating Italy to
and Jimmy Connors.
capture the 1980 Davis Cup,
"I like playing in New the Czechoslovakians also
York and in front of the fans won the Nation's Cup in
here," said Connors, who Dusseldorf, West Germany,
will be playing his first earlier this year.
Davis Cup match since 1976.
"We have two strategies,"
Connors has won three
U.S. Opens and been run- said Arthur Ashe, the U.S.
nerup twice at the New York captain. "One strategy is to
tournament. One of his vic-- beat Smid twice and win the
tories was in 1978, the year doubles" in the best-of-five,
the U.S. Open was moved to three-day series. "The other
the National Tennis Center strategy is to try to win 5-0."
Lendl, ranked fourth in the
in Flushing — the site of the
Davis Cup quarterfinal clash world behind McEnroe,
between the United States Sweden's Bjorn Borg and
and defending champion ,Connors, is considered the
Czechoslovakia.
key for Czechoslovakia. He

defeated McEnroe in the
quarterfinals of the French
Open, losing the final to
Borg. He has never beaten
Connors in seven meetings.
"Lendl is so good it's.not
out of the realm of reality
that he could* win two
singles," Ashe said. "That
brings us back to our first
strategy."
The fast, hard courts at the
National Tennis Center also
will favor the Americans,
although they, like the
Czechoslovakians, are adjusting from the grass courts
of Wimbledon.
"Clay is probably his best
surface," McEnroe said of
Lendl."He is very good from
the back court and has a
good first serve."
McEnroe didn't mention
that a hard court favors a

serve-and-volley player,
which both McEnroe and
Connors are.
Begun in 1900 by Dwight
Filley Davis of St Louis,the
Davis Cup is team competition. The U.S. has played in
51 finals, winning 26, while
Czechoslovakia has played
in two finals.
The format for 1981 was
changed, with the 16
strongest nations playing a
knockout event. For the first
time,the Davis Cup competition has an international
sponsor and more than $1
million in prize money.
In other quarterfinals,
Australia is meeting
Sweden, Britain takes on
New Zealand and Argentina
faces Romania.
The U.S. advanced to the
quarterfinals with a firstround victory over Mexico.

a. 7
Grebey, and other members
of the Player Relations Committee. Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn will also attend the session, at the owner's invitation. It's the first such
meeting for the owners since
the strike began June 12.
"We have meetings once
in awhile and Mr. Grebey brings us up to date. We don't
express our views," said
Minnesota Twins President
Calvin Griffith.
But a growing number of
owners who are dissatisfied
with the pace of negotiations
reportedly plan to voice their
feelings at the meeting.
Meanwhile, Kuhn testified
at Tuesday's NLRB hearings
that player salaries are
escalating at a rate exceeding the one he quoted in
a speech to club owners last
December, when he cited
projections by the certified
public accounting firm of
Ernst and Whinney which
said the average salary
would reach 9320,000 by 1983.
"I think they're low,"
Kuhn said of those
estimates. "I think the
salary has gone up faster
than their estimates."
The Players Association
has filed an unfair labor
practices charge against the
owners, claiming they have
not bargained in good faith
and seeking to force the
clubs to make public their
financial records. Chief administrative law judge
Melvin Welles is hearing the
case and will decide whether
to seek an enforcement
order requiring the clubs to
comply.
The union has cited
several quotes from various
owners, as well as Kuhn,
regarding baseball's fiscal
condition and claims that if
free agency is creating a

financial hardship,the books
should be opened to prove it.
Management's position is
that high salaries brought
about in part by free agency
have not caused a financial
problem, and no such problem has ever been claimed
in bargaining.
"This is a sham charge,"
declared Louis Haynes, attorney for the National
League, at Tuesday's hearing. "We shouldn't be here
today. We should be in collective bargaining."
When will collective
bargaining resume? Talks
broke off Saturday and
federal mediator Kenneth
Moffett said he did not expect to get the two sides
together until at least the
end of the week, after the
players and owners have
held their separate
meetings.
Asked to forecast when the
strike might end, Moffett
said, "I really would rather
not say. But I have some
ideas. Anything can be
mediated. Life is a compromise."
The inability of the owners
and players to reach a compromise on the compensation issue has forced the
cancellation of 338 games to
date. The All-Star Game,
scheduled for July 14 in
Cleveland, has not been officially called off as yet, but
with no face-to-face negotiations scheduled that seems
to be only a technicality.
The players' meeting was
called to bring the union
representatives up to date on
the status of the negotiations
and the NLRB hearings, and
to let the negotiators know
the players' feelings.
"Every player had his
time to give his feeling of
how hisalayers are reacting

Japan,to play basketball.
"I just think I had a better
opportunity over there,"
said Cowan, who signed a
three-year contract for an
undisclosed amount.

After scoring 12.5 points a
game as a junior at Kentucky, Cowan's production
slumped by a third during
his senior year in 1980-81. As
his shooting percentage bottomed out (41 percent), so
did his posture. He completed his career on the bench.
The Houston Rockets tapped him in the sixth round of
the National Basketball
Association draft but he
declined a position on the
Rockets' Los Angeles summer league team.
"No doubt about it, he was
a puzzle," said Rockets
assistant coach Carroll
Dawson. "But when you get
to the sixth round you Jake
chances and we figured he'd
shown enough as a junior for
us to take a chance."
Dawson said the Rockets
think that "all that weightlifting Kentucky emphasizes
got his muscles bunched up.
If he takes a year away from

"The mood is definitely
one of unity," agreed third
baseman Doug DeCinces of
the Baltimore Orioles, the
American League player
representative. "We're
more and more militant as
time goes by. Players are
competitive people and if
you push them to the wall,
they just get tougher.
"I would love to see the
owners here (at the negotiations)," added DeCinces.
"Even a hard-liner would be
welcome. If the owners
aren't actually going to get
the feeling first-hand, I don't
trust Ray Grebey to give it to
them. if the owners got involved, there'd be no
strike."
"I guess it's a good sign

that the owners themselves
called a meeting," said pitcher Jon Matlack of the
Texas Rangers. "Maybe
they'll find out which way
they want to sail."
Miller said that if and
when an agreement on compensation is reached, the
union will press for accredited service during the
strike for players who would
be eligible to become free
agents, as well as toward
pensions.
"There will be no settlement without it (accredited
time)," said Miller. "That is
written in stone."
Besides Kuhn, the NLRB
heard testimony Tuesday
from player agents Dick
Moss and Tom Reich and
owners Griffith, Ruly
Carpenter
the
of
Philadelphia Phillies and
Jerry Reinsdorf of the
Chicago White Sox.

- *STOREWIDE*

STILL IN PROGRESS
SAVINGS UP TO

15% OF,
CIA* for The Entire family
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Devragewa Across Fran This
Bank of Niarray

Uniroyal tires speak
for themselves.
=MAL

Uniroyal tires say great things about themselves. Right On the sidewall. That's where
the three performance ratings based on the U.S. Dept. of Transportation's new
grade labeling
system now appear. So actually, all tires must now speak for themselves. Some
siimply have better things to say. fake the Uniroyal Steeler's treadwear
' rating. As you can see in the chart, it's miles ahead of the competition.
Uniroyal Steeler projected to last 15,000 more miles than comparable Goodyear, Firestone, Michelin or Goodrich tires:* ,
Manufacturers' Ratings ler
U.S. GOVOITIMOrd Outlay Grading System
Trealion and
Tamperalure
filanuledurer/Tire
Redslance

UNIROYAL/Meek.

11/C
B/C
B/C
B/C
B/C .
A/B

GOODYEAR/Custom Polysteel,

•

FRESSONE/721(13"8 14" sizes)
GENERAL/Dual Steel II
BF GOODRICH/Life Saver XLM
MICHELIN/XVVVV

Cowan Ignores NBA For Japan
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
Former Kentucky forward
Fred Cowan has decided to
Ignore the National Basketball Association and is instead heading for Osaka,

to the strike," said Atlanta
pitcher Phil Niekro.
"Basically, down the line,
they said to stand pat."

'Protection of
Mileage on Govt.

Specified Tee Course
Treadiver

220
170
170
170
170
140

88,000
51,000
51.000
51.000
51.000
42.003

Source US DOT Report dated 12/19/80
The mileage difference and proiections should be used for comparison with tires of other manufacturers You will probably not achieve these results Actual treadhte wil vary substantially due to your

it and smooths his muscles
out, maybe he'll give . us a
shot."
Cowan said he picked
Osaka because "it's a
chance to play basketball
and explore some job opportunities."
Employed by the Toshiba
Corp., Cowan, who is 6-feet9, will tower over his team-mates at Osaka, a town of
2.75 million. He's the Cm's
only American and the only
player taller than 6-4.
Theories abound on what
caused his confusing senior
season, but he won't talk
about it, not even to his
father, Frank Cowan.
"All!know is that Freddie
just gave up toward the end
of last season," said Frank
Cowan. "He just lost his intensity. I think something
happened between him and
the coach (Joe B. Hall). I
think the coach got mad at
him and said something that
really got to Fred."

drtvong habits condition of vehicle and ,n many sections of the country

road

condttions and climate

The Uniroyal Steeler Beat the Best—
ata price that's Tough to Beat!
Size
P185/80R-13
P215/75R-14
P205/75R-15
P215/75R-15
P225/75R-15
GR70-15
P225/70R-15**

Reg.
Price
85 95

105 95
104 95
10895
114 95
112 95
114 95

Palo
Price*** 84.97
84.97
83.97 .
87.97
92.97st
89.97
92.97

Reg.
Sale
Site
Price
Price***
P235/75R-15
_.!2295__ 98.97
P195/75R-14
9695
79.97
P205/70R-14
9895
80.97
P205/75R-14
9995 '82.97,
P205/709-14"
96 95
81.97
P205i 75R-14—
101 95
83.97

"Raised Whde Letters
—All Prices Plus Tax and F E T and old tire off tar FE T vw,eSpeq,cnlroryrS1 91-to S305
A.

Your HOME. AUTO. OUTDOOR and APPLIANCE Store

Murray Handyman
Service
*Remodeling
*General Home Repair
*Painting, Siding & Roofing
P.O. Box 926 Murray

turtle wax

California Wire Wheels Oil Filter
11" x 6" Polished
chrome double
basket wheel with

72 spokes

AWARD WINNERS — Four participants from Mwray '
In the Miirray State football camp last week WINS
anssing the awak si4eners. Pietosedja.(front few. 41116,
to right) Jimmy Blanton and Chuck Baker;(back row)
Richard Williams and David Denham.

7

For MOW Ford.
(NM&

4191.
LUG NUTS EXTRA.

15" a 6" California Vfire
15" a 7" Callfz.-;
- Ore

7

7J3

51.99 ea
ea

Air Filter
Sizes Ior

most American
made cars
3 '03
id)•

7:4591rGood 7t...,..474!!Allerday at

OTASCO

e.s_t_

1
121

.39

.011410111111104iimmponwommoar—p--c.
11.1111•11
""1114
•

PolyShell One Step
Thur chdle6 is-oi
$2 00
how(' sealant or I 302 gift price $647
Paste wat
'
Refund from Turtle Was $200

31 2(.2 4
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Prices Good Thru Sunday July 12

Prices Good Thru July 12
Aladdinware

Plastic
Pitcher
Gallon Plus, Snap On
Lid, Pour Spout Cop
No 301

HIGHWAY 641—m

Band Aid Brand

RgAy,

•

Mini
plastic
strips

Sheer Strips 70 Plus 30 Free
Value Pack
I
70
100 Assorted Bandages
No. 4630
is
Plastic Strips Value Pack r
70 Plus 30 Free 100 Assorted 1 48

Sale Your Choic

No. 5627

Ban
Roll-On
Anti Perspirant

L'Oreal
Preference
Hair Color

$258

_orne
Men's & Boy's

Swimwear

20% off

Denim
Cut-Offs
Reg. $10.99
$888
Sal.

Asst. Styles and Colors
S-M-L

Regular. Unscented

Sole

1 5 oz

Sole

96

Boy's
Pre-Washed
Denim

Tampax Tampons

Men's
Short
Sleeve

Jeans

Shirts

Reg. 12.99

Reg. 9.99

$9.88

Box of 40 Sole

Gillette

Daisy
Disposable
• Razor

Sale
$79'

Greaseless-Medicated

10 Oz. Jar

Package of.2
NILON=Z3=16..

Sole

Bic
Distiolable
Butane Lighter

4 6 Oz

394

Adjustable Flame

With Fluoride

Limit 3 Sale

Ladies

Shorts
$2'9

Ladies
Fruit Of The Loom

Reg. 299 Sale

Reg. 3.99 Sale $

99

$

1-Straps With
Mesh Bottoms

19

Reg. 10.99 Sale

Miss Breck

Milk
Skin Core
Lotion
Pink, All
Family Formula

Hair
Spray

Marshmellow
Coconut
Toasties

79'

Wall
Caddies

For relief of skin
irritation
itching and rashes
0.5% /
1
2 oz.
Ointment or Cream

Decorative,
Ideal For Any Decor
No. 513 Set of 3

Casual
Shoes

Work
Boots

9 oz. Can Sole

Just In

Reg. 3.99 Sale
Men's
Tuff Tred

Regular, Super,
Super Unscented,
Ultimate Hold

9 Oz Bog

Sale

S-M-L, 34 to 38, 8-16

Leather Uppers
Reg. 34.99

By Fortune

2488

Sizes 8-12

"Shower Shoes"
2 piece set,
dish drainer
and draw board
Assorted Colors

Reg. 79' Sale

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

efferdent
AMP

Ladies
96 Tablets

Clearview

11111111 Clothes Line
Twisted Wire
Vinyl Covered
Easy Cleaning
No. 4005
50 Ft

Tube
Tops
894
—$1 O9

Roo. 1ob.19S
With Hood
Harvest GOld, Chocolate, Copper

Reg. 1.49 Sale

Reg. 3.99 Sob $

99

-Solids, Stripe
bids
•
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Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware,
E
Uncle Jeff's has the
II III • II
paint, automotive, plumbing
I
M I
sn is as •••_am Isa am MI II • IP
electrical, sporting goods
largest selection under
fJrhealth and beauty aids
weinia•was a a a a a
roof...
Everything at
one
Al
U..
N
Sminmilli housewares, clothing, shoes
—
MI
DISCOUNT PRICES
II • II II
toys, camera equipment and th(
•
•
• ME II
S..
Ns
I. lowest priced discount pharmacl
IN
iff •
••11•111111r
virT77
.r
!".1-"
- 117.71ii
EIMIINIM•11 6:611.1.luilegiliellrelurillill
in the area
HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY
ome items
4
.
4 44.444

•

not exact' as •ictured

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT

Check Uncle
Jeff's For All
•

Bench
Grinder

Vises

Your Painting Needs

Heavy Duty Reg. 105.99

99 0

All Sizes and Shapes
3" to 8"

Brushes, Rollers, Paints, Varnishes,
Stains, Thinners, and More
ALL AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

LOW PRICES
Home & Shop

Mail
Boxes

Porch $2799

City And Rural And
Large Business Boxes
Post Master Approved

Swings$2i99

nari

6Gacloili
Can
$797
ga,c1

Blacktop
Sealer

-w*

S3299

SAVE 292

Black Plastic

Garden
Mulch
3 Ft. x 50 ft.

Prestonen
Amsa

Ntion/Foam

A

Auto
Seat
Covert

.'itpc,gE

TAKE ONE

-

Lawn &
Gorden
Pressure
Sprayer

/
12 /
34 Inch
Throttle Control, Blades
Starter Handles,
and
Much,
More at

897
57

5 Gallon

DISCOU
NT
Mowe
r
Lawn
Supplies PRICES!

5 Gallons
Coats, Seals, and Beautifies
Your Driveway

Reg. 18.99 Sale

II

Complete
With
Hardware
Solid
Oak

-

In-11-Frowtillue, Black

$247

Get ready for hot weather
driving and get a 82.00 refuel
by mail wheo you purchase
two Jags of PHOTON II
Fight kiover with a fresh ft

Kentucky Smokin

PRESTONE HProt
Metals Against
Rust And Corrosion

l
pleston
e
tiosiet_
s2°
AVE

--.1

• Hickory Chips
Bar-p-Q
•
25

OFFER
EXPIRES
JULY 15;
1981
-

r..

$2-.&7 Sae

Sox
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Scientists May Soon Learn How
To Control Indignity Of Senility

ri
-1
:pee

EDITOR'S NOTE: This see real progress made digitalis, pain killers, devastation where people
second d a three-part series toward identifying the cause sedatives and oral diabetes literally cannot eat for
leeks at whit :Idealists are and either prevention or drugs.
themselves,"says Besdine.
Before doctors can solve
Learning about senility, the some kind of treatment or
Within that wide range of
jcontrol of the disease. The the worst forms of senility, problems is opportunity for
final indignity.
impact is going to be col- they must understand what many kinds of treatment, he
ossal."
is going wrong inside the vic- said. Senile people can be
By DANIELQ.HANEY
For another 20 percent or tims'heads.
helped by good diet, decent
Associated Press Writer. 25 percent of the demented, They have found that in medical care, regular tasks
BOSTON (AP) - For illness is caused by many people with Alzheimer's to keep their brains active
millions of old Americans, minor strokes,or blood clots, disease, the most common and frequent reminder§ of
SENIOR DIVISION - In this division of the Kentucky
senility is thedread final in- that damage the brain. High form of senility, brain cells where and who they are.
Horse Judging Contest the team took fifth place. They
dignity, a frustrating nether blood pressure is often the contain tangles of tiny Next: Staying Young.
are, left to right, back row, Tonya Kirk and Melissa
world of confusion and cause of this disorder, and thread-like filaments. These
Manning,front row,Lisa Workman and David Grady.
forgetfulness and irrational proper treatment can pre- actually stuff the neurons
ENGLISH JUNIOR DIVISION - In this division of the
anger where they wait to die. vent it.
with clumps that look under
Kentucky
Horse Judging Contest the team took fourth
o the miscroscope like bunpercent
rdi
errd
ce
lyi
But at last, scientists stutth
orete
rheilOeelp
:k
11 aeeno
place. They are, left to right, back row, Kim Twigg and
dying the chemistry of the 20 percent
ches of steel wool.
Amanda Outland,front row, Russ Workman and Leslie
brain say they may soon are thought to be senile suf- According to one theory,
Banks.
learn to control this helpless fer, a variety of conditions these tangles are ordinarily
dotage and extend the that can be corrected.
flushed out of the cells in
usefulness of the closing
"There is a vast array of healthy brains, but
decades of life.
disorders that in the elderly something goes wrong in the
Senile dementia, they say,
tse senile.
is not an inevitable part of but
in fact are reversible "In our lab, we are trying
growing old. It is a disease. because
there is an underly- to show that the lack of
And by learning its origins, ing
medical disease that's transported filaments
they believe they can pre- treatable,"
says Dr. Richard causes them to bundle up
vent its most devastating W.
Besdine of Harvard and form tangles in the
symptoms.
nerve cells and that in turn
Medical School.
An estimated 10 percent of
leads
to cell death and proA task force sponsored by
Americans over ,65 show
blems with the nerve cells'
the
National
Institute
on
Agsigns of senility. Half to
normal function," says Dr.
three-quarters of the ing listed 61 disorders rang- Dennis Selkoe, a biochemist
ing
from tuberculosis and
residents of nursing homes
at Harvard Medical School.
are impaired this way,and it congestive heart failure, to "There is a very high corkidney failure and carbon
is a major cause of death.
relation between the
About 60 percent of the monixide poisoning. All can presence of these tangles in
senile suffer from anillness mimic the symptoms of the memory centers of the
called Alzheimer's disease. senility.
Chief on the list are brain and how senile the paIts
victims
cannot
tient was before he died."
CALLO WAY COUNTY 4-H Horse Judging Teams went to the state contest and
remember recent events. depression and adverse drug
At the same time, these
JUNIOR WESTERN DIVISION - In this division of the
•
reaction.
all
three teams placed among the contestants from the 60 counties there. PicAnd as the disease propeople's bodies produce less
Kentucky Horse Judging contest the team took fifth
tured, left to right, front row, Lisa Overcast, Greg Workman, Missey Tabers, Kim
Depression is common in than usual amounts of two
gresses, they become conplace. They are, left to right, back row, Jill Rowland
Twigg, and David Grady, back row, Amanda Outland, Russ Workman, Jilt
- fused and irritable, often fail the elderly. Lonely, bored,. Iiinds of chemicals called
and Lisa Overcast, front row, Greg Workman and
Jo recognize their children out of work, sad from wat- neurotransmitters. These
Rowland, Lisa Workman, Melissa Manning,and Tonya Kirk. Not pictured is Leslie -- • f.liisey
Tabers.
and may even lose their ching friends die and substances - acetylcholine
Banks.
ability to •,speak __or feed dismayed at seeing wrinkles and somatostatin in the mirror, they sink into transmit messages from one
themselves.
But now this disease is the gloom. And doctors fre- brain cell to another.
target of about 30 research quently'mistake their moods Doctors hope that by fingroups around the world. for the symptoms of ding a way to replace these
One of the researchers, Dr. Alzheimer's disease.
chemicals inside the brain,
Old people sometimes'take senility may be prevented
Peter Davies of Albert
Einstein College of Medicine four or five different and even reversed.
in New York, predicts that prescription drugs a day.' • In the meantime, much
scientists will find a way to The combinations can affect can be done to minimize the
control it within five to 10 the way they talk, act and effects of senility.
think. Among drugs im- "The spectrum of impairyears.
"Things are moving so plicated by the federal task ment is huge, from barely
fast right now," Davies said. force are such common detectable on sophisticated
"I would not be surprised to medicines as diuretics, examinations to total

G00111;yrifEAR
SERVICE STORES

ILLSTAR*SALE

A GALAXY OF SAVINGS ON GOODYEAR TIRES NOW THRU SAT.
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Two Social Work Awards
Given To Kentucky Entries
NEWPORT,Ky.- For the
first time in memory two
coveted categorical awards
handed out by the National
Association of Social
Workers have been given to
nominees from the same
state. Kentucky's entries for
1981 Social Worker of the
Year and far 1981 Citizen of
the Year both . captured

NASW's top awards.
Martha Perry, National
Social Worker of the Year
for 1981, is well knowr? in the
Louisville community for
her work With aged and
disabled clients. She was
forced out of her job this spring because of outspoken efforts on behalf of her
agency's clientS and her

/2 PRICE
Spring & Summer
Shoes 4*
Shopping

tN
"

Center

Before you pay your
next homeowners
premium,give us
a call...
our price is
right!

-

Right, if you want good coverage
Right, if you met proleaslopel mak*
Night,111 sou want nebtalr.dilliessaliment
Call us for a quote on a Great American
homeowners policy

King-Landolt ad
file hisereeasCoetv
of Mary.,

753-8355

social work colleagues. Her
work included action to
reform nursing homes, to
promote licensure of boarding homes, and to extend
adult protective services.
In making clients' needs
known to the public, Perry
cooperated with Louisville
Courier-Journal reporter
Joel Brinkley: Brinkley is
NASW's 1981 Citizen of the
'Year. He spent all of 1980 investigating Kentucky's nursing home industry. With two
other reporters he coauthored a series of articles
which appeared in the
Courier-Journal and forced
the state to initiate major
reforms.
In 1979, Brinkley, together
with a photographer colleague, was chosen for a
special assignment which
sent him to Cambodia to
write about the war there
and its effects on people. His
four-part Series of stories,
-Living the. Cambodian
Nightmare," earned -him a
1980 Pulitzer Prize for International Reporting.
Perry and Brinkley received special plaques and cash
grants at atformal presentation ceremony this month in
San Francisco, at the National Conference on Social
Welfare Annual Forum.
In follow-up, the Kentucky
Chapter of NASW noted that
Perry has conributed her
total cash award to aid their
work and that of the
Louisville Advocates for Aging.

BUTIING OUT
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
(AP) - Though many
Americans smoke on the job,
most of their co-workers apparently wish they wouldn't.
About a third of Workers
interviewed in a.Lou Harris
survey said they smoke
while on the Job, but over
half of their coiworkers said
they with they would light up
In separateareas.

_

tiar*Iltiok.a iurvei

binkeittlhalii- iffirPe&ducdvIty, Wat commissioned by Staelcaso, Inc., a
snanuflestarer of Glib* furniture.

5

878-14
Blackwell, plus
81 77 FEY No
trade needed
D78-14 fits.some models of. Century, Regal,
Malibu. Nova. Volare. Cutlass. LeMans. Grand
Prix, Pacer. Hornet. Gremlin, Aspen.Challenger,
Zephyr. Monarch. Comet
Just $2.80 More For Whitewalls!

FM16
Illactwall, plus
$220 FEY No
trade needed
F78-15 fits some models of Impala. Caprice.
Chevelle,Century, Riviera, La Sabre,Cordoba.
Le Baron. New Yorker. Diplomat. Delta 88.
Toronado. Omega. Fury. Firebird, Catalina
Just 81.70 More For Whitewalls,

LUBE & OIL CHANGE

RADIAL
SAVINGS!
Polysteel...Keeps
its feet even in the rain.

Custom Polysteel
Radial
P155/80Rf3 fits some
models of:
Toyota
Datsun
Audi

Fiat
VW'
Honda

5

147

Mazda
Omn
Chevette
more

P155/80R13 Whitewall. plus
$1 52 FET No trade needed

MORE ALL-STAR-SAVINGS FOR YOUR CAR
SALE
PRICE

Sin a Type

Oil filter extra,
if needed.
Includes chassis lube, up to five quarts
Major brand -motor Oil and our 9-POINT
maintenance check
• Battery cables
• Transmission fluid
• Power stewing fluid • kr filter
• Belts and hoses
• Brake fluid
• Differential level
• Battery water level
• Tire pressure and condition
Includes,many imports and light trucks.
Please call for appointment

.

P165/75R13 Tiempoalackwall
- $49.39
P165/75R13 Tiempo Whitewall
•$51.85
P155/80R15 Tiempo Blackwell
$52.70
ER78-14 Custom Tread Whitewall
$54.75
FR78-14 Custom •Tread Whitewall '
857.25
FR78-15 Custom -Tread Whitewall
$58.30
GR7f3-15 Custom Tread Whitewall
$84.20,
HR78-15 Custom Tread Whitewall
$88.95
LI178-15 Custom Tread Whitewall
$78.15

Plus FEE
Ms Vats serdel.
$1.61
51 .61
$1.66
$2.22
$2.36
$2.44
$2.81
$2'8O'
$3.05 - •

GOODYEAR LIFETIME
MUFFLER, REG. $35

SALE
- -- PRICE
700-15 Rib Hi-Miler BlackwalITTLRC
$49.00'
750-16-Flit.Hi-Miler Blackwell TT LRC ,
1187.50
G78-15 Tracker LT Blackwell TL LRC
$58.00
800-16.5 Tracker LT Blacicvsall TL LRD
$87.50 875-165 Tracker LT Blackwell TL LRD
$71.25
G78-15 Tracker XG Blackwell TL LRC
958.75

Has FET.
Ns nails assaal.
$2.77 •
$3.53
83.11.
$3.15 .
$3.82
$3.23

All-Weather Battery
Installed

3 DAY SALE AUTOMOTIVE STEREO BY
YOUR
CHOICE

$69

$29
"
and WO battery

SAVE$7
Meets or excpeds all U S
autornaker sPecificitions
'Lifetime As long as you
(original purchaser) own your
car. Covered upon tenure due
to materials. workmanship.
'blow-outs, rust or wear Cannot be the result of misuse
or accident Not available for
1 imports

KRACO

Most U S cars, some imports
Additional parts and service
extra if needed
• Replace transmission fluid
• Install new pan gasket
• Replace transmission filter
on vehicles so equipped
• Adjust linkage and bands.
as applicable

For Group Sues 22F. 24 4.24F
Fits.Marri-4 16 Cylinder U.S. Made
Impxt Autos-Some V85..
Instant-on performance, Ossigied for
rendes with minimum electrical needs
**ear has the right battery for Mutes you eke compact. hal size.or RV
FREE INSTALLATION

SALE ENDSSAT raisin.

CALIFORNIA WIRE

Reg_
*79 95

FOR

In/under-dash AM/FM radio 8 tape
player -8-track or cassette 1003-1004
Save $3.95 a pair on speakers'6x9"or 5-4"
round coax4a1 speakers

$29

$3500

Offer Ends Aug. 1st

HURRY SALE ENDS SATURDAY!
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MORE ALL-STAR-SAVINGS FOR YOUR TRUCK
Sin i Type

TRANSMISSION , BATTERY SALE!

:$1.014
iltem
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Ns,* Ford Chrysler GM ,
passenger OS with 14""'heels- "'-v $6095 each
Triple plated chrome steel Europe inspred design

Rog. Price $32.95

SALE ENDS SAT

Just Say'Charge IV

15 'x6' hts all Ford Chrysler GM
Passenger cars with 15" wheels

Rell 263g5 each

Nationwide Auto Service Limited Warranty

Charge Acoount
itte":"1"9 ways to buy Master
Use any of R
1 ii 'Vial• American Express Card • Cane Blanche
I. th • Cash

(1M117
1.

All Goodyear!service is warranted for at least 90 days or 3.000 miles,whichever comes first many services, much
longer If warranty service is ever required,go to the Goodyear Service Store where the orjginal work was performed.
and we'll fix it. free If. however, you're more than 50 miles from the original store, go to any of Goodyeare 1300
Sprvir.e Stores natinnwirin

Goodyear Service Store
S. 12th Murrarrity_
1441 ass.4:00 p.m.
Maludifiat.753-01195
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Former Director
Says Changes May Hur
t Securities Division
• FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) vestors, and that it will be
Strode said he quit ment was the key.
what we're able to do" until vestigative work. But Strode because
they border Ken- one of the finest securities
— The state Division of more active than it was because of disputes with At"He said something to the the Securities Division has said they won't solve the en- tucky.
• flecurities has a new direc- under Strode. His resigna- tkisson and Palmer and effect that he just didn't enough
minds in the states, and they
people trained to in- forcement problem, partly
In all four states, the ran him off," said Thomas
new employees and tion became effective last pressure from Attkisson, have any confidence in my
vestigate
and
prosecute
pro
- because lawyers in state securities agencies have Krebs,
.lome new policies, but Wednesday.
director of the
who took office in mid-1980.
management skills," Strode motets with complicated government have a high job twice
as many full-time Alabama Securities ComThe acting director is AnilOrmer director Jim Strode
He said Attkisson had said.
financial
dealings
and the turnover.
employees as Kentucky and mission. "He's all that stood
iiays-these changes may fiurt drew Palmer, who was nam- refused his request for more
Strode said that when he money to fight long court
Accountants and trained budgets at least twice as big between
ed general counsel for the staff to deal with burgeoning
the agency.
the thieves taking
asked Attkisson to be battles.
investigators are fixtures in as this state's.
, Strode, who claims he was Department of Banking and speculation in the state's oil specific, Attkisson replied,
over Kentucky for two or
He
said
the
agency
needs
the
a
securities agencies in InKentucky's Division of three years."
forced to resign, says the Securities when Julian Car- and coal fields, and to beef "I didn't take notes."
certified public accountant diana, Georgia and Securities has an
annual
division already has too roll left office as governor in up the Kentucky section of a
Strode joined the
Attkisson declined to com- who can quickly analyze Alabama, according to ofbudget of $160,000. It has Securities Division as a staff
small a staff and budget,and December 1979.
multistate investigation of ment on his relationship with financial data and
give ex- ficials in those states.
nine full-time employees and attorney in 1976 and was
Randall Attkisson is com- coal investment swindles.
too little expertise and inStrode although he did say pert testimony in court, and
Alabama and Georgia three part-time workers.
missioner
of the department,
dependence, to fight
named director in mid-1979.
Strode said that Attkisson he emphasized good at least one trained
in- were surveyed because
Some of Strode's former
which is in the Cabinet for criticized him for thinking
swindlers.
Krebs said Alabama's
management.
vestigator.
Strode said their securities counterparts in other states
Three securities directors Public Protection and that the solution to the propolicy now is to "look very
But Strode contended that
Attkisson
and
Palmer
said
agencies are two of the best said his loss will hurt the
Regulation.
• In nearby states agree.
blem was more people, con- better management won't they have hired three
skeptically at any KVAtucky
law in the Southeast. Indiana and division.
He said Palmer probably tending that better manage-However, the people who
(investment) offering right
make "any difference in students to help with in- Tennessee were surveyed
"It's a shame that you had now."
'run the Securities Division, will remain both acting
director
and
general
enough
money
say that it has
4************
*******************************************************.
and people to protect in- counsel.

Fifth Hunger Striker
Dies In Maze Prison

I
1

• BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (AP) — IRA hunger
striker Joe McDonnell died
in the Maze prison early
Wednesday morning at the
beginning of the 61st day of
his fast, the British government's Northern Ireland office announced.
McDonnell, 30, was the
fifth imprisoned member of
the outlawed Irish
Republican Army to starve
himself to death since the
fast was launched March 1.
The guerrillas are demanding to be treated as political
prisoners.
The government announcement said: "Joseph
Francis McDonnell, a
prisoner in the Maze,died at
0511 (12:11 a.m. EDT) this
morning. He took his own life
by refusing food and medical
attention for 61 days."
Seven other imprisoned
guerrillas are fasting, and
more than 100 have
volunteered to take their
places as they, die off until
the British government

gives in. But Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher has said
repeatedly that they have
been convicted of such
crimes as murd0r, robbery
and bombing, and she will
not legitimize the IRA's war
of terrorism and assassination in Northern Ireland by
classifying its members as
political prisoners.
McDonnell, 30, was
sentenced in 1977 to 14 years
imprisonment for possession
of a handgun. He was arrested in 1976 with Bobby
Sands,the IRA member who
started the hunger strike and
was the first to die on on May
5.
McDonnell died as a
Roman Catholic commission
of priests and laymen .was
trying to mediate an end to
the hunger strike. His death
was expected to bring the initiative to an abrupt stop and
to set off a repetition of the
rioting in Roman Catholic
cities of Northern Ireland
that followed the four
previous deaths.

TVA Not To Utilize
Reactor Until 1990s
SURGOINSVILLE, Tenn. Knoxville to Phipps Bend.
(AP) — An eight week,
The equipmeDt was
trans-state water and land
designed by General Elecvoyage has ended for a 1,033tric Co. and built at the
ton reactor vessel and
Chicago Bridge and Iron Co.
related equipment for the
factory. The equipment's $40
Tennesseee
Valley million pricetag
included
Authority's Phipps Bend
shipping it on a barge via the
nuclear power plant.
Tennessee River system
And it won't be used until
from Memphis to Knoxville.
at least the mid 1990s.
After arriving May 26 at
The reactor vessel coMpleted its 1,000-mile overland an industrial park near
and barge trip from a Mem- Knoxville, the second reacphis warehouse to the plant tor vessel was loaded on
construction site in this East specially-built trailers as
Tennessee community at wide as a two-lane highway
about 3:30 p.m. EDT Tues- and pulled and pushed by six
day, TVA spokesman Gil 380-horsepower bulldozers
traveling at 3 mph.
Francis said.
The federal utility spent
The Unit 1 reactor at
about $10 million to hire VSL Phipps Bend is to be finished
Corp. of Los Gatos, Calif., to in 1989, but could be delayed
move the two vessels and if TVA takes congressional
other equipment 46 miles by advice to further slow its
land and 46 miles by water nuclear power plant confrom Knoxville to the site 12 struction program. Phipps
miles west of Kingsport.
Bend's Unit 2 reactor is
VSL took nearly three already on deferred status,
months last year to get the and won't be finished until at
first reactor vessel from least the mid 1990s.

Principal Will Not Get
Magazine Injunction

5
V

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Victoria Principal, an actress on the "Dallas" television series, has decided not
to obtain a court injunction
against publication at nude
photographs taken of her in
1968.
The actress had sought a
temporary restraining order
against Velvet magazine to
stop distribution Of: its
September issue, which carries the nude photos, said
Lanny Sher, a spokesman
for the magazine's
distributor, Flynt Distribution Co.
However, Miss Principal's
attorneys declined Tuesday
******

DOWNTOWN
STOREFRONT
FOR RENT
Ideal location for
small retail business
or business office.
For information,
contact Walt Apperson, Gene McCutcheon or Ted
Delaney at The Murray
Nliones, 103
N. 4th St.
******

to pasta $500,000 bond which
U.S. District Court Judge
Terry J. Hatter listed as a
condition for the restraining
order,Sher said.
Nevertheless, the actress
will pursue a lawsuit against
Velvet magazine and its
publisher, Eton Publishing
Co., her attorneys said. In
the suit, Miss Principal asked for unspecified damages
for publication of the pictures, claiming that they
constitute invasion of
privacy and would cause her
personal and professional
harm.
Miss Principal said she
was under-age when the 1968
photographs were taken,and
she claimed that she was
drugged by photographer
Len Camp during the photo
session.
"We obtained the pictures
of Miss Principal legitimately," said David Zetner,
publisher of Velvet
magazine."We have a legal,
signed model release and a
written statement from the
photographer, Len Camp,indicating that he saw her sign _
th ;please and that g wasof 18 when she_
signed. We intend to defend
the damage action vigorously."
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Crackers

SUPER MARKET
"low Overhead Means low Prices"

********

****•'
9

Tido laandry
$

Detergent ... 44 oz. Savo 30'

79

Peache

Irk Park Largo Twill Bay

Potato Chips

Vinegar

69c

929

Wheelies

Cereal

um Savo 30'

Kraft 1.1.0

Plain ar

L9

Sauce

u

Plain or Samisoy
Soahost Cotters

Cheese

24.s. Savo 20'

ilawallass

WsMom&

Punch.Kitistftsint.lee 46 u.79c

Juice

Kraft Frolic's

_ Si 39
Dressing .... 16 oz. Sava 20' •
Eatwoll Jack

Instant
Maxwell Neese

9

Contailina

89c
, 14es. 21

Tomatoes

Tang Omega

Drink

Coffee

c

Mackerel'... Savo is is.,. 5

Save 40'

Suv•no 46 oz. 99C

$359

$1 19
27 oz. Savo SO' •

Firm's")

Cookies
6 oz. 3 Pkgs. 5119
Katy
Trash Bags le Bop Savo 36 $129'

100z.

R.C. Cola,

Flav-O-Rich
Magic One
ix,...Skin

Diet Riot Cola,

Cream.4 oz. Savo 71'Imp. 1.110 $109

R.C. Cola 100

Kish.*

$199

Kis,Sim Filter Gawk

Cigarettes

Milk

$1 29

gye Drops,..

li
fseoz. el 39
$
Cartaa
With lottlas
save 46.
or Dim.
...*Awoww,

Sava SO' '•2 OZ.
Itoo. 2.01

$359
Carton

The Serimon Sanwa' Nes Dotaraliumil That
Cigarette Smokissi is lang•roas To Year Noah%

lee

*************** **********************************************)p

-PRODUCE
Yellow Ripe

Meat Department

- - $100

4
.

Bananas

* Grade"A"
C

New Green

Cabbage

/
1
2
lb. 12
c
Pork

Sunkist

limifoot

79c

Lemons..

Wieners

New Red

98c
6. 17
c

Potatoes

12 oz. piss.

****************************************

Pure Fresh
Ground

FROZEN FOODS

Beef

Frosty Acres

109

Butter Peas
Frosty

16 oz.

Acres Crean Style
49c

Corn
Fred? Act
"
. arils"'

10°

51s. 2P

Spree*:

$ 1119

Family Pock 3 Lb.
or More

Pork Spero

now Regal 111

Ribs
$109

Bologna

lb -

Field's Smoked

Pork Chops

99c

$189

12.,. pkg.

Fmk Wet"'

FrutY San

Catfish

FM Sticks
79c

t

steaks

,
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Still Waiting On Final Census Figures

Deaths and Funerals

Clapp Upset With Redistricting

Bob Hubbs Dies

Mrs. Trevathan Is Ted Parker Dies
Tuesday; Funeral Dead At Age Of 88; At Home; Funeral
To Be On Thursday Rites On Thursday Scheduled Thursday

Bob Hubbs, 86, of 503
Chestnut Street, Murray,
died Tuesday at 10 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was stricken
in at his home about 8:30
p.m. Tuesday.
The Murray man retired
31I years ago from the Ryan
Milk Company. Born June
10, 1895, in Calloway County,
he'attended the Northside
Baptist Church.
Mr. Hubbs is survived by
'his wife, Mrs. Helen
Hargrove Hubbs, to whom
he was married on Jan. 25,
1914; four daughters — Mrs.
Ledeen Spann, 509 Chestnut,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley ( Ann
Nance, Murray. Route 1,
Mrs. John Mary) Blount,
New Concord, and Mrs. Don
Norsworthy,
(Jimmie)
• Mayfield; one son, William
Hubbs, 1306 Kirkwood, Murray.
_Also surviving are 14
grandchildren and 15 great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Randy Shelton and the Rev.
Randolph Allen officiating.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. to- day( Wednesday ).

Mrs. Ruth S. Trevathan of
406 Sycamore Street, Murray, died Tuesday at 5:10
p.m. at the Westview Nursing Home. She was 88 years
of age and a former school
teacher.
Her husband, Walter
Trevathan, died Sept. ?2,
1953. One step son, B. K.
Trevathan, also preceded
her in death. Born March 18,
1893, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the
late Joseph Leland Saunders
and Susan Williams
Saunders.
Mrs. Trevathan is survived by two step sons, Gaylon
Trevathan, Murray Route 7,
and Euin Trevathan,
Cookeville, Tenn.; two
nieces, Mrs. Sue Blankenship, Marietta, Ga., and
Miss LaRue Saunders, Chattanooga, Tenn.; two
nephews., Fred Saunders,
Chattanooga, Tenn., and B.
J. Saunders,Savannah,Ga.
She is also survived by 11
step grandchildren, 21 step
great grandchildren, and
nine step great great grandchildren.
The deceased was a
member of the Locust Grove
Baptist Church where
funeral services will be held
Thursday at 11 a.m.. Robert
Houston will direct the
church choir for the music.

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Dunn

Burial will follow in the
Saunders Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may; call after
• 2:30 p.m. today (WednesThe funeral for Mrs. day).
Bessie Bailey Dunn of
Southside Manor, Murray, is
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with
John Dale and Bruce Logue
officiating. Ernie Rob Bailey
is directing the singers from
Jewell Wyatt, a native of
the University Church of Calloway County, died SunChrist where she was a day. He was 61 years of age,
member.
a resident of Evansville,
Serving as pallbearers are Ind., and a member of the
Will Ed Bailey, R. M. Vance, Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Michael Weaks, Tommy
Mr. Wyatt is survived by
Weeks, Terry Byerly, and
Bob Dunn, grandsons and three sisters — Mrs. Pearl
nephews: Burial will follow Bolton and Mrs. Ruby
Minter, Syinsonia;and Mrs.
in the Hazel Cemetery.
Mrs. Dunn, 74, died Mon- Martha North, Evansville,
day at 1:55 p.m. at Lourdes Ind.; three brothers —
- Hospital, Paducah, after Novice and Fulton Wyatt,
having been injured in a car- Symsonia, and Claude
truck collision at 10:32 a.m. Wyatt, Detroit, Mich.
the same day in front of KFuneral services will be
mart on U. S. Highway 641 held Thursday at 11 a.m. at
North.
the chapel of the Linn
She was preceded in death Funeral Home, Benton, with
by her husband, Lon Dunn, the Rev. Martin Rudolph ofon Aug. 3, 1962, and one ficiating. Burial will follow
brother. Buford Bailey in in the Wallace Cemetery.
1976. Born Aug. 17, 1906, she
Friends may call at the
was the daughter of the late
J. W.(Bill) Bailey and Olive funeral home after 6 p.m. today ( Wednesday ).
Wilson Bailey.
•
Mrs. Dunn is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Sidney
:t (Rebecca) Weaks, East
Prices of stock of local intereselit
Peoria, Ill., and Mrs.
11 a.m., CDT, today, furnished to the
Lawrence (Peggy) Rushing, Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Southsicie Manor, Murray; Corp.,of Murray,are as follows:
three sisters — Mrs. Bertha
-3.90
Industnal Average
▪ Emerson and Mrs. Hoyt
+'4
38%
(kulala) Like, Murray, and Air Products
3% +'4
American Motors
DavenMrs. Ruby White,
37% -1
Ashland
55 -%
port, Iowa; one brother, Col- American Telephone
6% unc
Chrysler
lie Bailey, Murray Route 1.
21% -%
Ford Motor
•
14% Ay
Also surviving are Seven G.A F Dynamic
29% Al
General
grandchildren — Michael, General Motors
49% -Li
. 28 unc
.' Debra, and Tommy Weeks, General Tire
254 +".
Goodrich
and Mrs. Lisa Hipp, East Goodyear
18% unc
351 -4
Pebria, flI., and Mrs. Bonnie Gulf Oil
31% -AY
Heublien
and
Betty
and
Byerly
56% -%
I.B.M.
'? •
24LIA
24%13
•
Jerico
Charlotte Garner, Murray;
19% -sii
K-mart :
.
4 four great grandchildren -= Kuhn's Big K
37ii unc
27% -%
Katie, Ryan, and Jessica Penwalt
.
4
/
32% -1
Quaker Oats
Weeks and Trina Hipp; Texaco
35% +4
42 +%
three step grandchildren; U.S. Tobacco
16% +%
Wendy's
four step great grand17.78
•
CEF Fund
children.

Jewell Wyatt Dies
Sunday; Services
Planned Thursday

Stock Market

THE
FUNERAL
HELPS US TO
MOURN
We grieve without lessons and.
we need not be taught sorrow.
But the funeral helps us
to mourn.
The J H Churchill Funeral Home is boned by 95 years of reliable
family service Allow us to help you in your'time of need

Ted Parker of Benton
Route 1 died Tuesday at 5
p.m. at his home He was 70
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
Mr. Parker, a retired floor
finisher, was a member -of
the New Zion Baptist Church. Born Aug. 21, 1910, he
was the son of the late James
Parker and Story York
Parker.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Helen York Parker;
one son, Wayne Parker, Benton Route 1; two sisters,
Mrs. Claucy Thweatt,
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs.
Lorene Brotz, • Calhoun,
Tenn.; three grandchildren
— Mrs. Connie Godkin, Illinois, Mrs. Joan Gamble,
Murray, and Miss Janice
Parker, Benton Route 1; one
great grandchild, David
Gish.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home,Benton, with the Rev.
R. B. Cope officiating. Burial
will follow in the New bon
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today(Wednesday ).

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— State Rep. Uoyd Clapp
describes himself as "just a
little irritated" with
redistricting plans which apparently emanated from
Kentucky Democratic headquarters.
The Wingo Democrat
chairs the legislative subcommittee on redistricting,
which is still awaiting final
census figures before drawing new lines for the state's
congressional, legislative
and judicial districts.
The subcommittee does
not expect to begin its work
until mid-August at the
earliest, but several plans
have been proffered by
Democratic officials.
Last month, one of the
plans for realigning the
seven congressional districts
was presented to the state's
Democratic congressmen
during a meeting with party
Chairman Tracy Farmer
and Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Clapp said Tuesday that he
was unaware of the plans until he read press reports
about them. That left him
"just a little irritated with
people assuming they have
the power and authority to

CCHS Cheerleaders
To Hold Camp
At High School

Various churches in the
area have announced events,
meetings and services at the
The Calloway County High churches.
•_
School baysandgirls varsity- ^
cheerleaders Will be conduc_ CRUSADE TEAM
ting a dieeeleader camp
A Crusade Team, directed
11:30 July 13from 9
by the Rev. Calvin C.
17 at the high school.
Wilkins, pastor of the Elm
Instruction will be given in
Baptist Church, will
Grove
cheers,. chants, jumps and
leave Thursday morning on
pom-pon routines.
a 13 days' mission to
Any girl interested in atTrinidad in the West Indies.
tending the camp should call
The group will conduct
753-0286 or 753-2678.
Bible Sehdols each
Vacation.
Registration for the camp
and evangelistic
morning
will be from 9 a.m. to 11 Frieach night. Also
services
day, July 10. at the high
some construction will be goschool or during the first day
ing on at a newly acquired
of camp.
Encampment and
'Retreat
Cost of the camp is $15.
some assistance will be

do something" that is the changes probably will be reresponsibility of the General quired there.
The meetings also are to
Assembly.
He also said he did not include anyone interested in
believe the plans"would last the redistricting plans. "I
five minutes in court" don't think we should exbecause of the obvious at- clude anybody," Clappsaid.
tempt to redraw the hew- Subcommittee members
daries la the benefit of who are senators will deal
primarily with the Senate
Democrats.
Clapp also maintained redistricting under Clapp's
there is little to be gained system. The House members
from redrawing the district similarly will work with
bodndaries untilthe distribu- their colleagues on redrawtion of popctlation is confirm- ing House district lines.
Clapp said he hopes the
ed.
Joyce Honaker of the subcommittee will have
Legislative Research Commission staff told the subcommittee that she expects
work to be completed on the
state's urban areas by the
end of July or mid-August.
The staff continues to have
problems with maps provided by the U.S. Census NEW YORK (AP) — Pan
Bureau, she said, and has American World Airways
sent at least 32 letters seek- Inc. picked- William H.
ing clarification.
Waltrip to run its airline
Once wcrik on the urban business Tuesday and said it
counties is finished, Clapp is beginning a search for a
hopes to begin meetings with new boss for the entire comthe congressmen and Panylegislators involved in par- Pan Am Chairman
ticular redistricting plans to William T. Seawell, who has
consider their suggestions. run the troubled company
Redistricting rural areas since 1972,said he will retire
should be a simpler task, he by the end of 1981.
said, because less dramatic Waltrip, 44, has been Pan
Am's executive vice presi7 dent
for marketing and planning. Under a &borate
restructuring, he became
given on construction of a president and chief executive officer of the airline
new church.
Twenty-one persons are on division Tuesday.
Pan Am lost a record
the team with most of them
heals preachers, but several $114.5 million in ,the first
e year and
lay people are also leaving three months of dic
embarked on a major costwith the group.
Local people included on cutting plan.
Seawell,63, announced the
the team include Calvin C.
Wilkins and Kerry Vasseur changes after a meeting of
from Elm Grove; Mason the Pan Am board of direcBevill, pastor of Kirksey tors, which set up a commitBaptist Church; Randy tee tolook for his successor.
Shelton, pastor of Northside
Baptist Church; Billy
Turner, pastor of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church; and
David Travis, layman from
First Baptist Church at Murray.

Corrections & Amplifications
In the obituary of Ruby Jane(Nude) Driver of Route
1, Puryear, Tenn., published June 23, the name of his
daughter, Martha Driver of Puryear, Tenn., was omitted in the list of the survivors.
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any eras in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news-at/ides.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 753-1918.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Servicg
July 8, 1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 948 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts .25 higher Sows steady $1.50
higher
-151.75-52.25
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
US 2210.250 lbs
851.50-52.00
US 2-3240-260 lbs.
S50:50-51.50
US 2-4250-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2270.350 lbs.
842.00-43.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
642.00-44.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
$44.00-48.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs..M8.00-50.00few 50.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
$41.00-42.00
Boars 38.00-39.00

FILM SHOWING
A film, "A Distance
Thunder," will be shown
Sunday, July 12, at 6 p.m. at
the Christian Fellowship
Church,Briensburg.
This is a sequel to the Min;
"A Thief In The Night."
There is no admission
charge and the public is invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

BEI-AIR SHOPPING (TR

Summer Clearance
Sale
SAVINGS UP TO 70%
ON SOME ITEMS

lb
has
buye
marl

I
..

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1980 Buick Skylark
4 door, white, gold vinyl interior, 4 cylinder, automatic, power steering, air con-ctitioner.-29i3oHn-iles.

$6477.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet inc.
641 South, Murray

753-2617

GM COMUJTY
SERVICE PARTS

1 Gm

GENERAL MOTORS PANTS DIVISION

Ago
Shack

Your discount parts supermart

Al
Can
170
Ken
and
Myi
the

m

7,11Witt
few-

14.99

19.95

Foreign starters

Water pump

Master cylinders

Remanalactured toi •
Japanese imports Price w,th
erCha,VP 1 it warranty

Pemanutactured to, most
domestic cars Price with p.
change yr warranty.

w.,••• Pr
domestic CaPS
change 1 yr warranty

Car lir truck parts...save 10-50%

the right direction

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Fraternal Life Insurance

HOME OFFICE•
R(KA ISLAND. ILLINOIS

Wit
Ahat 01.
1911A. WIIIIP•IW

Array, Kt.
12011
753-9182

£99

8.99

ACE air filter
Peg 2,99 and 349 For
MOS,domestic cars
Limit 2

Spark plug wirwespt
F01 most G M Ford.
AMC Chrysler and
foreign cars M-Epack
A3000 series

MEXICAN
BUFFET

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

1.99

ENJOY THESE SOUTH OF THE BORDER
TREATS:
Enchiladas, Beef & Bean
Burrifos, B.B.Q. Chicken,
Taco Bar, Spanish Rice,
Mexican Corn, Kidney
Beans, Buttered Cauliflower
Salad & Cheese Bar, Plus
Assorted Desserts & Drinks.

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
•

Clapp said be had been
told by a member of Brown's
stair that the governor
"leimis heavily" toward a
special session, and Brown
has said he is considering
one to deal with redistricting.
But the legislator added
later that he thinks the idea
is "getting weaker" in the
governor's office. "I have
had no recent inquiries."

THE KING'S DEN

Waltrip To Run
Pan Am; Search
For Boss Starts

- LIFE INSURANCE PLUS
FRATERNAL BENEFITS
a Step

plans to submit to the full
State Government Committee by the end of October,
and that they will be finalized during the 1982 General
Assembly.
A special session for
redistricting would be "a
waste of money," he said.
"You have problems with
redistricting, and a special
session is not going to cure
those problems."

Gabriel rod rytters
Premium computer tuned
heavy-duty Otoc* Great
tor radial Nes,

2.57

..14vatt "KR"
Pre-sattened paste war
tor that now car shine
12-cat Limit 2

•

RAC remote starter
A handt. too; to,every
tune up BUY ION'
and save

.99
flattery ternoMal
cleaner
A clean terminal pro
duces a sure start

Hours: Mon-Sat 8 a.m. til 8 p.m.

CD2
.69
Gunk empine Mammy
Ouickly removes grease
and grime 16 oz can
Erma 2

Malan mansiehr
1299 foreign manuals
For the OiCert.yourself
parson

poly system plus
To give new lite to
your vinyl S plastic
1Cvoz bottle Lima 2

CO-2 gas treatment
per DPIle, gas
•'"ledge it oz caw.
2

Open every Sunday

Ammo

tri#
:::::
i ° from dia Wmi==r
mei
aegiar
i Am*
ssirs1
ON airs O.saftfactory senwea

$

Ad wino*. ni4 owed ie• soi166•1 alleys — LIONE,good Wan! Snodar
1865•5, 116661164 Si.A. Open ••••/ 04.64109

Hwy.14 Aurora
404111-

$OUTHS/DE
SHOPPING CENTER
MuRRay K Y

753-8971
7 1 2 Locust STREET
PARIS TN

644-9588
P.
•

-n

,

BEST COPY

•

••••••••••4.•••••••••••

•

•
•

•
•

Consumers Affairs

Knowing Responsfibilites Important In Shopping For Used Cars
By LYNNE ODOM
Special Writer
The high price of new cars
has turned interested car
buyers to the used car
market.

I

Car buyers searching for
the used car as an alternative should be aware of
consumer and car dealer
responsibilities.
Consumers first should

determine how much they
want to spend on the car.
Then they should decide
what features are more important and which are not as
important.
What is necessity and what
is luxury? Compromises will
usually have to be made.
Regular daily needs can
guide consumers to the car
suitable for them.
The smallest car possible
capable of meeting these
needs is the best purchase.
Luxury frills raise the price
of the car and repair expenses and should be avoided if possible.
Before getting out and
looking for a car, it is wise to
consult various sources for
used-car information. Consumers can ask about
various dealers_ and their
reputations to determine the
best places to look.
To get an idea of the price
a dealer may or should ask,
consumers can consult the
National Automotive
Dealers
Association
(NADA) Official Used Cars
Guide, found at local banks,
credit unions or libraries.
The NADA Guide gives
three prices for each model.
The trade-in or wholesale
price is the price the dealer
pays for the automobile. The
loan value refers to the
amount a lender would loan
a customer to purchase the
car. Retail price is the price
the dealer askkfor.
The Consumer Reports
Buying Guide, published
yearly, gives comparative
information on recent
models. It tells what to look
for, where to shop and how to
inspect the car.
The classified advertising
Angie Myers rides her horse "Fury" in the Wranglers
Camp at TVA's Land Between The Lakes (LBL), a section of the newspaper is a
170,000-acre public demonstration area in western good source for private
Kentucky and Tennessee. Angie is the daughter of Mr. sales. Also, radio -swap
and Mrs. Gerald Myers, of Hardin, Kentucky. The shops" or "trade" programs
Myers were camping in LBL's Wranglers Camp over often publicize private sales.
If doing business through
the Fourth of July weekend.
(TVA Photo by Barry L. Rose) advertised car dealers, con-

sumers should call the
advertisers first and ask if
they are dealers. If they say
yes, but the ad does not say
specifically so, it might be
safer to look elsewhere.
Used cars can be purchasprivate
ed through
salesmen, franchised newcar dealers, used-car
dealers, rental companies
and friends, neighbors or
relatives.
The best deal for carbuyers is a car in which they
know the history. This is one
advantage of buying through
a relative, friend or
neighbor. However, if problems arise with the car
following the purchase, it
may put a strain on the relationship.
There are advantages and
disadvantages of buying
from private salesmen.
Private salesmen sell
privately for the profit gained by not acting through a
dealer. They get more profit
and the buyer pays less than
if acting through a new-car
dealer.
However, buying through
a private salesman, a buyer
must handle the legal papers
and be prepared to pay in
cash. Also, salesman can offer no warranty unless the
manufacturer's warranty
still is effective.
Used-car dealers usually
carry the cars the new-car
dealer does not want. They
often buy at auctions which
may sell cars from rental
and lease companies, taxi
companies and police
departments. Also, they are
less equipped with service
facilites than new-car
dealers.
There is a better chance of
getting good treatment from
an established dealer who
has been in one location for a
while.
New-car dealers charge
more than the other sellers.
However, they carry, the

best cars they can get. Their
facilities allow them to
recondition the car before
selling and they offer a warranty other than the
manufacturer's warranty.
A deal that is too good to be
true is probably just that.
Consamers should carefully
inspect cars from tire to air
conditioning functions. Test
drives on highways, hills,
curves and through town can
reveal a lot about a car. Consumers should have a
mechanic other than the
dealer's mechanic inspect
the car.

Information on the cars'
past performance can be obtained from the previous
owner. According to Kenlaw, used-car
tucky
salesmen are required, upon
request, to furnish the name,
address and telephone
number, if available, of the
previous "consumer-owner"
automobile.
of
the
''Consumer-owner" refers to
the last operator of the car,
not the owner who owned the
car for resale.
Some questions a consumer can ask the previous
owner are:

..- Why they sold the car?
• How did they use it? For
long or short trips?
• Has the car been wrecked
before? How? Who repaired
it?
▪ What, if any, defects did
the car ever have? Where
was it reparied for any
defects?
• What kind of mileage did
the car get in town and on the
highway? Did it use a lot of
oil?
Was the car serviced
regularly?
What was the mileage
when the car was sold to the

dealer?
If the car has been purchased as is", the dealer is
not obligated to repair or
reimburse the buyer for
repairs regardless of when
the car breaks down. If the
car includes a 30-day warranty the dealer usually
pays half the repair costs
and the buyer the other half.
Any contracts should be n
read thoroughly. The terms
should be understood before
any purchase is made. It is
the consumer's responsibility to know what he or she is
signing.

MURRAY STATE ORIENTATION—Bradley Bryan, left, of Murray, and Belinda Ford, Mayfield, receive advice on
class schedules from Dr. Charles Kupchella, chairman of the Murray State department of biological sciences.
Bryan and Miss Ford were participating in a summer orientation session for students who will Apron in the fall
semester. The sessions help students hecome familiar with the campus before school begins
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,Market 414 bin/Mire

PARDON OUR DUST
PARDON OUR MESS

•

Our Pennsylvania House Summer Sale is Starting
Regardless of the Mess.

Plan The Good Life with Pennsylvania House

•

30% off
Start Small or Buy it All
Lovely dining and living room, accent pieces, gracious bedrooms in cherry, oak or pine —
Beautifully designed, beautifully crafted.

Just For You at 30% off

REMODELING SALE SPECIALS
ETHAN ALLEN

LA-Z-DOY

ROCKER-RECLINER

$18900
Starting At

QUEEN BEDS (8 to choose from)

50% off

SWIVEL ROCKER

$16995

ETAGERE

Reg $189.95,P4+aan 1r

2 PC. EARLY AMERICAN

ANTRON NYLON

7.: .

$129°°

BRAIDED 9 X 12 RUGS
$278
'
°

TWIN SLEEPER

19°'

Reg. $799.00$4

BEDROOM SUITE
Poster Bed .
WSW • Chest - Big

OVAL

JAMISON

TABLE & 6 CHAIRS

— ELECTRONIC TUNING

CONSOLE T.V.

Reg. $1.219.00, Now$925
"

PULASKI KEEPSAKE

TRADITIONAL

LA-Z

"
Reg $899.00, Now$725

485"
. Reg. 51,799.00, Now$1,

REDWOOD SWINGS
With Stand

,.

'

AVAILABLE

11

Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Managers

$69"

••

arktt 14 1 tifig4gre. -.

-4I4 Noith- Market-Street - Paris,Tenn.

py

Close out

COCKRANE OAK

"The Store
With The
1Liirir Orerilititir

Phone 642•6996

•
• +

•

s:
•
.adaya••••••••••

,.....400,7011.r..••..••••••41•4•1••••••11•
,t
,

4111.

,..........•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
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5

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

Fr

•
too

.
CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

E.
Ilrede AIM..

ENS

19'

MIll CNICK-0011100111

F.

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

0

fc'

CHECK-OUT
BONUS

WIENERS

WI ellEC11-0111000$
)

12 Oe.
sui COECK-Oft SOINIS COMFICATI

•

comma

SPECIAL

9' comi.' 19'

14‘te'

esvmnon

riANCE
JUICE
cuct-aw NOW COTIPICAN

a.

4
4
Ow

Nab

•

CHECKOUT BONUS CERTIFICATES!!

HERE'S HOW THEY WORK:
3.

You get 1 Check-Out Bonus Stamp for every
'1.00 you spend,(excluding liquor,
tobbacco, and tax)*. Paste 36 Chock-Out
Bonus Stamps-Wench certificate.

Pick up a free Check-Out Bonus Certificate 2.
from the checkout stand.

When you checkout, present one filled
Check-Out Bonus Certificate for each
Bonus Special you select.
•••

*mu preaestaisa

ft

holueity Tosessasee.

9

ICE
MILK

24k.

34

BLEACH
Inb

PUREX

69'

UMW

V'S.'..
•

•i•ak
ect-37"

PIES
Auk

ELLS
krititai

SQUEEZE
PARKAY sot.115

;11071SE & GAMLEN
SPRAY
nom"

2c,65s

Nd
ORANGE
JUICE

,0.79'

DINNER
NAPKINS mei69'

Tadao
440E169

SPRAY N
WASH
32.199

PINEAPPLE

Wyk

KOSHER
SPEARS

tril
tat
'won

VAGNEM $161
126.
SAUCE
sck.794

24 Oa $119

CATSUP

1UL99
2416.8$4

4

4
•

SM.
WO

PEPSI
UI
$107 2.

Massie

Now

GREEN
BEANS 140.20111.
CUT GREEN BEANS
rq$,,

,ft49'

%WISW

FIG
NEWTONS *0(129
Nepal)

ealla eradia•

HAMBURGER
HELPER 701.27w Si
"

1,01.49'

SWEET PEAS

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

1 111. eel
•

1,01680

Del Montt

et.6$

At
A,N7th
4.

01.6$4

14

Moak UN

•

---

DONUTS
‘69$

MN=

Millie Si..

Del Mutt

Mil
WOE COFFEE
ct4kBAKERY
RHIS ftel"
U3it Pad Noltl
—

riMmiX

JELL-O 3 ot4sf$119

BISCUITS 6 Oa.

ANSEL FOOD CPAINA"
Pomo

41$100
•

=CUP & SAVE a•-,

s=:. CLIP & SAVE

tki

0**

ar•

agr
a
istF000

(*URGE
LPER

Awided Rums

$149

applk•fol• I. tvg 'fit& Lintel Sae
is
Pe
,/••••4 SI 1110 JOHNS IN.,

T.•

CAKE

satin

Prkt
4.1stet ••• ,••••
14
,
•.1 v at 114.0401111$ Sir.,
la

T.• ••••Sk•b4 I.

cours•

JELL-O lot4kr$119
Tom •••Ikelot•
ref PH•ce Lion4t gnu two*,
110•1 ....01111 SI BM JOINS IN,.

RI

.1" RI I 11.1 I

J. BI I IG1 t I 101HINIS .41

•••••••••.....

12.39

DINNER ROLLSQv v.

We keine
The NW Ts
LI.uttfusefities
•iots

lb

FRUIT COCKTAIL

NMI imp*

woe Palk Tam iffh

MILK
$197

CHUNKY
FRUIT
'SLICED
PEACHES

ANGEL FOOD
CAKE
160i.sils

.
4
57

••

r . „.

ION Creel* NAN soap*

Panda Ruin
•f

PEAS 170.2F«884

Mow* Uts

'
MAC & CHEESE.,
DINNER 14 Oa TV
BAKED
BEANS

$ 99

hush

DAN* UN

e
iroose,

VIM

al-FEE

1141441511k

1(;I IIoIHINI-

•••• ••••••••.
s.
:

•••••••-*Irs*"...*Nower4.0.8.4••••.•

o•s.

t

—

•TioNra'

.;y4Alo•SA%-44•4

,

• --
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YOU'LL FIND

000d Ola SuMM 0:0

CHECIOUT WITH

WHEN YOU

This Ad Owil

Ii

Opos 24
Hours

CHECK-OUT BON,CERTIFICATES
9
„
8

SLAB
SUCED
BACON

STEAK

p119

4

404.

wa
,

1111 Me Sow Teo& hawked
ROUND
STEAK
Mg Ms bow Toodlw Top
ROUND
STEAK
ib.$229

haw Fresh
GROUND
ROUND
16.$219
J•ho %Pa Toady
SIRLOIN TIP
tb.$269
STEAK

Sow Toast lowiest
RUMP
ROAST
Ng MsSopa haw Boosless
ROUND
6199
STEAK

MI Me SIP«.

Me Jall

Nob Toshiba Pwb isommotPoe
CUTLETS 5169
MA

PORK
HOCKS

•4r.rou-

(13
BIG JOHN'S DEU

ef:4-!
fj
°(
Maw:'bele Nog

AVE

SAUSAGE

FRIED
CHICKEN r0sh$119
hub Node
POTATO
SALAD
NW MANN
SANDWICHES Eboli994

$149
Woolow's doieles sr
SAM

71
/
401.89'

inf
SUCED
BACON

uct.919

L869'

WWIRAW Chia
COOKED
is.$169
HAM
folielob Sloodw
SUCED
MEATS
3•..69'

0

r

Nobler Own*
CHUNK
111.1/401&WM)
BOLOGNA is.794 • HMI CHEESE
Road(wise)
yell"
411169 PATTIES st
LARD
3 AcIliens
Vast
Pwi.
Rim..
CHICKWAGON
CORN
PATTIES 1401139
DOGS
is0169

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A WEEK
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

BIG JOHN'S FARM FRESH
° FRUITS & VEGETABLES°P
Calk* Joky his Roe
RED PM

#g 79e•

allhilb kalif

NIMMONS
use
4

o

,•_,C7mad"oni;

St

.PLES

Push hi.

CAULIFLOWER

:
s Fs:4r
i

St

.

Thr.J II

Mood* lewd Mob
MUSHROOMS
$139
es P14 "

,69t sum"

,

$

39

4.

Let--

.
..

.

•

•

_
.

411,

-•

•••

-•;4
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Produce Specials
PRICES GOOD' icu 1

$ 99

N liEDATOES
i
10 LB. BAG

CMIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA

PLUMS
c

NECTARINES
89!

9

10 LB. NI

Cl
-H

SLAB
BACON $

LB.

SAVE 1.20

PERLETTES
WHITE SEEDLESS

YELLOW

GRAPES

SQUASH

LB,

-

ir

SAVE 2.00

59i

LB.

FRESH

CAULIFLOWER

39

10
BREAST
QUARTER
$ 50

SAVE
H11

Pal
RM
;

SAVE 1.40

0 LB. EL

10 LB. END &

CENTER MIXED

FR
SAVE 3.

CHOPS

$ 47° 1011.

LS. Fll

CATFISH
STEAKS

SA'

SAVE 3.00

0=0 MIM I

$ 2Of

9

7114
ANY•

ASST. GRRIDS
1 LB. CAN

MINIM HOMES 7/14
CORM MINT AANT

CLOROX
BLEACH 79c COFFEE
FILTERS
OFFEE
, 6 c
$399
TOMATOE

CHOCOLATE FLAVORED

tU1

AL

HILIIER'S INSTANT

KA GOLDEN
WHOLE OR CREAM

RAVI
sl
BAGS
2o a

Oc

PILLSB

BI!
61

IRESSINGS
STYLE HAIR SPRAY
soz 89c
.4.-Am
onsimMINITIK

BEST COPY

,
•

IA,
• ,-

•-

4,

Wurestla July 4, 1941
AGE 5-11 1WE MURRAY,Ky.,
"
" LEDGER &TIMES,

MORE SPECIALS
SAYINGS
AT
GREAT
ROUNDU.S.

)
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
11-8 Sun.

FilRU JULY 14

10 LB.
REELFOOrS FRES,'

'10 LEI

BUY 10 LBS.
OF YOUR
• FAVORITE

BONELESS

(1101CC

II 78

SAVE $2.00

$r9
STEAK
III
PORK
SAUSAGE1190
BAKING
PORK
HENS
ROAST5.7..
MOKED
COUNTRY
HAM $ 8
/ 90 OWL $1190 ROUND
POT
$189
I
4-1111
ROAST
TEAK
FAT
ROUND 1.
99
$229 STEAK$
BACK $590
.1111
SLICED
.
.
11 79
ROUND
39
$
Nut TURKEY
FRANK.;
DRUMSTICKS
.
69
NA$"
1
a* $530 WIENERS
1
,
6
COMBINATION PAK
um
5 LB. FIELD'S WIENERS
MEATS POLISH'
AUSAGE $11 90 5 LB.IGA LUNCH
SIRLOIN p9
$699
CANNED
$
(19
TIP
Li.
MEAT AND RE-PKG. INTO
SMALLER AMOUNTS 8. FREEZE
FOR FUTURE MEALS 8 SAVE_MONEY

I 1

REEL-LEEN
FRESH PKNK STYLE

FROZEN

A

c
9

10 LB. REELFOOT PIECE

10 LB. MIXED SLICES SLICED

•

LB.

BONELESS HEEL OF ROUND

BONELESS

C99
LB.

SAVE 1.00

1.

SAVE $2.00

MN.

LB.

10 LB. DRY SALT FIELD'S

LB. HEAVY TYPE

BONELESS BOTTOM

FISCNER S

SAVE 2.60

/MOW

:
11

T

4

10 LB. ELM HILL HI.

?2
NELE

CAVE 3.60

OSCAR MAYER SLKED

OSCAR MAYER

POUND

$1 530

SAVE 2.60

REG. OR BEEF

mft...111111 1 0 LB

0
- LB.FIELD'S-

LB;

L OF THE WEEK
FREE
"WHOLE" 10-12 LB. AVG.

MHOS BRAND LEANER BY FAR

SAVE 4.00

'•

I

2.30

-111111-1.

EA.

3 LB. CAN

• j

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
NORTHSIDE IGA
S 2 QUARTS

EMPLOYEE OF
THE MONTH
OUT

BANANAS'

TVCOIPPON

PO litMEpS 7114
IT At asANY ORDER

—

_4.
SUE CATHEY

LB FOR

IS
IN
Pat

Employee of the month Northside KA.Si.. has worked at Northside for 14'2 years. She resides
with her husband Leon on
Clayshire Drive. Congratulations

9
•W/C01.011
S 7114
ANY ORDER

Soo.

It(!nls & Save Money Low Price But High Quality

1K
;
•

(UT GREEN BEANS
& SWEET PEAS
-39C

CATSUP
32 OZ

BONUS BANKROLL
DRAWING FOR 10-10 LB. FREE ITEMS
5-10 LB. GROUND BEEF 5-10 LB. POTATOES
CUSTOMERS MUST HAVE CARD PUNCHED
STORES WILL CONTACT NAMES DRAWN

95C

vit..ait.

MAE HOLLAND

Mae IL her husband, Bill, live in
Puryear, Tenn. She's been enslo ed with MA 5 years.
If you nave never registered for Free Cash Bankroll,
come in today, register and receive your free Punch Ca _..
No purchase necessary and you need not be present to wibt
BE SURE YOUR CARD IS PUNCHED
FOR THIS WEEK'S BANKROLL!

THIS WEEK'S FREE CASH BANKROLL

fo%

48 OZ. VEGETABL

•

RICE OIL RAElt
1Lk
ua
l
$178

72c

i

4

el

P INTS
O

LI

mums

1

-•
$400.00 NORTHSIDE
$1000.00 SOUTHSIDE

$ 98

BLUE BONIET

RGAR

LEANER

imt

e

inalERICAN
SINGLES $

-

16 OZ

••

BANQUET

CLOSE-UP
$119

.
2nor

.
,••
1
Vb.

PIE SHELLS
FROZEN 2/9"

'''"•••••°^—'— '''.'''-'••-eaeweetesesmeareeemeere

.••••

•
•

FORMULA

Ne..

SPL__

Of

Ar

•

-•

•

_
'

..

—

•

•

•••••••••••-•—•,,
.••

-

AVAILAB

•

•

,
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-
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1. Legal Notice
Calloway County will be
receiving bids for approximately 5 miles of
bituminous asphalt paving
Bids are to be delivered to
the 1 dge's Office by 4 30
p m on Wednesday July
29th Specifications are
available at the Judges
Office, Courthouse Building. Murray, KY

2. Notice

2. Ndice

2:11-itice

FABRICS

East, dependable form
and truck tire service

Call

753

8 5 00

Economy Tire & Ser
vice

Bible Facts Free store for
the needy 759-4600

25
off original
ice. Entire stock.
erns t,i3 price
n porches'd wigs
obrics for ease.
wing models*, sw
cued. Ask for
monstretion.

•Restoration and copy I
•work is our specially'

SPECIAL

II 300 Mon

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

*del

Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate

!Lam Itippws
isms

MA*en MI6
espy SI Osed.

Vonems's
Weston'
St.,.

SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic
Shopping Center
Open 9 am.to 8 p.m.
753-7113

CrninVOC /4020

Opee a.m. toil p.m.
753-7113

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
3 Comely
4 Conceal
5 Worm
6 Man's nickname
7 Put off
8 Noticed
9 Teutonic
deity
10 Girl's name
11 Changes the
color
16 Fib
18 And: Lat
21 Roams
22 Rodent
23 Den
24 Poker stake
25 Evil
26 Abstract
being
28 Distant
29 Energy unit
30 Arabian title
31 Disturbance
33 Haul

Answer to Teesday's Punk

A

A PES A
MP A
ETA
A
A

E A
L P
ALE
A
A
A

A V

A

V
A

A
A
R E
EAT
DRY

A
A
RARE
ELAN D

34 The self
37 Uncouth one
39 Repulse
41 Separates
42 Dance step
43 Knife hilt
44 Unemployed
45 Both of us

the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4.1n Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
111. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
14. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
/6. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21l. Mall Home Rents
19. Heating-Goofing
30. Business Rental

A

A
ET

46 Camp shelter
48 Possessed
49 Knock
50 Meadow
51 TV's Knight
53 Printers
measure
55 Pronoun

UMW MEM NNW
WM NMI ME=
WHEW= MUM UM
WEE MEM WEE
WM= WM
WIMM
WIMMWM
WM WINIMMMINI ME
WNW= MEM MIMI
6110 WU MOM
WMII
WM WEE MMEMME
MEM WM= MIMI
MOM WM= MOM

31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
3$. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles

2055. 56
753-4069

What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.

SPECIAL
MU
Sculpt* Antennas.
Icy direct from
Manufacturer. 110 TV
Stations. 602-6222290

25% SAVING
On all fabrics in stock.
Patterns Ys price with
purchase. Al fabrics
for sante.

Bel Air Center
Wormy, Ky.
-‘s

3. Card of Thanks
The family' of James
Weatherford wishes to
extend our, sincere thanks
and appreciation for all the
kindness and sympathy
shown to .us during the
-recent __death of. our
filidiafid and father. Thanks
-,to Or, Clark and staff at
Calloway Hospital, to all
who sent food, flowers, and
cards. A special thanks to
Dr. Howard and the nurses
in the CC Unit.
Nell, Marvin, and Darwin
Weatherford.

AIL Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered
54. for Trade
55. feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

5. Lost and Found
Found. Ten speed bike, in
Panorama Shores. Owner
must describe. 436-5452.
SULKING IS SPOILED
WHEN `.(OU CAN'T
GET COMFORTABLE

BEIM WOMEN
SPECIALTY
STOKE
now
Applications
being accepted for the
position of assistant
manager. Experience
prefered. Excellent
benefits and liberal
discount program. Apply at Behr's, Central
Shopping Center, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tues. and Wednesday.
iw Nod offietviel 0•10•Ta.
Secretary replacement, fulltime. Prefer medical background with dictaphOne
and bookkeeping experience. Salary negotiable.
Action
Personnel,
753-6532.
Teachers need babysitter
for 2 infants and 2
preschoolers. Write Box
1040-C. Include name.
address, phone, references,
and pay expected.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.
MANUFACTURER'S 1st
QUALITY ALL STEEL BUILDING 52 x 125 x 25/20 x 14
Door $15,995 - 36 x 72 x
18/12 x 14 Door $6,995.
Limited offer. 1-800-8217700 Ext. 803 or 417-7362183.

9. Situation Wanted

10. Business
Opportunity

STORE

J

.
5;

.21111111.ft.,

seKNOW

Car dealer's mechanic. All
types of mechanical work
done for car dealers only.
Call 759-1275.
Experiencd body man
needed. Apply in person, or
call Century Auto Sales,
810 Sycamore. 753-7169.
Experienced baby-sitter, in
my home or yours, for a
small child. Send name,
references, other information to P.O. Box 163.
Need clean-up person. Call
Donald at 759-1167.
Need reliable adult to
babysit part-time in my
home. Send short resume
to P.O. Box 93, Murray.

Nill stay in home with
aldery lady or couple. I am
dependable; can give references. Call after 4 p.m.,
443-6798.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

RUN WITH

wNAT INDIVIDUAL
MADE OUR
INITIATIVE...
COUNTRY
ONE MANS CREGREAT?
AT1VE Df?iVE TO
SOLVE PROBLEMS

6. Help Wanted

NOWA & SON

AND DON'T

Y KNOW

Lost. female German
Shepherd, black and tan,
very shy Has black spot
over each eye. Last seen in
Sinking Springs area, Rt. 7.
Call collect, 1-522-3741.
Reward

Murray
Singer Shop

7-9

THEM

Black Labrador Retriever
lost in New - Concord
vicinity. Male, answers to
Playmate Reward, 4362329

WM do baby dtting in my Wee or
lest watch cidid
for a short the,
while Inensos rues
to town. Col 4342598. Ask for
Jodi.

or

753 Snit II

12. Insurance

5. Lost & Found

fureltwe
• Ws bey • sell for 1 plain te .Is
I WK1AL ler We
easeig 9911119111:
fry* Ors, by lb.

• Carter Studio •

Up to 715% off on ad
Jewelry. Purchase
$100.00 or more and
get•set of 14kt gold
earrings. A large
selection of diamond
rings, earrings, goad
chains, etc. to choose
from.
GOLD ft

ACROSS
1 Young seal
4 Chief
8 Sow
12 Traogress
13 Capri, e g
14 Vast throng
15 Handles
17 Not many
19 Pronoun
20 Stalemate
21 Damp
22 Ethiopian
title
23 Tardy
25 Prohibit
26 Babylonian
deity
27 One
28 Rooter
29 Go in
32 Pronoun
33 Climbing
devices
35 Scale note
36 Happen
again
38 Urge on
39 - Grande
40 Silver symbol
41 In favor of42 Saucy
43 Concealed
45 Existed
46 Flap
47 Paid notice
48 Part of HRH
49 Outcome
52 - market
54 Coniuction
56 Toll
57 Care for
58 Clan group
59 Craze
DOWN
1 Church
bench
2 Swiss canton

2. Notice

V

COMM iTTEE
i-ILJRTING
AMERICA
1.1 OW?

JULY -

$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. For
information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob, Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.
Business
Opportunity
Available. Be your own
boss. Work your own hours.
Send resume to box
1040-B.
Immediate opening, in
Camden, TN. On the
job training, requires artistic talent, good manuol
dexterity, willingness to
learn. Work hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
Apply with personal information to Box 10401

20. Sports Equipment

27. Mobile Home Sales

The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville function PO
164-117 Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

1974 12x60 2 Bdrm. Exc. .
condition. 2 Rooms added
on. Partially furnished with ,
extras. 489-2465.
1975 12x60 Furnished .
house trailer, washer/dryer, 'dishwasher, air-conditioner,
utility pole and box, and
underpinning. 153-5867.
24 by 54' double wide, on
approx. 3 acre wooded lot
Dishwasher and woodstove;
completely remodeled. $19,
000. 437-4729.
Nice 1974 12x60 Crimson.
Central air, $5800.
/
2 motor and
Runaboat, 151
$350.
trailer,
Call
753-2241.

14. Want To Buy

24. Miscellaneous

Aluminum Canoe and
camper for Datsun Pick-up.
753- 8121.
Used Barbell set, min. 150
lbs. Call 492-8619.
Used chest freezer. Call
436-2438.

200 Amp service pole with
25' copper lead in wire.
$250. 753-5767.
Firewood, $25 a rick.
Delivered. Call 436-2744.
For sale: Go-cart, 5 h.p.
$100. Call 753-7975.
For sale. Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (INan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Wind chimes. $12.00 Call
753-9206.

15. Articles For Sale

FOR
SALE
Four casement windows, six solid 1
panel doors, seven
screen doors and
windows. One old
computor.

153-2966,

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
2 Bdrm. mobile home,
central heat/air. On half
acre lot, 3 mi. east of town.
$125 month, $100 deposit.
753-3534 or 753-0712.
2 Bedroom, Moody Mobile
Home Park. 160 per month.
$50 deposit. 753-8411.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
mobile home. Clean, quiet
court $115 a month, $75
deposit. Couples or singles.
753-8216 after 4.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

26. TV-Radio
Used
COLOR TV'S
BARGAINS!

29. Heating-Cooling

Open tilt9:00 p.m.
Large size ladies clothes,
sizes 18 through 46.
753-7458.

For sale, used airconditioners. Dill's Electric.
Phone 753-9104.

CLAYTONS
Across from Big K

30. Business Rental
27. Mobile Homes
•For Sale

New electric typewriter and
desk. Call 492-8374.
Oak and Hickory firewood
cut to order. 436-2805.
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Tomato juicer. Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking: does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Used pine lumber, window,
doors, central gas heat and
air unit. Call 753-8649.
White baby bed, small adult
rocker, swing-o-matic, .,restraint gates, small rocking
horse, girl's clothing, infant
31. Phone 753-5482.

16. Home
Furnishings
25 Cubic ft. freezer, $250.
489-2798.
3 piece white French
provencal bdrm. suite. Also,
velvet headboard, drapes,
bedspread, roll pillow set.
753-6626 after 5.
Chaise lounge $10: Good
vacuum $35. Rockers,
kitchen utensils, stainless
silver, suitcases, travel
bags. 753-2695.
Reg. size Jamison box
springs set. $25. Queen size
headboard with nightstand,
mattress $40. Electric
guitar with amp $30.
753-0076.

22. Musical
SHEET
MUSIC
ALL THE LATEST HITS
AS WELL AS GOLDEN
OLDIES.
Open doily tIll 7:00
p.m.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

10 x 55 Trailer, excellent
condition. 753-1551 nights,
753-9104 days.
12x60 Mobile home. 2
bdrm, 11
/
2 bath. Call
753-5500, 753-0996, or
753-6078.
12 x '65- ft. furnished
mobile home, 2 bdrm., 2
baths, washer & dryer,
central heat and air.
$4950. Call 753-0528.

Office space for rent near
dowrffown Murray. Call
753-4109.

31. Want To Rent
Retired MSC woman desires 1
partially furnished 1-2
bdrm. apartment. 753485. Ground level.

1975 Ford
F526VS184374

LTD

S.

No.

1976 Pontiac Gran Prix S. No.
2K57W6A144770
1978 Chevrolet Camaro S. No.
1Q87181503777
1977 Chevrolet Impala Station
Wagon S. No. 1L35L7S133513
1977 Ford Thunderbird S. No.
F7G87H326696

1973 Chevrolet Monte Carlo S. No.
1H57K3B583151

Public Auction
Bank of Murray
Offers For Sale
July35,1981 at 10:00 a.m.
Sole to bo held it lot beside P.N. Hirsch
Arcedie Dries,*orgy,Ky.
753-1593

World of
Sound
is having the largest 8
track tape sale ever!

-MD DO IT

FIVE MILES FROM KY. LAKE

prE 604.DEN IMACN OF Kama;-was._
VACATION 7/ME.
DON'T BE AFRAID, NEL015E.
WATER WON'T
HURT YOU.
KULL
CAVE

Price reduced from $32,000 to $25,000.
Owner will sell or trade for acreage. Quitest place
in the county. Fully carpeted, 3 bedroom house
acre tor. Livinf-fam 16x24 wiCh
fireploce. Family room 1 2x1 2, 28x40 garage and
work shop on first floor and living area on second
floor. Portly finished, paneling and ceiling in sub
floor in. It is wired and has good well for house
and garage Has gas heat and two septic
systems

759-1227 tr

436-2423

Ft;
bit

roc
fac
Cif

1979 Chevrolet Bonanza Truck C-10
S. No. CCL4495184298
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31.Want To Rent

34. Houses For Rent 41. Pubic Sale

Wanted nice, furnished,
one bedroom apartment for
-81-82 college year Good
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln.,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

Two-story 4 bedroom 2-bath
home 1707 Miller Ave.
Near the University. $215
per month. References.
Phone 753-3624 or 7532802

32. Apts. For Rent

36. For Rent Or Lease

2 Bdrm apartment No
pets, no children 1108'1
Elm St. Water and sewer
paid. Seen by appointment
only. Call 436-2326,
2 Bedroom duplex, central
heat/air, in Northwood
Subdivision. $250 month.
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
2 Bedroom apartment,
close to shopping center.
No pets. Deposit required.
Call 753-7809.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment. Private entrance. Close to MSU. Call
753-7418.
Furnished 1 bedrm. apartment, carpeting, air-cond.,
private entrance; near
University. 753-7418.
Have for rent, 2 bedroom
duplex. Near University (3
blocks,) large private patio.
Call after 5, 753-6699.
Large furnished 2 bdrm.
apartment. No pets. Call
753-3106 or 436-2671.
Nice furnished 1 bdrm
apartment. 2 Bdrm furnished apartment. Inquire
100S. 13th St.
One and 3 bedroom
furnished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Call 7533134.

Now is the ime to
move to the Embassy
Apartments. Iwo
bedroom eminent
for rent. Cal 1534331 w 153-3530.
a.•

Furnished room for rent. 1
block from MSU. Living
room, kitchen, laundry
facilities. Wall to wall
carpet. $50 a month.
Phone 759-4538.
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933. Also, a
set of golf clubs for sale.
Sleeping room. No drinking
or smoking. $75 per month.
Call 753-5292 ix 753-9138.

34. Houses For Rent
2 Bdrm.brick home 4 miles
west of Murray, Hwy 783.
No pets. Call 753-0346 or
502-466-3311.
2 Bedroom house on 12th.
$200 a month. Call
753-8146 or 153-2437.
A nice country home near
Midway, available now. Call
Herman K. Ellis at 7535451 or 753-2934.
Extra nice three bedroom
house located in Murray.
$495 per month; security
deposit and 1 year lease
required. No pets. Call
436-2935 Of 753-0839.
New 3 Bdrm. brick house
on 5 acres; dining room,
family room, 2-car garage,
central heat/air. $275
month, plus deposit. Call
498-8589 or 901-247-5576.

Pest Nees Diggers
We pot It mad neck,
wadi wore.
CRISS=

h Al SALES
CENTFQ

3 Party yard Sale. 509
Chestnut. Thurs, Friday, 1
to 5.
Yard Sale. Baby clothes,
baby clothes, baby clothes.
Saturday, July 11, 501 N.
7th St. Rain or shine.
Yard Sale. July 10, 11, Fri.
and Sat. Fox Meadows
Trailer Ct. 'E-25.
Yard sale, Friday, 10th.
North 7th Ext. 8 til ?
Dishes, new jewelry, like
new men's and ladies
summer and winter clothing, lots of good material,
magazines, books, lots of
odds and ends.

43. Real Estate

IN E. 111010 753-S201

37. Livestock-Supplies
seeks, Drifts, eatiels,
max. Ns, it ivi iwww
ws am fix Kul
MURAT
LAMM
COMPANY
ebtoland saw.kr.

Three each, 2
Bedroom Trailers, gas
heat, window air, furnished, priced for
quick sale. Rents for
$450 per month.
Priced at $9,500.
7334M
•

Open Daly

in,
II,&

REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
753-8467.
Visitors
welcome.

38. Pets-Supplies
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill' of
knowing how your dog
really communicales. 4362858.
For sale: Golden Hampsters.
Call 435-4158 after 3 PM.
Rabbits, from babies to
breeders. Phone 753-9207.
Almo Heights.

40. Produce

Two bedroom aparigients in
attractive setting, dirpeted,
central heat and - air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, ix 753-7559.
Two bedroom, in Northwood. Carpet and beamed ceilings, washer and
dryer, and all kitchen
appliances furnished. No
pets. $265 per month.
753-0814.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air, outlets
for washer and dryer. No
pets. 753-9741.

33. Rooms for Rent

Need It?
Rest hi

Blackberries, $4 a gallon.
759-1080.
Sweet corn. 753-8848
before 9 PM.
Sweet corn at the Sears',
near Cherry Corner. Call
753-5249.
Sweet corn, $1.00 dozen.
Call 489-2101 or 489-2852.
Will sell June apples.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call to reserve order.
489-2467.

41. Pubic Sale
2 Party yard sale, Thur.,
Fri., Saturday, 400 N. 7th.
Bedspread, Avon bottles,
ice cream freezer, lots of
misc.
5 Party yard sale. Furniture,
clothes-infant through
adult, misc. items. 1/4 mile
S. of Dexter on old 641.
Friday and Saturday.
9 party yard sale. Kirksey,
follow signs on Beach Road.
July 6 through 12th.
Something for everyone;
some antique.
Garage Sale. 1201 Doran
Rd. Fri., Sat., 7 to 5. Rain
or Shine. Children's
clothes, 6-14; toys,
bicycles, tools, misc.
Garage Sale. Auto, washer,
elec. range, elec. heaters,
tent, .45 auto pistol, much
more. Friday, Saturday.
436-5434. Irvin Cobb Rd.
2.2 miles from Duncan's
Gro.
Moving sale. Everything
goes. Concrete blocks,
garden 5 HP plow, 25" TV
cabinet sewing machine,
chickens, 6' fence and
posts, 1974 Vega GT,
complete stereo set, men's
coats, furniture and, appliances, much more.

•

TARO SALE
LOTS TO SEW
Refrigerator (Great
condition),
clothes, prom and
pageant dresses,
nick-nacs, stoneware set, just to
mention a few.
503 S. V* Street,
Setyrarf mos a.m.

43. Real Estate

,.. i

\

{,%
1
II

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT.

Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitchen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
'A baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

In

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
7531010

'.Professional Services

With The Friendly Touch"

INVESTMENT
PERFECT
1909
Westwood,
almost new duplex,
cedar siding, each
side features 2
B.R.'s, living room,
kitchen, bath, wall to
wall carpeting, appliances, city water
and sewer. Each side
rents for $225. See
this one soon.In 50's.
GOOD
1NVFSTMENT
PROPERTY
641 G. Appr. 4 miles
from Murray, 2
frame houses, on 5
acres (tendable).
Excellent commercial property with
Ideal building site,
plus income from
rental houses: Investigate this now at
$24,900.00.

753-8080
OWNER FINANCED AND
ASSUMABLE LOAN. Now
you can afford to buy at a
low interest rate this 3
bedroom brick house on
lovely lot. Save on utilities
with insulation to TVA standards. Priced low to sell
quickly. Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.
& Mormon
eierweee
&
l
Reel Mote footholds Csort Sq.
orrey, ks.t.cky
753.4451

Mrimi

Building lot, 1 /
1
2
acres. Reduced for
quick sale. Owner
leaving town.
Shred Wddrep
Reel Estee

-41

%di Mfrs
Canter
721-1707

Auction Sole
friday Jely 10th iii,cm.it the Delo end StehbleNeM Dreg Store se
the Cart Soon l. Merrey, Ry. This Is ens of the eldest dreg stores le
Mosey. WI eel the Wirtstedt of serchoedbo.
To list a few items! Beautiful show cases, display rocks, counters,
shelving with glass doors, a nice stainless steel sodo fountain with stainless
steel back bar, cosh register, cord rocks and cords, Bibles, books, camera
and equipment, comb and brush sets, Timex watches, alarm clocks, pipes,
and tobacco products, and cosmetics.
Sale will be held rain or shine. Sole conducted by

Dan AVOI•r's Auction Srvke
Not responsible for accidents. Fixtures will sell after noon. For more information call 435-4144
Don Miller-Auctlia141?
Licensed& Bsded in Ky. tdd Tenn.
-k*

43. Real Estate

46. Homes For Sale

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

Prestigious home in
Gatesboto, 3 Bdr 2 bath
Brick home double garage
large patio, Central air and
heat Beautifully landscaped on large lot

Two-story cabin, two lots.
Pine Bluff Shores, Furnished. Year round living;
insulated, air-conditioned,
2 sun decks. $25,000.
753-5791, 759-1074, 7532649.

14' Polar Kraft, 24 horse
Johnson, tilt trailer, with
troller motor, lights, and 2
swivel seats. 753-7781.
15' Runaboat with 70 HP
Johnson motor, trailer. Call
435-4490.
16' Glastron, walk-thru
windshield, top/side curtains, power tilt, 60 hp
Evinrude, heavy duty trailer.
Good condition. $2500
firm. 753-0004 day, 7539274 after 5 pm.
16' Trihull ski boat. As is,
4250. 474-2390.
25' Cruiser, 283 inboard
engine; in water at Kenlake
Marina. 474-2390.
28 ft. Harris flote boat.
Mock II series, excellent
condition, 120 HP 10. Many
extras. 502-753-4951.
Boat trailer. Will fit up to
18' boat. 753-0724 after 5
P.m.
Will do house cleaning.
$4.00 an hour. Call
436-2292.

•

Lawn Service. Hedge,
prune, tree. Free estimate.
Call 436-2997.
Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203.
Need carpet cleaned professionally? Economically?
Call Jeff's Carpet Cleaning.
Featuring deep, deep steam
cleaning. Soil repellent
available. 5 years experience. Commercial windows cleaned up to 4
stories. Free estimates. Call
753-9826.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536.
Responsible young man will
mow lawns, paint and
scrape, babysit, etc. Call
753-9202.

MOBILE HOME
Large older home in 47. Motorcycles
AND 15 ACRES
Puryear on 1 acre 4 Bdrs ,
Located 5 miles west
family-room, gas and elec- 1979 Yamaha 80 $150
of Murray on the Buttric heat, storm doors and Call 437-4945,
terworth Road, this
windows. Well maintained
1980 110 3-wheeler. Call
choice tract has 8
All of your plumbing and
after 5, 436-5405.
tendable acres, 3
air-conditioning needs. Also
80 acre farm with nice For sale: 1973
500 Honda 4
acres of woods, and 2
do carpentry, painting,
modernized 4 Bdr. home cylinder.
Good condition.
icturesque ponds in
roofing, and concrete. All
West of Kirksey. Central $1000 Call
753-9957 after
a lovely setting. A
work done to satisfaction.
Heat and Air. Fireplace, full 5 PM.
pretty picture for
753-9822.
basement, and carpeted.
fbFor sale, 1980 Yamaha YZ
pleasant living at an
Asphalt driveways and
50. 753-8856.
affordable price in
parking lots sealed by
the mid 20's. Phone
Sears.
For free estimates
AkirrerCelkwa
y
Yamaha GT-80. Good condi753-1222, Kopperud
call 753-2310. Comity
&welly
tion.
$250.
Call
753-7774.
Realty, for all the
Big Joe's Small Engine
(502)7534146
details.
48. Aldo. SifiatS
Repair, 808 Coldwater
3011. 12411
GET CLOSE TO
Merroy,I.12071
Road, 753-8834. Chain
NATURE
a., A. Reens-11.*M.
saws,
lawn mowers, and
Ely
with this private 5
tillers.
All makes. Andy
AUTO
PANTS
acre fenced tract
Elkins
mechanic.
Also have
1
...
Apprabels
- Couasts s.4$s
near Kentucky Lake.
used mowers for sale.
riling
Management
Situated beautifully
lborray.114olisiry
Aluminum Service-Co.,
and Saks.
Carpenter work wanted. 30
with a private drive
Netted's, Mos,
aluminum and vinyl
yrs. experience. Call 436RON TALENT
and stocked pond,
wheel amis, ado
53. Senrices Offered 2253.
siding, custom trim
REALTOR
you can do some
accessories. 24 haw
work. References. Call
Bill's
Upholstery.
We
give
753-98p4
Concrete and block, brick
great relaxing and
%MED Also uses..
Will Ed Bailey, 753your car, boat or furniture a work.
Basements, drivefishing at your own
wises Nes et used
new look! Located behind
0689.
G000 INVESTMENT. Large
ways, storm cellars, porprivate retreat. Conwee perk.
Dairy
Queen.
Call
older
house,
3
or 4
ches. 20 years experience.
crete block basement
753-8085.
75342••
Warning! Don't read this
bedroom on extra large lot.
753-5476.
with roof goes with
unless you're in need of
Owner
ALCOA
ALUMINUM
will
SIDING
finance.
This
the property. A real
Spenser's
Dale
portable
roofing,
carpentry, or elecFor
sale:
3
G-78X14
B.F.
or vinyl siding and trim.
house has many large
buy at only $13,500.
rooms with basement and Goodrich radial tires. 753- Aluminum trim for brick sand blasting and painting. trical work. New or repair.
Phone any member
houses. Jack Glover, 753- Call 753-5198 or 753-6626. All guaranteed. Call Joe,
garage. Could be converted 0724 after 5 p.m.
of the Kopperu
Experienced mechanic. 753-9226 for free estimate.
into several apartments for 49. Used Cars
1873.
Re,alty Home team at
Rates
lower. 436-2805.
an excellent investment.
Wet basement? We make
COLDWATER LAWN &
753-1222 for all the
Would consider trade, or
wet basements dry, work
Fence
sales
Sears
GARDEN
now.
at
SHOP.
etails.
New, 198! _Poeonly $28,000. Call today.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers, Call Sears, 753-2310 for completely guarenteed. Call
Spann
Realty
tise
Associates,
T-4000, chain saws, expertly free estimate for your or write Morgan ConstrucReduced.
-'uc''. 'etion Co., Route 2, Box
duced! Three low priced 753-7724.
repaired. Pickup and needs.
$5250.00
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
properties. A large prestigdelivery
available.
489Firewood, cut any length, or call day or night,
PURDOM
ious house and garage
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
mostly oak and hickory, $20 1-442-7026.
OLDSMOBILE
apartment on large downGENERAL HOME REPAIR. delivered. 489-2492 or
I
I
town business lot (602
PONTIAC
Will clean up cars and do
15 years experience carpen- 753-4157.
Main), only $42,900. A
CADILLAC
try, concrete, plumbing, Guttering by Sears, Sears minor body work. Call
753-1222
good lot pear hospital (903
Homes FOR UVR1G
roofing, siding, things .continuous gutters installed 753-9131, 753-2981, or
1406
W.
Alai
Vine), only $18,900. A good
around the home. Free per your specifications. Call come by 641 Shell Station. 7S3-331
two bedroom house on good
estimates! No job too small. Sears 753-2310 for free Will haul driveway white
IMPRESSIVE
lot near MSU (1615
rock and Ag lime, also have 1
' RESIDENCE
1964 Chevrolet'White with'. Call days 474-2359, 474- estimate.
Hamilton), only $21,500.
pproximately
any type of brown or white
4500
red
•
interior, clean. Done 2276 evenings.
Possessions immediate and
Hardworking, trustworthy
Bum.753.5499.
q. ft. of living area
K S K Stump Removal. Do laborer, available anytime. pea gravel. Also do backhoe
owners want offers. Call
bedroom,
3
C.O. Bondurant Realty in this 5
1968 Plymouth Fury III. you need stumps removed Will do most anything. work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Georgian
styt
bath
753-3460.
Needs new starter. $125. from your yard or land $4.00 an hour. 753-5058.
home located where
cleared of stumps? We can
Will mew yards, 15 years
767-4476. .
z experience.
No.
MAKE IT MOBILE
County
remove stumps up to 24"
and
city
Call 753-6564.
1973
WL.
100 - ACRE
1969 Mustang, V-8 engine, below the ground, leaving
xpert ear sod he.. Will sharpen hand saws and
meet. Large living
oom
l
mobile home is 12x65;
3
speed,
new
sun
roof,
mag
only sawdust and chips.
canes with 3 bedrooms,
room with marble
rep*.
skill saws. 753-4656.
wheels. $900 or make offer. Call for free estimate, Bob
bath, plenty of closet space.
fireplace,
dinformal
WORLD Of SOUND
-Gas beat,community water,
Call 435-4588.
56. Free Column
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
ing room, den with
air conditioning unit. Back
222 S. 12th St.
1970 Chev. 350 engine. Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
patio. All furniture and apfireplace.
exMany
Free , puppies. Call 437753-5865
pliances are included. Level
Runs good, drives good, MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
4945,
tras in quality and
parcel is well-landscaped;
good brakes and tires. Commercial and residenhas oak trees,Iota of shrubs,
design with all the
AM/FM radio with 8-track. tial. Also patching, sealing,
rose bushes, flower garden.
appurtances
truof
a
Small, productive vegetable
$395 or best offer. Call and striping. For estimates
garden. Fronts gravel road.
ly luxurious family
753-847.3 after 5.
Block
route.
school
bus
On
call 753-1537.
home. Manicured
to lake, mile to Ada. Nice
1974
Dodge Charger. For MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
lawn with a variety
lake views. $19,500 and
'PRESCRIPTIONS'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
sale, or will trade for underpinning, roof's sealed,
you're the proud, new
of flowering trees,
owner.
SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'HOSPITAL
smaller
car.
Call
437-4125.
flowers .. shrubs
patio awnings, and house
Strout Realty
'LEADING
BRANDS OF COSMETICS
acres.
cover
Cir1%
1975 Buick LeSabre, or type roofs for mobile
POE L KENNON,Broker
•HOLLSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
1913 Cobh/Mel Rd.
cular drive, brick
trade for cheaper one. homes. 753-1873, Jack
Murray, Kewiurio 42071
Free Delivery.on Prescriptions in City Limits
Glover.
walkway and patio
753-3307.
Call 71341911 i asytimel
accent this stunning
1976 Trans Am.„ 63,000 MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Insetting. Contact Kopmiles; new tires. $2,400. stalling tie dawns, underHorse County- 10 acres or
perud Realty, 753pinning, roofing, installing
Call 753-9710,
park your mobile home and
/222, for Full-time
doors
and windows. Also
enjoy this country setting.
Real Estate Service.
build porches and patios.
225 L. P. MNIer St. (Across from Commieseity Center)
INOTKEI
Acreage completely fenced,
I
I
INVEST IN THE
753-6973.
Call
Free
welt and septic inSpecializing in Senior Citizens
FUTURE
estimates! No job too
cluded...convenient locayea kw a wreck eed
small!
Located
South
on
Open Hours
tion between Mayfield and
NW a wrecker phase
12th St., this property
APPLIANCE
SERVICE:
Murray. Take a look today.
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Tues.,
Mon.,
most he peliceme
has excellent potenKenmore,
Whirlpool,
Offer by CENTURY 21,
dares &el you wet.
8-12 753-3685
tial for a business
Westinghouse. Experienced
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...753location. Currently
independent service. Bobby
1492.
For Appointment
PARKIR FOND
serving as rental proHopper, 753-4872.
perty, it has two
WHOM SOMA
bedrooms, one bath,
kitchen, living room
Oro 1515273. MOS 751
with fireplace and
II133 24 MI!Mkt
Saturday, My 11, 111 cm.
den or dining. AdjaTake
Ivy.
97
foe*
Ivy. it Tfl City to lel City Ky. Tors Sseth onto
off
94
cent corner property '75 Charger Daytona, p.s.,
loydselle bleats,Rd. S proceed 1½ NI to solo, OR awe sett off Ivy. 89
may also be purchasp.b., air-conditioner, AMet Ky-Te Mete Lid A proceed to Serifs& Store. Thee North as Soll City
ed. Priced at only
ATESBOROUGH
FM cassette stereo, C.B.
Illechtep Rd.t2Y2 ed. to Selo. Follow Antis. Arrows. Sobel to settle the
Kop$28,000 through
LISTING
radio, antenna, air shocks,
estate of As lets Mrs. lee R.,?
perud Realty, 711
mags(cragers), 61,000
conomical three
Tappan gas range, frigidaire refrigerator-freezer combination, Maytog
Main.
miles. $1600. 753-3716.
bedroom home only 3
auto
washer & dryer set, table w/6 chairs, small appliances, ocelating
years old. Home has
'78 Malibu Classic, 2 door
floor fans, food choppers, ice cream freezer, crock churns, wall kero lamps,
n meticulously
45. Farms For Sale coup; sharp, black with
bottles, cookers, milk gloss items, dish cabinet, hob nail vases, 2 irons, carmaintained both in171
/
2 acre farm. Good for silver vinyl roof. Good gas
nival Items, base cabinets, gas heaters, cookwores, dishes, ironwores, flatside and out, has heat small livestock operation. 3 mileage, 305 V8 engine,
ware, Mr. Coffee maker, decanters, old trunks, rockers, dining table w/4
pump heating a
AM/FM
a/c,
auto.,
stereo
Bdrm home, 1200 sq. ft.
wood choirs, 2 old fireplace mantles, Phiko cabinet radio, platfortik & or
cooling system,large
Outbuildings, good well. radio. 30,000 actual miles.
rockers, table radios, swivel rockers & recliners, foot stools, clocks, table &
two-car garage with
good country yard. Reduced 1 owner. Call 759-1926
floor lamps, vanity & pole lights, hex tables, night stands, dressing stool,
storage area and atto sell at $22,500. 753- after. 6 P.M.
tractively priced at
2418.
spool what-not rock, ploques, art flowers, couch & choir (makes bed), iron
50. Used Trucks
only 362,500. Phone 46. Homes For Sale
beds, alum, cot, mantle clock, chest of drawers, chifferobe, oak dresser w/
International
14-A
Doser
753-1222, Kopperud
mirror, 4 pc. bedroom suite, metal storage trunk, dolls, old mirrors, 3 pc.
Brick house in Coldwater, Chevy truck, with 6100
Realty, for Real Sertable group, 2 pc. living rm. suite, RCA console TV w/color antenna, Singer
miles,
engine
rebuilt
with
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
vic in Real Estate.
console sewing machine, quilts, blankets, 2 feather beds, pillows, bed rest
room and den, 2 car garage, an 8 wheel low boy trailer.
QUALITY SPEAKS
pillow, Magnavox home entertainment center, cedar jewelry boxes, razor
-$8000,
or
best
Call
offer.
on large lot. $49,900. Call
FOR ITSELF
strops, wicker baskets, hampers, GE floor buffers, TV trays, electric
437-4891.
753-2493 or 489-2145.
Recently listed 3
hospital bed, patient bed table, trapeze aid lift, wheel chair, many other
Brick house, 2 yrs. old. 1973 Dodge 4 ton Pickup.
bedroom brick home
household
items.
-FARM EQUIPMENTa
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
on large, beautifully
1952
435-4490.
Ford
Tractor, 2x12" plow, 5' pickup disc, 501 Ford cycle mower
landscaped lot in ex- formal dining room, large
(new), 2 rubber tire wagons, cry flow spreader, IHC rubber tire manure
den, 2 car garage, concrete 1978 Chev. pickup, 6 cyl.,
c e I 1 e n t
spreader, tractor jock, bee hives, Clinton chain sow, IHC tractor seat, horse
neighborhood. drive. Large patio with low mileage, excellent
cedar fence. House has condition, $3150. Call
drown implements, hay needle, cross cut saws, 6 con milk cooler, milking
Features include livmany extras. Owner will 753-9648 or 753-6084.
machine pump, con rocks, strainers, 6 milk cans, metal chicken feeders,
ing room with
consider financing. See at
brooder,
metal hens nest, chicken coops, well bucket, coal skuddles, 3 pc.
fireplace, indirect
Campers
1809 Wiswill Rd., ot_calI 51.
lawn sit, rakes, brooms, forks, porch swing w/stond, church pews, bird
tifig and built-In
1969 1
753-0839 or 436-2935..'
Camper. Combath, swan flower pots, turfmaster 26" 5 HP riding mower, garden tiller
music system, forpletely refinished on inside.
owner,.
room
six
sale
by
For
w/new motor, cedar planter box, tobacco knives, banana crates, nail kegs,
mal dining room,
brick house. 2 bedrooms, Gas and electricity, new
many items we can not begin to list.
family room and
refrigerator,
,
tires.
new
garage, on corner lot,
TOMS: Cash, Plenty of parking & shade, lunch available. For
extra-large two-car
Further In78x187'.
In quiet re- • Reedy to go. $1500.
formation Contact
garage. Hans_ his
7452-8555.
entraI
been
recently
Aselludesdected By
lking distance IA shop- _1977 PAce Arran mn
Mr. DemeljApt,Executer
tiV'ecorattAIME? AUC1ISa REAL ESTATECO.
home. 25 ft., fully equiped.
ping center. Call /53-1276.
1s14111.1141111
throughout. Priced in
Located in Aurora. KY.
•
Se. FdIetCte.
SOSR.WePee
60's. Price just Or lease, 2 bdrm. house 4744884.
stall
bodyshoo7
7
and
.
-11479-1N1:11 B794113100-si
reduced $3000. Phone
located 3 miles south of Walk-in camper for pickup;
1222 for all the
issolosser Met
Dreher
MutMem
Murray off 641. Call sleeps 4, $350. Call
nisi
sit es, We
753-8895.
753-4645.

WALLIS DRUG

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

ESTATE AUCTION

4
'4

AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS
bookcases
music centers, etc
Reasonable. 436-2566.

•
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Five Family, One Single

Observations
Recent, Post World War I Weddings

By Leckie Hart

Club Okays Memberships
4•

Six memberships — five
family and one single —
were approved by the Murray Country Club board of
directors at its scheduled July meeting Monday night.
These included:
Cary and Marilyn Miller,
Route 7, Murray. Miller
teaches and is basketball

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tlie Mwtet taiga hoes by
5.30 p m Monday-Friday or by
3-30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to call 7511916 between 5:31 km
erl I p.. Sok, Ira* haw. a
3:31 0.4 aid 4 0.N. &Nadas.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 La. weekdays ore.a. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of lie Malay la* I limesare II as.
S pm.. Monday
through Friday and I a. It seek
Saturdays

and baseball coach at Murray High School.
Mrs. Mary Bartlett, 2210
Edinborough
Drive,
Gatesborough. She is a
secretary and bookkeeper at
Murray State University.
David A. and Kathy
Perkins, 311 North 7th
Street.
Ralph L. Nelson, 1200
Doran Road,retired.
Craig and Diane McCrystal, 1532 Beckett Drive.
He is a regional manager
with American Television &
Communications, which
operates Murray Cablevision, and
Jim and Jeri Harrell, 1801
Gatesborough. He teaches
and coaches in the Murray
city schools system.
The board also approved a
request from Murray State
Track Coach Bill Cornell for
permission to run three
cross country track events
over a 4-mile course on the
club grounds on:
Friday, Oct. 2, at 4 p.m.;
Friday, Oct. 16, at 4 p.m.;
and on Saturday,Oct. 31, the
date of the Ohio Valley Conference cross country cham-

pionship meet, beginning at
10:30a.m.
. With exception of the Oct.
31 meet, the participants
should not be on the course
more than an hour each
time, Director James Frank
told the board. Because of
the large field of runners in
the OVC meet, however, he
said this group could be on
the course for approximately two hours.
In other action, the board
members discuised such
club matters as:
— Removal of the wind
screens temporarily from
the west and south sides of
the new tennis courts.
— An overhaul of the
lighting system on the old
tennis courts.
— Swimming pool equipment and its maintenance.
— Last-minute preparations for the 22nd renewal of
the club's -annual Invitational Tournament July 2425,and
— The use of the club's
facilities by non-member
residents of Calloway County as guests of club
members.

J00 ®
NEW!
COUNTRY FRIED

STEAK DINNER

$2.95
Our new Country Fried Steak is made with real round of beef,
tender and meaty. We cook it up crispy and golden, and smother
it with creamy-rich country gravy. Served with mashed potatoes
and a fresh green dinner salad. It's a whole new reason to. . .

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

(Note: This is the first of a
4-part series of a recent wedding and others of the '20s.)
Not all weddings of 1919-21
were observed as they are
today with parties, showers,
teas, coffees, and rehearsals. Most brides had made
their hope chest of linens,
quilts, and such before the
wedding. Their gifts usually
consisted of a feather bed,
blankets, and a starter of
chickens, and a cow to set
them up housekeeping. If the
weather and roads permitted, pictures were made by
the town photographer.
Weddings were usually
held in the bride's home
which was the place of the
wedding dinner, too. The
first night, most times, was
spent in her home. The couple set up housekeeping as
soon as possible,fully expecting the shivaree as was the
custom. That was a gathering of friends at night, outside the newly weds' home.
and ringing cow bells.
shooting fire crackers,
beating tubs and tin buckets
as a surprise and frightening
off of all bad luck.
Attending the 60th
wedding anniversary v of
Mavis and Max Hurt recently, I visited with friends who
attended their wedding in
Bowling Green in 1921. Lily
Wrather (Mrs. M.O.) and
her brother Leon Grogan
were among the guests at the
private exchange of vows.
She and other students from
Calloway cooked and served
the Hurts their wedding supper.
Marrying in those years
was for keeps. Max and
Mavis have enjoyed a continuous honeymoon. They
have been successful in all
endeavors, have made contributions to the welfare of
others, and until the past
year they have had good
health. Mavis is recovered
from a death-threatening illness, and again, she and
Max are sweethearts traveling, hand in hand,treasuring
every blessing.
I was an attendant in two
weddings in 1919. My cousin
Jewel Gingles was marrying
Hugh Melugin; her brother,
Lee was taking Callie Black
for his bride. My date was
Talniiige Robinson, who like
Hugh and Lee, was just out
of the Army of World War I.
He owned a Studebaker car.
Not-many cars were around
then.
Jewel and Hugh chose October 26 as "THE DAY."
They were married by a
Methodist minister in front
of the parsonage on South"
Ninth where Austin Elemen-

tary School is. We sat in the
Studebaker while the
minister stood outside and
read the ceremony. Friends
had planned to serenade
them at the local train station. To avoid this, we drove
to Hazel where they caught
the 3:30 to Paris, Tenn. Then
on to Shrevesport, La. where
Hugh had a job waiting for
him.
Talmage's
Could

Studebaker have bias the
cause of our popularity as attendants? Just two months
later, December 19, Lee and
Callie were married in the
Studebaker,on North Fourth
Street by the Rev. J Mack
Pool, known as "The marrying preacher" because of his
popularity • in these occasions. Talking with Callie
this week,•she reminded me
of the long wait at the ap-

pointed place and time for
Brother Pool. They barely
had time to catch the train
for Paducah where they
spent the night. They returned next day.
The Melugins, Gingleses
and Hurts have lived lives
that met their hopes and
ctreams, and have given
freely to their community,
and have children that are
following in their tracks.

Dale and Bob, business men,
are Jewel's and Hugh's sons.
Jimmie Lee Stubblefield and
June are daughters of Callie
and Lee. Jerry Dunn is the
daughter of Mavis and Max.
Lee is the only one of the
six not living. He died about
two years ago. Talmage
married Ruth Tolley. They
have a son, Jimmy, and live
in Camden, Tenn. I've lost
track of the Studebaker.

AN APPLE A DAY
SPOKANE, Wash.(AP) —
An apple a day does more
than keep the doctor away.
Apples are processed into
juice, vinegar, jellies, pies
and applesauce. Fresh raw
apples are about 84 percent
water.
Washington, New York,
and Michigan are among the
leading apple producing
states in the United States.

Jea

iff® RESTAURANTS
"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."
JADDRESSES)

NOTICE
For All Your Concrete Work
(Poured Basement Walls,
Floors, Foundations or
Driveways)

Thatsmooth• and
• easy
tasteis in
bottles and cans.

MII

Pre-engineered Metal Buildings

or

tE9E01 hOhfit

Contact

E. & P. Construction Co., Inc.
,

10CPai Sloes
Hazel, Ky.
4914359 Nils

.7 11111PIP
.
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Save2YortA&W

2Y:
,

_
TO CONSUMER:This coupon good only on purchase aproduct indicated Any other use constitutes fraud Limrted one coupon
puzchese.
per
s, Inc will reimburse you for
TO RETAILER: You are authorized to act as Our agent for the redemption of this coupon AIM Bever
Itse face vitae of this coupon or. If coupon calls for free merchandise, your regular pnce of is.free goods. plus 71 handling, provided
Met you end Me consumer have complied with the temis &this after Coupon may not be
or trencher-red Invoroes
purchase of sufficient stock of our brands to cover coupons presented must be-shown upon request (Failure to comply mayptro
orvcri
i llf
coupon* submitted for redemption )Customer must pity any sales Is, yoid where proMbited, taxed or restricted by law Good only in
value
I/29t
S.A.
Cash
U
TWINS OF COUPON: Coupon will not be honored if presentedlfirtlugh outside egencres%rokere or others who are not Wert Ninth'Apr,of our merchandise or scecilliy authorized by us to presener_oupcins for redemption
'Retailers who are members of the Matson Redemption Service and any othekcOmmerael clearing house service should foNow their normal procedures to, submitting coupchslor redemption
Ail otter customers should send their coupons to MW Beverages, Inc., PO BO, 1312, Canton.
law* 52734 _Offer expires DeCemberr 11 tett
• •

Any Type-Construction

1068 !.."-ftakillialls Ave.
Day Phone: 9014449840
Tau.

MB IN NI UM MI MI MN 1011

Offer pod on Regular and
Sugar Free6or8packs,3family
• tize bottles,Or ate 2-liter bank.
up.= no on um Ali so so.
is at on win
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